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ABSTRACT
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ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES -

. .

PREFACE

The modules were developed by CORD for use in two-year postsecondary technical institutions

to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry.for updatingiemployees in company:

sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques, and skills taught in the modules, based

on tasks that energy technicians perform, were obtai'ned from a nationwide advisory committee of.

employers of energy technicians. Each module was written by a technician 'expert and approved by

' representatives from industry.

A module contains the,following elements:

M
Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be, famili'ai. with before studying the

module.

Objectives, which clearly identify, what the student is expected to know for satisfactory module

completion. The objectives, stated in terms of action - oriented behaviors, include such lotion

words as operate, measure, calculate, identify, and define, rather than words withmany interpre-

tations such as know, understand, learn, an4 appreciate.

Subiect Matter, which presents the backgrou nd theory and techniques supportive to the objectives

of the module.- Subject matter is written with the technical student in mind. .

./'
>Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this new knowledge.

A

Laboratory Materials, which ideniify'the equipment required to complete the laboratory procedure.
.

Laboratory Procedures, which is. the experiment section, or 'hands-on" portion, of the module

(including Step -by -step instruction) designed to reinf,,e student learning.

Data Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic) courses to help

the student learn how to collect and organize data.

1W

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary reading/viewing for the student.

-/Test which measures the student's achievement of prestated objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

"Energy Conservation An Introduction'" is a module

that is, fundamental in nature, designed to give the student

a review of information presented inTeviolis courses.

This m1odule discusses availability and utilization of energy

'sources and describes utilizatidn.of energy in the econpy

- of the United States. It also reviews basic principles for

conservation of energy In energy-using equipment- and in

building construction and use., The fundamentals discussed
4

in this module are prerequisite to required task decisions

and skills rTuired in subsequent modules.

PREREQUISITES

\-1
The student should have completed one year of high

school algebra, Unified°TechniCal Concepts I, II, and III,

Fundamentals of Energy Technology, and Energy Production

Systems.

OBJECTIVES

4 Upon completion of this module, the student should be

ablelto:

1. Desribe energy flow in the U.S. economy and include

the nature of primary sources, energy-conversion de-
.

vices,17.6*--Ad uses and losses.

2. Calculate doubling time for use of a resource, given

the rate of increased use.

3. State at least three advantages of energy conservation.

ar

o
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4. Describe the long term historical use of petroleum in

the past, presp,t', and future.

5. Discuss the ce-sts of natural gas, fuel oil, and coal,

as well as the'expected price trends for each...

6. Given information about fuel usage, such as the given

period and the average climate at a given location;

Calculagjiow much fuel'may be expected to be used in

a future period.

,7. pescribe'the historical growth pattern of.energy usage

ink the U.S,

8. Discuss metbods_for energy conservation in the follow-

ing areas:

a. Energy-using equipment. 4 tt,

b. Building construction and use.
o

c. Automotive transportation.

9.' Estimate expected fuel usage far a specific building,

based on observations made by the student.

Page 2tEC-01
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QUBJECT MATTER

AVAILABILITY OF, ENERGY SUPPLIES c-

The discussion of energy conservation begins by con-
,

sidering the flow of energy in the U.S. economy.. Figure 1

illustrates energy flow, showing major sources, types of

energy-conversion facilities, and end uses. .The thickness

of the bars is approximately equal to the relative'amount

of energy used in each application. The most important

sources of energy are presented quantitatively in Table 1.

INPUTS

HYDRO
NOCLE.AR

COAL

PETROLEUM,

NATURAL
GAS

ENERGY
CONVERSION

DEVICES

1 -t

fL
2

USEFUL ,

OUTPUTS,

ELECTRICAL
POWER

I TRANSPORTATION

4

1. HYDROELECTRIC GENERATORS

2. ELECTRIC GENERATORS

3. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

4. FURNACES. STOVES. HEATERS

HEAT

STACK LOSSES

FROM ENGINES

FROM GENERATORS

LOSSES

'Figure A. Flow of Energy in the United States.

8
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TABLE ai PRIMARY SOURCES OF ENERGY IN THE UNITED SiTATES.

.

Source

. . ,

Percentage -

Petroleum -,
..-

45%

Natural Gas 30%

Coal 18%

Hydroelectricity 4%
. . .

Nuclear Energy ,'.3%

Petroleum accounts for.almost'half of the energy sup-

ply; *it i§ used .mainly for internal combustion engines and

for heating hopes, offices, and factories.. Natural gas

alsb accounts for a major fraction of energy utilization;
0 its bafOr'use is for direCt heating. Coal, the next larg:

est source, is used mainly'for generating electricity.

HydroeleCtricity -is/an-imp?rtant source of\eleCtricaf povier

in Certain parts of the United States; notably the Pacific

Northwest, However, hydroelectric plants must depend'on

the force of water.dropping from a substantial height

which limits their usefUlness. Application's of nuclear .

k-

elikergy are - `expected t'o-increase, yet ,the outlook (for nu-*

cleat energy) ispresentIy cloudedLby opposition of many

.people because of social andecolosical factors, ,Nuclear

energy is used for electricl generation.
, .

.

-.. Other sources' of energy solar, geothermal, wind, and

tidal energy account for only a very small,fxaction of . 1

the total energy used.".Use of these sources may increase, . .

1
but the rate.of increase will depend on advantes in research. I

and development.

I

1

Page 4/EC-01.
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Tigute 1, and Table 1 do not_iriclude bioldgical energy

sources, for example, food which is.consumed by human beings .

on animal's. a

The types of energy conversion devices that.convert

energy from primAy sources into'useful heaCand work in-
.

cluckgenerators, engines, furnades, stoves, andheaters

(Figure 1). Thus, electricalt,generation,,either by thermal

generati:on'or hydroelectric generation, drawS upon all pri-

mary energy sources. 'Transportation is fueled almost .ex- 4

clusively by petroleum; and heating applications, rely

natural gas, petroleum, an' coal.

There,are'losses associated with each conversion. In

te3Nal electric generatiOn, most of the enery is wasted,

and perhaps only about 25% is converted-ino electrical

energy. Internal,combustions are also inefficient, with,

again, abdut 25%of the available,energy b6ing converted

into useful mechanical work:, The lass associated with )4.

heaters and furnaces is mainly stackloss,-"that,is, the

heat energy that goes up the smokestack.

Transmission accounts for a smaller percentage of
-

energy loss. About 3% of electrical energy produced at' a,

generating plant is lost,in transmission to the end user?.

Even less is lost in transmission 'of fuels. For example,

virtually,100% of t e oil put into one end of a, pipeline

Will emerge from the other end.

Thep losses (illuStrated.by.the bars which emerge

from.thebottom of Figure 1) represent energy that is not

available for pr9ducing heat or work. Since energy loses

consume a large fraction of the total energy input, 'an

poitant part of ,energy conservation involves reducing these
.

losses,.

4

"Jo .
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,

Figure 2 shov's various -stages!Ofignergy losses for

natl.-a-algas and electrical heating .systems, beginning with

the primary source (fuel) and ending with, delivery of heat'

to a home (the nd user). Natural gas heating involves

virtually no ehergy'loss-in a transcontinent,a1 'pipeline and.
a flow percent loss in, a local distribution system. The

a

NATURAL GAS HEATING

FUEL 100%

PIPELINE

100% I.F.AVES PIP ELINE

LOCAL
DISTRIBUTION

5% LOSS

-; 95% ARRIVES AT FURNACE

f : 24% STACK LOSS
FURNACE

ELECTRICAL HEATING

( FUEL 1067i,

POWER 'PANT

70% CONVERSION
LOSS

30% INPUT TO TRANSMI3310N

ELECTRICAL
OfSTRBUTION

NETWORK

3% LOSS

. 274, ARRIVES AT HOME

ELECTRICAI,.
HEATER

(USEFUL HEAT)
DELIVE-RED, 71% DELIVERED 27%

ow/

USEFUL HEAT

Figure 2) Overall Efficiency of Heating Systems.,-

Page 6/EC-01
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1

furnace loses approximately 24% of the -heat up the 'chimney.

Thus, approximately 71% of the total energy contained in

t
the fuel is Ilivered to the home as useful heat. In an

. _
electrical heating system, the heater itself Is essentially

100 efficient, that is, all energy delivered to the heater

is converted to useful heat. The. major loss occurs during

the generation process. Aliproximately 70% of the energy

contained in. the primary fuel is lost during'this process; . .'

and 3% more is. lost in transmission.. Thus, of the o4-iginal
.

energy content of the fuel, only about 27% appears as Useful

.-- heat in the home. .
,

. )

The right side .0. Figure 1 shows the main end uses of
f

energy: electrical power, transportation, and heat.

The uses of electricll power include righting, air

conditioning, residential appliances, and powering of indus-
.

tTial.machinery. Transportation is mainly powered-by in-

ternal combus,tion engines which predominantly use petroleum.

Transportation involves automobiles, motorcyCle.s, buses,

airplanes, boats, and farm machinery. Heating applications

.include heating of homes, officeS, factories, schools, and

so f'-'-t-t.h. This latter .category also includes cooking,. water
\

heating, and industrial process heating.

In additioh, there areisome non-energy uses of petro-

leum whichtare not included ill Figurel. These uses include,'
. .

production of petrochemicals suchaslastics. and asphalt.

Table 2 prgsents an approximate breakdown of the end

uses of en'ergy. The'breakdown in each category includes

,the total amount of energy directed toward each end'use.

-Thus, the 25% devoted tg-transportation includes the amount

deliVered as useful work plug the amount lost in producing
.

.

. this useful work. .

. .

(

i, .

. 1 0
.1. 4.#

t EC-01/Page 7
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TABLE 2. END' USES '0

4?

ENERGY. -

e

Electrical Power GeriVation ... '28%
,
,

_____.../-
Transportation

\_
250

Heating uses
. \\ .

.

-Industrial heating 23

Residential heating
y
24%

470

. ,
*-. Tot 1, 100%

a

1

The unit for tota)t, energy consumption in the economy
, I

is the "quad," ,The qUad ds defined as "one quadrillion Btu .;

(10" Bt0)." Total energy consumption is.often expressed t

in quads in order to.assure a number of reasonable size.

The total energy Consumption in the United
4
States in 1975

was about 73 q4ads:' In recent years the consumption of

energy has in6reated a bout 4% per year.

Figure 3? shows tile rapid growth of total U.S. energy

consumption over a period of approximately 100 years. This

sources such as fossil fuels. Conservation measures, are

condition has led to depletion of naturally occurring energy
1

needed to slow down'the growth rate.

C

Page 8/EC-01
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r , T I 1: I t t

1880 1900 1,920 1940 1960 . 1980 YEAR A

Figure 3. growth of Energy Consumption.

. A.
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NECESSITY OF ENERGY CONSERVATION

.4

, One obvious reason for interest in energy conservation

the economic savings that can Ve achieved. The costs of

ergy are increasing rapidly. Figure 4 shovis the price

*,trend forthe cost of 'natural gas that is delivered to a

residential user. To keep costs down, energy conservation

must be practiced by business and industry, as well as in-

consumers. Moreover, as energy prices continue to

rise, the economic motivation for energy conservation will

become. stronge.r.

'There is another, more compelling.reason for energy

conservation: the total supply-of fossil fuels is limited.

Fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, and natural gas, provide

most of the energy used in the United States, but only a a

-finite supply of '.fossil fuels' is available. When these

5 5,i1 fuels are used', they will be gone forever.

According to estimates by K. K. Hubbert*, the utiliza--

tionof a fuel with a limited total supply follows a pattern:

first, a rising period. of growth, then a peak, then a de-
,

cline. The peais reached at a time when 50t 'of the total

supply has been used. Usage declines to near zero as the .

supply becomes exhausted. Accordinp to Hubbert's estimates,

the year of peak consumption for the world's petroleum sup-

ply will ,be 1990. At that time half.of all the world's,

available petroleum will have been tiled. By 2020, -9015 of

the total pe.q.?leum will have been used, and the- consumption'

,

will have deglined. Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of

the usage of petroleum by the human race. The exact loca-

tion of the peak and end positions in'the diagramAlay be

*M, K. Hutbert, Resources and Men, W. A
sah Francisco -(19690.

Page- 10/EC-01
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r
0

=
2

0

G.

-1000 0 +1000
TIME YEARS FROM PRESENT )

Figure 5. History of Human Usage of Petroleum.

somewhat debatable; still, the basic fact emerges that the

_petroleum age will be a brief period of human-history:

_ConserNration efforts will- stretch the available supply

of energy and, at the same time, will allow tilletocieyelop

other renewable sources of energy. Some of the-technologies

now under development, such as solar energy and- thermonu-

clear fusion, have been discussed in the Energy Production

Systems to se.* Such technologies offer hope for the future

when fossil uels are exhausted. Still; conservation mea-

sures will continue to be important, even when such adyanced

energy sources. are operational, the reason being that enengy

growth occurs at an exponential rate (eR). If the usage

now is expressed as Uo; the usage at a time years 'in the

future, U(t), is shown by the following equation:

Page 12/EC-6l

U(t) = Uo e
Rt

Equation 1

17
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The above figure is for a growth rate of R per ~year. Ac-

cording to Equation 2, the time (in years) that it will

take for the usage to double (td) is given as follows:

9

2 0.693
td = in EquafiOn 2

In Equation 3, R is given as a fraction. If R is to be

expressed as a percentage, the following is true:,

69.3
R(%)

quation 3

As a rule, of thumb, the numerical fadtor, 69.3 is often

rounded-off to 70. For an example, at a growth rate'of

5% per.Tear. (an'apparently modest rate), usage will double

in 14 years., In anotheT 14 years dt will double again

to .four, times the original rate. This exponential 'growth

is sketched in Figure 6, demonstrating that, even for a

growth rate of 5% per"" yeL- (vrate that doenOt seem large),

the'total energy use will grow enormously within several

decades.

Thus, it is not enough-n:41y to seek new energy sources.

The exponeptial growth of energy use will overwhelm the ca-

pabilities of promising new technologies. The development.

of energy sources must4'be'ccompanied energy- conservation

in order to- hold' down t11:eexponential growth of energy use.
0

41.

18

4.
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PATTERNS OF ENERGY USE AND COST

The general pattern of energy use in the United States

has been upward. The growth rate may be estimated from.the

data sho4 in Figure 3. Using Equation 1 the following

may' be obtained:

or

in CU
U(t
Uo

R t

= in

4quation 4,

. .

The above figure extends from 1960-1969, period that may
.

be regarded as typical since the growth of energy usage

was not constrained by considerations of an energy crisis.

Oyer this nine-year period total'ener c o'ns4mption in-

creased from 45.5 qu'ads to '66.7 quads. 2 f these numbers
.

are substituted into Equation 4, the following may be ob-

taineS:
%

1 66.7
= in

a 45.5
1

1110.

9
x 0.3825 = 0.0425 = 4.25% .

iViation 5

This growth4ate of 4.25% means that the total energy con--.

suMption would double about everyi16years: A t4% per year

growth rate -haz.Also been typical for many of the individ-

ual components of energy usage (petroleum usage, electrical

power generation, and so forth); therefore a 4% pattern

seems to have been set.

EC-01/Page 15
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4

App arently, even the realization that there is an
j

energy crisis has not helpe.d reduce he growth rate. Fig:

ure 7 shows gasoline, consumption over the d950-1978,period.

.GaSoline consumptio decreased slightly%in 1974, following

the'Arab oil embargo; but tiel it began increasing again

kat a rate similar to the rate before-1973. The net effect

Was simply-a tAo-year offset in the rising-curve.

Although' providing statistics is not, the intent 6f-this

module., -it is significant to note thae-the pattern of energy

consumption in still other areas hts been similar. For in-

f-

stance, the growth rate for elettrical power has been approx-

imately 15-6"f year (through 1978). Obviously, the AMerican,

public has hot learned-the importance of energy conservation.

There are-some indications that the )growth rate de-

1

creased in 1979;' but, as of this writing ill arly_1980, the

statistics were not fully available. In,1979 there were

'rapid*increases in the prices of gasoline and heating oil. :

In the same year, emergency controls were imposed do tem-

ature seting8 in pUUlidbUildings. These factors may

, have contribute tO,the decrease in growth rate because the

growth in gasoline usage and eleetricalpoVex'° production,

in particular, slowed somewhat* in 1979J, It remains to be

seen whether this-xill be a.lasting trend,

The costs of fuel's', are expected to increase in the

.future. ..F,igure 8 showssome estimates for the cost of oil, ,

8
natural gas, and coal through, 1990. Of course, such esti-

,

mates arewsubject to many uncertainties. The-political

situation. in the Middle East, for example, can have a sig-
.

hificant effect an the price of
,.

oil. It is clear that the .

costs will continue to increase and mill eventually forde
, .

energy conservation on eve'yone.

Page 1.6/EC-61
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I
The values presented in Figre 8 are' presented irT

terms of costs per million atu in order, to, keep costs of

different fuels on a comparable basis. Pricewise, the

throe fu4els are expected to keep their relatiire'rankings,

with oil being most expensive, natural gas second, and coal

leastlexpenSive. Over the period between 1980 and'19'90,

prices are expected to increase as follows:

,

Natur 1 gas 2.39

..Coal 1e78

0

There are numerous other factors wlilf4ect future

energy usage, such as those listed below:

Laws.and regulations:

Effects on the environment

Costs associated ,with, energy -conservation

vow'

Laws and- Regulations c

e

,A

The use of energy and its costs are strongly affected

by governmental actions. .or many years the United States

government regulated the costs of natural gas and oil pro-

duced in the United. States by controlling the Maximum price'
.

that could be charged for these-two fuels. In the late

1 -970s, the pi.iCes were deregulated and controls were-re-..

moved-, leading to increases n the costs of energy. ./

The government also influences energy use through taxa:

tion.' Tax credits are offered to encourage energy conserva-

tion; for example,-credits-on personalincome tax are °fiery.
.

to homeowners whO add energy-conserving faCi.lities' (such as '

insulation) to their homes.
,
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Envonment.al Effects-

Environmental considerations can influence energy'costs.

For example, generation of electriCal power with,coal as a

fuel sometimes involves advArse environmental effects.

Burning of coal that,has'a high- sulfur content releases

sulfur dioxide into!the atmosphere. This can be extremely

undesirable, leading- to so- tailed "acid rains" which harm

forest life an& endanger fist' life in some lakes. Extra
.

equipment must be added to5smokestacks to reduce sulfur

dioxide-emission which,, of course, increases the cost &..f

burning coal as compared to-other fuels.

Costs of Energy Conservation

A There are costs associated with ene y Conservation.

For example,,if a homeowner adds insula ion)andweather-
.-

stripping, there undoubtedly will be cost savings involved;

however, insulation and weatherstripping cost money to buy

and install. For the energy savings to be Worthwhile to '

e homeowner, the cost of the-materials must be less than

the money saved on fuel.

The rea:ation between total energy cost and the cost of

fuel 'is shown schematically in Figure 9. As fuel is saved

by.energy conservation measures, the cost of the fuel de-:

creases. At the same time, the associated casts increase:- .

The initial fuel savings usually are relatively inexpenSivp:.

But as one approaches zero fuel usage, it becomes more ex-

pensive to increase the fuel savings. The 4)ther'costs-in-

clude both capital cost (the price_ of the insulation for

ex i

.

dmple) and.interest on the money nvest, ed.. Total cost of

e.

4
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.. .....

MillIggtYj
*Zig

TOTAL COSTS

....... ................................. ...........................

FUEL COSTS

........

ao

FUEL COST

Figure 9. Cost of,Energy Vs. Fuel Cost.

energy service is.the sum of thefuel cost and the other

investment needed to save-the fuel. Total cost shows a

minimum' at some intermediate value df fuel usage.
,e

ESTIMATION OF FUEL CONSUMPTION

In many cases it is important to he able to estimate

the total amount of energy that will be needed for heating.

or cooling a specific building. The estimate will allow

an adequate'amount of fuel to be available, as'well as pro-

vide a basis for estimating future energy costs. The esti-

mate,will also allow fuel to be ordered at a rate to match

expected consumption._

The most widely used and simple methodof estimation

is the degree-day method. Other, more sophisticated methods

have beefi deVelOped, but the degree-day method gives useful

27 .
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Jr .
'results in many practical cases. For estimates of heating,

the degree-:day method 'assumes that heating in a building is

desirable when the average outdoor temperature falls below

65°. For a particular day, the number of heating degree -'

days is the number of degrees that the, average daily tem-
.

perature is below 65°. Thus, if the average temperature

on a gi'en day is 45°F, that day has 20 heati'ng degree-days

(65 - 45 = 20). If the average temperature is 65 °C or

greater, then that day has zero degree-days. ;

.The concept of heating degree-days is useful cause

the relation between.fuel consumption d degree-d ys is

approximately 4near: 'Thus, on a day ith 40 degree-days,

twice as much fuel will be used as on a day with 20 degrees.
. ,

In,addition, the number of degree-days, s.cu ulative,over

a period of time. The total number of de ree-days for a

month is the sum of the number of degree-days for each day

in the month.

As stated above, a temperature of 65°F is used as the

basis for the degree-day method,. In 1979, an emergency

presidential order required that the maximum temperature to

which public ldings may b.aeated is 6.5°F. Because heat

is released by sources other than the furnace (electric

lights, for example), heating should not be heeded until

the outdoor temperature reaches some value below '65°F. This

fact may lead' to some modification of the basis, for the

degree-day method. However, as of 1980, this modification

has not yet occurred.

Weather records are available for locations throughout

the'United gtates. Table 3 presentsthe average number of

heating degree-days for a number of cities. Values are

presented for each month, and also for the total heating

season, which runs from July through the following June.

, -Page, 22/gG-01
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TABLE 3. AVERAGE NUMBERS OF DEGREE DAYS.

. City .

.

Meating Del ree'Days .

...

Cooling
Degree Days

Yearly
Total

July . Aug' Sept
LLL

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb MArch April May June
Yearly
Total

Boston ,

Chicago

Dallas

Denver .

Ilptroit

flonoluln

Los Angeles

Miami

Minneapolis

New York City

Phoenix

St, Louis

Seattle

Washington D.C.

....

0 ,

0..

0

0°

`0

0

0

0

22

0

0

0

50

0

9

O.

0

0

0

0

0

0

31-

0

0

0

47

0

60

66

0

90

87

.0

6

0

189

30

0

60

129

33

316

.279

62

366

360

0

31

0

-545

233

22

251

329

217

603

705.

321

714

738

0

132

0

1014

540

234

627

543

519

983

1(151

524

905

1088
-,,

0

229

6S

1454

902

415

936

657

4f834

'1088

1150

601

1004,

1181

0

310

74

-1634

986

474

1026

738

871

972

1000

440

851

1058

0

230.

56

-1384

885

328

848

599

762

846

0868

319

800

9,30

0

202

19

1166

-760

217

704

577

626

513

489,

90

492

522

0

I 123

(1

621

. 408

75

312

396

288

208

226

6

254

220

0

68

0

288

118

(1

121

242

74

36

48

0

48

42

0

18

0

81

g

0

15

117

0

5634

5882

2363

5524

6232

0

134')

214

8382

4871

1765

4900

4424

4224

,

,

784

1035

2590

641

864

4459

1315

4371

737

1191

3904

1415

185

1550

,

t
,..,
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The total amount of fuel needed for a given period increases

linearly with the.nuiliber ofAtgree days. Thus, for a heat-

ing season, almost twice as much fuel would be needed for

a given building in New York City (4871 degree-days) as for

one in Dallas (2363 degree-days).

The values in Table 3 are averages over a period of

years'for each location. The values will fluctuate from

year to year according to the, mildness Icr severity of the

weather. Values are often published in local newspapers'

both for the current day's, value and for the cumulative

total.

The amount of fuel may be estimated from the following

equation:

H x D x 24
E T x Ef x Hy

mhere:

Equation 6

E = Total. amount of fuel, needed for a period of time

in which there will be a total of p degree=days.

H = Heat'loss (given in units of Btu/1 hr).

D = Degree-days.

T = Temperature difference (in °F) between the.indoor

temperature and the design outdoor temperature

for which the value of heat loss H is applicable.

E
f
= Efficiency of the furnace (expressed as'a decimal

fraction). Values around 0.75-0.80 are typical.

-Hy = Heating value of the fuel (expressed in Btu per

unit volume).

F = Correction factor.

Page 24/EC-01 el
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Values of H must be- known fOr the particular building

size, typeof construction, amounvof insulation, and so

forth. Some methods for estimating values Of H will be .

presented in Module EC-02, "Conservation Principles in('

Efficiency Measurements Spade Heatets." Values for Hy

were presented,in Energy Production Systems.

The factor F is a correction factor that accounts for

the fact that the outside temperature is not a.lwayi at the
.1*

'design temperatur;te, and for Ihe fact that the equation ap-

plies strictly o'h'o the case of the furnace bein ON all the

time, whereas, in.fact, the furnace will actually cycle ON
.

and OFF. in practic , the value of F is often close to one.

For purposes of this module, it will be assuled that F is

equal to one For m re exact----measurements, a more accurate

value of F should be u ed.

1

EXAMPLE A: ESTIMATING NATURAL GAS REQUIREMENTS.

Given: Assume that the design heat loss of a small

office building iv Minneapolis for a particular

heating season is 500,000 Btu/hr for a design

temperature of -15 °F outdoors and 65°F indoors.

The natural gas has heating value of 1050 Btu/

-ft3,'and fhe.furnace has an efficiency of 80%.

Find: .Estimate the amount of natural gas required.

Solution: According to Table 3, the total number of heat-

ing degree-days in Minneapolis is 8382 for a

full heating season. Substituting the approp-

riate values in the equation gives the follow--

ing:

.....
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Example A. Continued.

500,000 xr8382 x424
Fuel consumption [65-(-15)] x 0.8 x 1050

= 1,497,000 ft3.

Equation 7

This is the estimated amount of natural gas

needed for the heating.season.

1

The estimates of energy needs by the degree-day method

will vary according to the practices and habits of the

building's occupants. The degree-day method has the advan-

tage that fuel consumption rates are reasonably constant,

for a,given number of degree-days. The fuel Used over a

period that has 100 degree-days will be the same whether

the 100 degree -days are accumulated within only a few days

or are spread over a longer period. Thus, estimates based

ee on actual experience may be made for a particular building.

The amount of fuel.,used in a period'of time is measured,

and the number of degree days in that period are obtained

from weather records. Then, based on average weather rec-

ords (as represented by Table 3'), fuel needs for future

periods can be, estimated.

The degred-day method may be expected to giVe estimates

that are reasonably accurate for many cases. Improved esti-
gi mates May be obtained with more sophisticated methods that

have been developed in recent years.

;The degree-day method is also used tos.t.mate cooling

loads. Th is can serve as a measure of 'air conditioning

requirements. For estimatep o cooling, the degree-day

method is'based on the assumptiJorn that air conditioning is

Page 26/EC-01
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desirable when'the maximum temperature rinses , above 80°F. .

The number of cooling degree-days is defined as "the dif-

ference between the average daily temperature and 65°F."

Thus, if the averagerdaily temperature is 75°F, there will

be 10 cooling degree-day. For the average 'temperature to

' be 75°F; presumably the maximum temperature will have ex-

ceeded 80°F. ,For days on which the average telperature.is

65°F or below, the degree-day total is zero.

The basis of the cooling de-gr6e-day measurement is

'65°F. The 1979 emergency presidential order requires that

minimum indoor temperatures in public buildings be main-

tained at 78°F during the warm part of the year. This fact,

presumably, would affect the calculation of cooling degree-

days, arnd could affect the' choice of the base tempeiature

of 65°F. As of 1980, the definition of the cooling degree-
.

day has not yet been changed.

Values for the average annual total number of cooling

degree-days for a number of Lties'are presented in Table 3.

The use of the simple cooling degree-day method for estimat-

ing cooling requirements is undoubtedly an ovrsimplifical.

tipn. It does not take into account factors such as humid-

ity. When relative humidity4is high, more air conditioning

may be needed to maintain comfort. A composite index, com-

bining temperature and humidity, has been suggested as pro.;

viding a more accurate measure of cooling requirements.

CONSERVATION IN ENERGY -USING EQUIPMENT

There are many common devices and systems which use

energy in homes, offies, factories, and other buildings.

These include the following:

EC-01/Page 27
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Heating, cooling, and ventilating systems

Hot water and steam supply systems

Lighting systems

Industrial equipment (such as electric motors)'

HEATING COOLING, AND-VENTILATING SYSTEMS

-file heating or tooling Systemshould be matched. to the

building. When energy was relatively inexpensive, some
c

designets would habitually specify a heating or'cooling
6 '4 c,

system too large for the space. A heating=or cooling sys--

'tem Which is too large scan waste energy. ,

Proper tune-up and maintenance of a heating and cooling

system are needed to ensure that it performs With good effi-

ciency. These are two of the greatest possible sources for

energy conservation.

HOT WATER AND STEAM SYSTEM .,/

In homes and office buildings, a significant fraction

approximafely.15-20% of'energy usage is for heating water.

industry,instry, where steam is widely used for processing mate-

rials, the percentage may be higher.

'Today's hot water and steam temperatures may be set
.

too high since temperaturestandardg which were set long

ago when energy conservation was not A serious issue may

still be in effect. In view of-this, groper temperatures

lir should be re-established, andoontrols should be rent to

"comply wfth mode -day --rquirements.4

Page 28/EC-01
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Temperatures of hot water or stA01" should belowered
11

at night or at times of minimum. use.:, Automatic controls
,, .

.

which' turn the teMperature up and down', as needed, c'an save

a

important amounts of energy.
.

'-.

LIGHTING SYSTEM

In some cases, buildings are lighted excessively

ids another energy WaSting practice that is attributabl to

`An era yhen ,light energy was inexpensive and the illumina

tion engineer could error "on the safe side" andspecify .

high levels of'lighting. . Now, with energy costs rising,

the illumination engineer must spetify actual light levels

neWUed,for safety and proper work perfOrmante.

UnneFeSsary lighting is athing,of the past. Imagina-

tive programs which reduce and control lighting of buildings

are now widely used.

INDUSTRIAL EqUIPMENT
J

Many varied types of industrial equipment use energy.

One specific example is,an electrical motor. ;Proper main-.

tenance of this motor or any similar equipment can save

energy. Moreover, equipment can be selected to suit the

load, assuring optimum efficiency. In,addition, certain

operation's can be rescheduled in order to control peak de-

mand:
.

By employing proper equipment selection, optimized

operating procedures, and good maintenance, the industrial

user can improve the usage of energy by efectrid*motors and

other equipment.

p

r
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CONSERVATION IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.AND USE

Ar

Much of the\ferg consumed in the 'United States-is

used for heating or cooling of buildings :-'- homes, offices,.

Lactories and so forth. Heating and,cOoling are employed

to helpmaintain human comfy inside the buildings when

the outside temperature is either low or high. Even when

a building is empty, same heating or coolihg may be needed.

For example, a-home must belleated during winter to avoid

the damage that caoccur when water'piPes burst. Thus,
,

there are great 4.$,W0:itunities for energy savings related to
A.

.
building heat4n(g a*.cooling. -These opportunities will be '-

discussed
,..,,

discussed in .eater modulekin this,course.
,

. ./
.

The maikthrust of energy conservation in building
.

.

.

heating and ocritig is prevention of heat transfer between
, /..,

inside and-OltsI whith involves various methods in- .

sulation: 'The.heqviirnsfer'issue will.be discussed In view.
.°

of the following aspects:
rt

Sealing of heat leaks

Building construction

Heating and cooling equipment- operation

1
SEALING OF HEAT LEAKS

Heat is transferred through many surfaces' and-struc-
-

tures within a building. Specifically, he .t frbm a building

that is being heated in winter tray be lost-due to -the fol)-

lowing structures:

Roof

Walls

Floor
37
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Windowg

Doors

4

. The common approach is to add insulation and weather-

stripping to reduce.heat loS:s.° The type.of insulating

material varies for each of the structures listed above.

Details fir' insulation requireme s 'ill be.presented'in

Module EC-02. N.
.10

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

For an existing building, one conserves energy by

measures such as-adding insulation, storm windows; and so

forth, and by improving furnace efficienCy. But for new,

building, there are othei measures which can improve energy

Ifkiciency. These can range frOni simple factors'guch'as

the direetion the hodse faces to elaborate ones such as the

. construction of an earth house (buildings covered with a

layer of earth on all but the-south sidA.

'Avrelatively,easy measure of conserving, energy fox any

new tUilding 'is to ut4liie south facing windows which will

pollect solar energy during the day. In addition., it is

,relatively easy and inexpensive to upgrade-insulation and

install stork windows in new .construction.

.0ther design modifications became more,elaboTAte, An-
t. - -

cluding ttems.like solar 'walls and panels, golar-hOt water

heating, multiple zone furnaces, and construction of earth

buildings- In general, the techhOlogy is 'available to con-

struct buildings that reduPe energy-consumption. The added

construction costs areusually relatively small and are off-
.

set, in a 4ort'time by energy savings.

,e

ro,
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HEATBiG AND,COOLING EQUIPMENT:OPERATION.

O

The methods of using available heating and cooling I

equipment can be improved to provide significant savings.

Simplx_tu/ning the thermostat flown in winter -ox up'in s\.immer

is an impoi.tant energy- saving measure. Moreover, proper

maintenance and tune-up-Of the heating-or cooling.system is

important as wa"s-discussed earlier. This includes _not;

Only the furnace and cooling ynit,'but the following acces-

sory equipment:

Ducts,

Piping and tubing

Vents and louvres

-filters

D'ampers

An energy management plan, with controls to stop and

start the equipment on a programmed schedule, caft provide'
.

savings. Heating equipment can be turned on automatically

in the morning when heat is needed, and turneeOff automati-
v

cally when heat'is not needed.

.At times when temperatUre and humidity are appropriate,

further savings can'be achieved by use of outdoor air. Fans
-

can 'bring outdoor air inside, or\mix outdoor air.with heated

' or cooled indpor air. Howevet, to do this, sensing devices

are needed for both. indoor and outdoor conditions, and auto-
,

meted devices are nee.ded to mix the outdoor air in proper

proportions. Such devices can rapidly pay for their Cost.

Thus, proper use of heating and cooling equipment &n

leadto subitantial,energy savilrgs without sacrifice of

human comfort.

I
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CO ERVATION IN TRANSPORTATION.

According to Table 2, about 25% of the energy usage

in the United States is for'transportation. This category-

.includes private automobiles, commercial transportation

services (airlines, railroadS, and so forth), .and farm

machinery. 'Because of the la'r-ge amount of energy involved,

there aremanVimi,ortant posAibifities for energy conserva-

tion in the,-eransportation field:

Most of the vehicles used in the United States, and

virtually

combustion e

the automobiles, are powere4by.internaI

ines. In an internal combustion engine, the

fuel is' burned inside the engine in a confined v6lume. This

produces high pressure gases which expand to move a piston,
0

which, in turn, causes a shaftito rotate. The inttrnal-om-

bustion'engine differs "from heat, engines in which the fuel
a

which the

burned outside .the engine. .

The greatest opportunities for energy conservation in

the transportation field involve the automobile fleet, which

consists of tens of millions of vehicles mainly owned by_

individual owners. Because the-ownership of automobiles,is
4

so widespread, there are probably fewer opportUnities for' .°

energy conservation)technicians in the automotive field.

In addition, there is already a specialized body of techni-

cal personnel involved in_the care and maintenance of auto-

moViles: auto mechaniCs. Thu's, detailed training in con -

servation -of energy in the,,automotkve field is outside the

5cope2of this course, and there is not a 'separate module

devoted to this subject.

jiowever,_becaueof-tht Importans-savIngs-of-enrgy

that can be acLived with respect ,to automobiles; someof

the important possibilities will be briefly mentioned. The

40
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approaches to energy conservation involve choice of car'

- and equipment, maintenance, and driving habits.

CHOICE OF CAR AND EQUIPMENT

Obviously the first possibility involves choice of an

Automobile with good mileage capabilities., Mileage figures

,e- / for automobiles are published by the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency and are- widely advertised by autamobil. manu-

facturers. Because actual mileage will vary, depends" g onla's
the indivijual's use and driving habits, the published num-,

. bers cannot be relied on as absolute numbers. Rather, they

should be considered as a relative comparison between differ-

ent models 'of automobiles.

The choice of accessory equipment will affect mileage.

An automobile with a standard manual shift transmission will

deliver higher mileage than the same model with an automatic

transmission. Addition of many powered options (power brakes,

'power steering, air conditioning, and so forth) will reduce

mileage.

It is also well established that radial tires offer-

improved mileage, as compared to more conventional bias-ply,

tires.

MAINTENANCE

Proper,maintenance-oC\ f an automobile can -considerably

increase gasoline mileage. Regular engine maintenance,

including the electrical system (spark plugs'and cables,

distributor points and'timings and so forth) and the fuel

Page 34/EC-4
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system (carburetor operation) can maintain good mileage.

One misfiring spark plug can substantially reduce, mileage.

The emission controls should also be properly maintained

to ensure goo.d mileage. There is no question that addition

of emission controls has had an adverse effect on mileage;

however,-the emission control systemsrar needed to help

maintain clean air. These controls pe m their function

best when they are properly serviced and mAntained.

Tires should be properly4inflated "S'ince under-inflated,

tires have increased rolling resistance and, therefore,

decrease fuel economy. Improper inflation under-inflation

or over - inflation will lead to excessive time wear and

decreased life. Wheel alignment should also be properly*

maintained since misalignment can lead to decreased mileage.

-1%1-

PrOper driving habits can increase fuel economy. Mile-

- age de6.easei as speed increases (beyond about 40 miles pet

hour) The 55-mph speed limit was adopted primarily tc help

conserve gasoline, and adherence to this law has resulted in

reduced fuel- consumption.

Acceleration from a stopped position to normal driving

speed can,influence fuel economy. A high-acceleration "jack.:

rabbit" start is wasteful of fuel'. A light touch on the

acceleratdr is beneficial, and such."feather-footed" driving

car' improve gas mileage.

During'highway driving, a constant speed should be

maintained as much as possible, with an even pressure on

the gas pgldal. Stopi should be anticipated, so that the

car approaching a stop light can gradually coast to a stolP.

A quick stop wastes gasoline.

47
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1

This above discussion is by no means a complete guide

itto the saving of gasoline in automobiles. Rather, it sum-

marizes briefly some of the important approaches to fuel

economy.

-1-

41
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EXERCISES

1.. Describe the flow of energy in the U.S. economy; in-
.

eluding the folAing:
a. The nature of the primary sources

b. The energy Conversion devides.-

c. "'The end uses

d. The lasses

2.
4

If the, use.of a particular resource is increasing at.

a rate of 7% per year, approximately how long will it

take for the use of the'fuel to double?

3. State at.least three reasons for energy conservation.

4. Describe the long-term historical use of petroleum in

the.past, present, and future,
I Y

5. Discuss the costs of natural gas, fuel oil'and coal,

and, the expected price trends for each

In a lar e office buildin: in Detroit, a total of

\q,

50,000 gallons of. fuel oil is used for heating in the

period October-November. About how'much fuel oil may

be expected to be used in the period December-March? .

7. Describe the historical .pattern of energy usage in the

U.S.

8. Discuss methods of energy conservation in the following

areas:

a. Energy Using equipment

b. Building construe ion and use

` c. Automotive transo Cation .

9. Carry out procedures to estimate fuel usage, for a

specific building-, based on observations made by the

student.
0

4,
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES.

In this exercise, the student will need to have.access

to data which shows how much fuel a particular building uses

during part of the heating season. This could be the stu-

dent's home,.a school 'building, a small office, Or,a-store.

\ ,

1. . Measure the fuel usage ovet a three-day period. The

.measurement Tay be any of the following: \ I

a. Measure the readirig of the gas meter.

b. Measure the level of fuel oil in the storage tank. '

I

c. 'Measure the reading of the electric meter.
, .

/

I

Make measurements at the beginning and end of the

period.
.

heating the build*. For example,- natural gas may be'

2. Estimate energy that,was used for purposes other than

used in stoves, ovens, gas clothes dryers, and so forth.

Estimates for av *rage energy consumptions of suchitems
el

may often be obtained from the local utility company.

For electrical devices, the rating. in watts is

usually stated on the device. Estimate the amount of

time each 'item is used and multiply this by the use,

rate in order to obtain an estimate of the total energy

used by such items. Subtract this from the total usage

to obtain the amount of energy used for heating the

building.

3. ,Obtain the actual number of heating degree -days in the

immediate locale during this thrpe....day period, as well

. as the average annual num6dr of degree-days. These

numbers may be-obtained from the weather service if

they are not listed in the'locallewspaper.
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4. /Divi de the energy used for (heating in the three -,day

period by the actual number of degree-days within slat

three-day period. This figure gives the energy cone

sumption per degree-day.

t.
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TEST

Fill in the blanks.

L. .The prime sources of energy in the U.S. economy are

petrol4um,

and

2. The main end uses

heating,

of energy in the U.S. economy are

, and

3. If the use of a resource

year, it will take

double. 14

is increasing at 1 .1'per

years for the total usage to

4. Of coal, natural, gas,' and petroleum, the most expensive

(per unit of heat

expensive is

energy) is , and the least

5 . According to estimates by M.K. Hubbert, by the year

2020 about %.of thertotal world supply of petroleum

will have been used.

6. The number of degree-days on a particular day is the

number of degrees

is below °F.

that the average daily temperature

.

7. Suppose that a certain building, requires 10,000 gallons

)fuel.oil for heating in Noyember, when there areof

600 degree-days. recorded. In.this case, if December

has 900 degree-days, ',gallons of fuel oil will

be used.

47
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INTRODUCTION

"Conservation Principles and Efficiency Measurements
.

Space Heating" presents practical techniques for conserving

energy in heating systems. Energy conservation is discussed

as it applies 1 the following aspects

Impr oved f rnace operation

Control of outdoor air

Improvedheating cciiivperation

Control of fan operation

Individual room control ,

of a system:

Several measurement and analyses techniques are presented, as

well as methods and procedures for improving sys-tem effi-

ciendy and reducing heat loss.

This4todule particularly.emphasizes energy savings that

can be achieved with automation and control of the heating

systet., With controls, the System supplies only as much heat

as is required and supplies ,the heat only when and where it
..

is actually'ne4ed.-

When'nerb was 'once, considered plentiful, wasteful de-

sign philosophies were ofteli'incorpor"ated'intotheating.sys-
...

tems. Heat was supplied liberally, wit t concern for how,

much energy was wasted. How er, this appr roach is no lbnger

valid since actual heating ne of a building 'can now be

evaluated aond regulated. He ing functions cat be controlled

so that heft is 41eliversd oniy to the parts of the building

where it is needed, anaronfy\.0e...-.t is needed. Thus, the

heating schedule can be adjusted to the occupancy of the
, 1

building, including such thin sas morning startup, evening,

shutdown, janitorial schedules, and weekend and'holiday hours.

Large savings in energy are possible without modification to

the building or to the heating sy'stem simply by proper

50 EC-02/Pag 1
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Control of system operation. The techniques to accomplish

this will form the main part of this module.

Relatively minor modifications to the'heating system can

also save energy. For example, changing the dampers on the

outdoor air inlet to reduce leakage can be significant. This

module will describe such modifications.

The major issues of building construction and materials

will be referred to later in Module EC-07. Module EC -07 will

discut such things as adding insulation and storm windows

in order to reduce heat loss in existing buildings, and fat, -

tors such as choice of site and type of construction in order

to reduce heat loss in buil'aings to be cynstructed.

This module wit'l emphasize public and commercial build-

ngs, rather than homes. The general features of energy con-

servation in homes are similar, of course; but because of

size, home heating systems are less adaptable to many of the'

....L.0.ntrol measures which will be presented. The main thrust in

this module will be concerned with the heating systems oC

buildings, such as offices, factories, schools, hospitals,

apartment buildings, warehouses, and so forth.

The procedures presented in this module are compatible

with the comfort of the occupants. This is an important fac-

tor. If the comfort ofthe people in the building is not.

maifftained, the morale and productivity of the workers may

drop. This would be a losi that would more than Offset the

possible energy savings. Thus, theco nrol measures to be

described will!fielp eliminate wasteful and unnecessary uses

of heating energy, buat the same time, will maintain the

needed comfort leyel of the building occupants.

Page 2 /EC -02
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PREREQUISITES'

The student should have completed, one year of high

school algebra, Unified Technical Concepts I, II, and III,

Fundamentals of Energy Technology, and Energy Production

Systems.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this Miule, the student should be

ahle to:

1. List, describe, and explaip conservation methods related

to the following:

a. Improved furnace operation.

b. - Control of outdoor air.

c. Improved heating coil operation.

d. Control of fans.

e. Individual room control.

2. Perform calculations related to energy savings produced

by the following:

a. Improved furnace operation.

b. Control of outdoor air.

c. Improved heating coil operation.

d. Individual room control.

3. Prepare an energy survey for a specific building.

4.` For a particular.furnace; determine the following:

a. If the furnace is oversized.
Ilk

b. The flue gas temperature.

c. The 'flue gas composition,

d. The furnace efficiency!

52
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SUBJECT MATTER

CENTRAL BUILDING CONTROL

Many of the conservation methods describedin this mod-

7
tile rely on control of the heating system to direct the heat

only to areas where it is .needed and at times' when it is

needed. This may be dome according to a time schedule, or

L. it may involve a response to changing conditions. The temper-

atures at various locations in the building may have to be

measured and used as input to the control System.

Heating in a small building is relatively easy to con-.

trol. in a home, for example, one thermostat often controls

the entire system._ This thermostat maybe operated manually

(for instance, set back to a lower degree at night); or it

may'be replaced with clock thermostat which will t the

4K,

thermostat at fixed times each day. pr small bu

there is'no need for a sophistidated central control.

Large buildings may consist of hundreds of rooms, each

with its own thermostat. Motorized dampers in the ducts

could_be added to the system to control the flow of heated

air since the demands for heat may vary in different parts of

the building. In Such.,a case, manual reset of the individual

',thermostats is obviously impractical. Individual automated

thermostats at each location would be more expensive'than a

central controller. They would also be less_efficient be-
,

cause each thermost,at would reSpOnd only to the needs of the,'

-individual area that it serves,'not to the needs of the en-1

tire system.

The development of centralized automated controf sys ems

can provide an effeCtive meant for energy management in a
.

sonably large building. Such centralized systems can mo ifor

the needs of all parts of theibuildihg and, at the_,,sa
ig

4
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4
provide increased 1.ficiencyin the use of the heating plant.

$uch §ystems have become popular in recent years, mainlx-be,-

cause of the increased emphasis on energy, conservation,.but

also because of technological- advances in small computers.

Small computers capable of controlling a building heating -

system hive developed rapidly in sophistication without their

cost becoting,too prohibitive. Thus, an improved computer

technology has aided in automation of building heating.

A centralized building control system under the control,

of a small computer can accept inputs frOm many measuring de-

vices, monitor conditions in different parts of the building

and control the operation of all components in the heating

system(boiler, heating coils, dampers, fans, and so forth).

The complete function of a building heating System can thus

-be optimited; that-is, comfort can be maintained in }ccupied

Parts of the building with a minimum expenditure of energy.

In addition to controlling the heating system within a

building, the central control system 4so. can be used to mon-%

itor and automate many other functions, stkch as he

Building air conditioning

Operating schedules of other equipment in the building

Control and limitation of peak electrical demand

Ionfitoring of. fire alarm systems

Monitoring of building.security system's

'A centralized energy.managemeht system'does more than

just save energy by adjusting indi4dual independent thermo-

stats./ The central controller gives the information needed
N

-tdsnAlyze-and reduce the energy consumption for heating. It.

can tie together' all'the energy:using components (boilers,.-41

Ilr

chillers=, motors/ pumps, .fans_, dampers, lighting; and s0

forth) into a.sfilgle system. Th e controller centrally. 1-10.

Page 6/'EC -02
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collects building operatidg data,orl a real-time basis, pro-
. _

cesSes the data, and then automatically exercises the needed

control over

1
a 1 parts of the system. Complicated timing

schedules, suc as varying occupancy in different parts of,

the building on weekends, during holidays, and so forth, can

be Utilized.by.the controller, Again, the net result is bet-
.

ter control over energy waste and reduced total energy ex-
,

pense.

The con rol system operates aptomatically. It.does not

require the attention of an operator. At the same time, the

control system has the flexibility of manual override by the

operator when necessary. It can also present to the operator

4formation on conditions in all parts of the building. The

information can bepresented as a printout from a telety13e-
. A
writer or as a display on a television screen.

As a rough approximation, consider that a central build-

ing control system might becOme attractive when the-otalU7
floor area of a building exceeds 100,000 square feet. This

value can be higher or lower) depending on patterns of build-

ing occupancy and on the presence of specialized equipment.

Consider, too, that although btyingan individual control

notsystem for smaller builddings maw. not be practical, contract-

ing for an'iUtomated-control system from companies that pro-

xidessuch services to customers on a time-sharing basis may

be practical. ,

STRUCTURE OF HEATING7SYSTEMS

There are several types of heating systems in use.

Although each has features that are unique', many similarities
6

are often encountered. Some of the more common types of heat-

ing systems ,will be, described in the next few pages:
.

,
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In some cases, the heating.system;isinte ted into a

total system which also includes cooling and. ntilation.

Naturally, this type of system is called a ating, ventilat- st,

and air conditioning (HVAC) system. 'lthough this mod -'

ule basically is concerted with heating, some systems consist

of functions of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

whichware so tightly interrelated that, the heating part can-

not be described separately. Any discussion of this type of
,,-

HVAC systedi within this Wade will necessarily include, some

description of the components used.for cooling. r

Heating systems may-involve transfer of a heated medium

from the furnace to the area which is to be-heated. Media

which are commonly used ihclude:war air, hot water, and

steam. The working'medium used in a KVAC system 'is usually

warm air, Many of t, e HVAC sys'tems whfch'do rely on circula-
,

tion of warm air are sed in offices, factories, schools,, and

so forth. Therefore, the following paragraphs emphasize warm

air systems.

The furnace is the heart of a heating system.' Figure 1

fi

,
shows a schematic Oagram of a typical gas-fired warm

furnace. The gas is mixed with' air for combustion and burned

inthe-burner section,- The hot products. of combustion- ex--

change their heat in thd 'heat exchanger section and warm the

air whiqh is then circulated to the...space that is to be
e

heated. The ,air comes from the cold air return duct, return-

inging from the heated space. The combustion products are ex-

hausted through the flue and up the stack, To ensure proper

exhaust of the combustion products,'some draft air also flows
.

up the stack. ThiS is doneto keep combustion prodUcts frOm

re- entering the huilding. The system in Figure 1 produces

warm air ,Which is circulated directly'to the areas, (space)

Page A/EC702
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Figure 1. Schematic
View of Gas-Fired-
Forced Warm Air

Furnace.

A

g

,

that need heat. Cool air from the space is returned thr-ough

the return air ducts to the furnace for reheating.

Other approaches involve exchanging the heat_ from the

combustion products to heat water. The water may be heated

and circulated as hot water, or.it may be boiled.and circu-

lated as steam.- For direct heating, hot. water or. steam may

be circulated throUgh radiators located in the space to be

heated. Howelier; radidtors are not Often used in modern pub-

lic buildings. A common approach is touse a method which

allows the water to be heated through exchange with the com-

bustion products and then the resulting hot 'water or:steam to

flow through coils. The air that is to go to .the space

flows around the 'coils to be warmed; then it 4s circulated to

EC-02/Page 9
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C

the space. This system involves a boiler, where the water

is heated, and coils, where the air is warmed by contact with

the surface of the coils. ,The design and structure of boil-
.

ers are described in the course entitled Energy Production

Systems. The structure of two types of heating coils is'

shown in Figure 2. As hot water'or steam flows throug the

interior of the coils, air flows over the outer surfac- of

the serpentine coils and is warmed. The warm air is hen

used for space heating.

The chamber containing t,he heating coils is sometimes

called a' hot deck; (Similarly, a chamber containing cooling

coils to cool air is called a cold ea.)

WATER CUT

WATER IN

AIR FLOW

tWATER IN

Figure 2. Typical Coil Arrangements.

Page 10/EC -02
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The following is a list of eight components that comprise

this type'of heating system:

1. Fans, which circulate,air through ducts.

2. ,Dampers, which open and close to allow air to flow

,-'through a duct or to be closed off. In-an automated
rI

system the dampers may be driven by motors.

gisters, through which heated air. II

flows into the space to be heated and cooler air re-

turns from the space.

4. Thermostats, which controL the demand for heat in a

particular space. A common type of thermostat consists

of a bimetal strip that is composed of two different

metals in contact with each other. s the temperature

changes, the two metals expand at different rates,

causing the strip to bend (Figure 3). This bending

determines whether an eleftrical contact is made or

broken and - thereby, cOntrolS the operation of fans;

dampers, furnaces, and so forth. In practice, bi-

metal strips are wound into spirals rather than.straight

strips

5. Water'pumps, which control the flow of water and pump

water from the boiler to the heating coifs.

6., Heating coils, which are filled with water heated by

the furnace. ,Air flows 'over the surface of the heat-
.

ing coils and is
.

warmed. Heating coils usually have

serpentine forms in order to provide a,1:arger contact

surface for heat exchahge to the air. Some examples

were shown in Figure 2.

7. Valves,' which open and close off the flow of water in

certain parts of the system according to demand. The

valves may be electrically'actuated in automated systems.

EC-02/13a0 11
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ELECTRICAL
CONTACT.

HIGH EXPANSION METAL

a. Low Temperature
Electrical Contact Exists

b. High Temperature -
Electrical Contact Broken'

Figure 3. Bimetal Strip.

8. Firters4, which are used to clean the air flowing through

the ducts.

'Perhaps_the4most common_HVAC system_is the- single-duct,

single-zone syetemillustrated in Figure 4. Intake, air is

heated through heat exchange with'the heating coil and is

then circulated tothe heated spade by the fan. The temper-

ature may be controlled by varying the temperature of the

heating coil, or by turning the system on and off. There may

be a preheat coil, especially in very cold climates. The

heating coil and preheat coil are supplied with hot, water or

'steam from the boiler.

Cool air returns through the return air 'register., Part

of the return air may be recirculated through the heating

Page 12/EC-02
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AIR EXHAUST
DAMPER

RETURN AIR
REGISTER

RETURN MR

DAMPER

DAMPER

I=Z

OUTDOOR INTAKE

FILTER

FAN

THERMOSTAT

'ad-6o D
. HEATING COIL

PREHEAT COIL
OF %Apa))

2!)7".
A

WARM MR REGISTER

Figure'4. Single-Zone System.
,

coil, In winter, of course, the return air will be warmer

than outdoor air.. To reduce heating requirements, as muc

return air should be utilized as possible; however,' some

make-up air from outdoors must be used to satisfy ventilation

requirements. -The-flow rates.in the different parts of the

system are controlled automatically by-the dampers.

Single-duct, single-zone s.ystems may have problems sup-

plyingllniform temperatures in a large building since heated

.air must flow a longer distance through the ducts to reach

the most distant part of the building. In this case the

heated air cools slightly along the way, and the result is

\uneven heating.

Terminal reheat system's were devised to overcome the

problem of uneven heating. First, the heating coil produces

air that is warmed toa common temperature often 5°F.
4

A
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Then the air'receives,additional heat from reheat coils lo-

cated near the place Where the air enters the space' to be

heated. The boiler supplies the reheat Coils with hot water

or stOm. The temperature in each area (zone) to be heated

is controlled by th-e thermostat for that zone; in other words,

each thermostat acts on its reheat coil.to produce the de-

sired temperature for the 'zone. A system that uses terminal

reheat where the temperature of each zone may be controlled

independently is illustrated in Figure 5. Zone optimization

for saving energy in terminal reheat systems is described

later in this module.

DAMPER

AIR EXHAUST

DAMPER

DAMPER

OUTDOOR PREHEAT COIL
OF USED)MR INTAKE

FAN
RETURN AIR

RETURN AIR REGISTER

HEATED SPACE

WARM AIR REGISTER

THERMOSTAT REHEAT
COIL

HEATING COIL

Figure.5.' 'terminal Reheat System.

I

0111

MOD

411. =111

A multi-zone system, illustrated in Figure .6, offers an-

o/ ther method of controlling temperatues independently in each

area of the building. This, type of system is an example of

Page 14/EC-02
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DAMPER

EXHAUST

IDAMPER

RETURN AIR

DAMPER

THERMOSTAT

HEATING COIL

FAN

11%
I 1,111."saL

INLET
PREHEAT
CIF USED)

TER

FAN
COMMON
RETURN

111101

CONDITIONED AIR OUTLETS
THERMOSTAT

DAMPERS (4)

\CM

r

INEMO Mb 4E1

COOUNG COIL

Figure 6.Multi'-Zone System.
s

IM

.

the intermixing of-heating and cooling functions. Heated air

%.is produced by the ffeati g coils and cool air is,produced by

the cooling coils. Bo heated air and cool-air are deliv-

ered to each area an mixed in the proper proportions to pro-

duce the desired temp at re.- The'thermostat controls the,'

. dampers, which are the devices that mix the air.

Multi-zone systemS are -potentially wasteful. 'Energy

must be used to provide both coo4ng and heatNg; but when

the air is mixed, part of this energy.wenditure.is nullified

and part of the energy is wasted. Proper adjustment of the'

system which will minimize energy waste will be described

later in this module.
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Dual-duct systems also intermix the heating and cooling

functions. Both heated and cooled air are tarried to the

space, and the temperature ,of the space is controlled by the

relative amounts oft'each of these two-components that are

allowed to enter. The thermostat controls the operation of

the dampers."A dual-duct system '(Figure 7), differs from a

multi-zone system in that separate ducts are used to deliver

the warmed and cooled air.
lr

1

DAMPER

EXHAUST
RETURN AIR

/CIAMPER

FAN

AIR OUTLET,

DAMPER

3

COMMON RETURN

SPACE

F

COOLING COIL

Figure 7. Dual-Duct.System.
0

Like the multi-zone system, the dual-duct sytem is

potentially wasteful of'energy. Proper control of the system

is essential to prevent this from occurring, Again, methods

to mihimizeenergy waste will be described la'te.r in this moci-

ule.
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Variable-air-volume-systems are similarcto single-zone,

single-duct syst-gril but they offer improved control over the

temperaturedn different areas of the building. In a-vari-,

able-air-volume system (Figure 8), the temperature in the

space is controlled by the flow rate of the heated air going

into the space. The flow through the damper is controlled.'

by -the thermostat. This modification of the single- duct -sys-
s

tem allowS separate control of the temperature in each zone

by varying the amount of air of constant temperature.

EXHAUST

DAMPER

L

. INLET

DAMPER
RETURN MR

DAMPER

RETURN
REGISTER

THERMOSTAT SPACE

SIM OM MI6

OUTLET

HEATING COIL

PREHEAT COIL FILTER
tIF USED)

TO OTHER
LOAD BOXES1

COOLING COIL

Figure 8. .Variable-'Air-Volume System.

The able-air-volume system offersthe potential for

energy savin s as compared to multi-zone and dual-duct sys-

tems. Conversion to variabie-air-vOlume operation is,deL.

scribed laterin this module.,
ti

0
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The preceding discussion of.heating systems does no in-

clude'all systems; there are many other types and vkiations

in use. Furthermore, -all heating systems are unique In some
f

. way.to other systems. Stil , the above discussion does illus-

trate many of -tile common f atures that will be encounter,e4in

most heating, systems.

THE ENERGi' SURVEY

An audit of energy use is an important first step in

preparing for energy conservation in a specific building.

The audit shows where the energy is being used in the build-

ing, and it highlights areas where energy conservation might

be most effective. This following section discusses a survey

of the use Of ener or heating. Later, the student will

actually prepare a heating energy survey for a building.

"A suggested form for an energy survey is presented on

the following page: The format used in this form is not the

only one in use, yet it will give the student an idea-of .some

of the relatively easy ways for saving heating'energy.

As stated earlier, the energy,survey provides clues to

.
energy conservation measures that can be impletented within

a specific building and HC/AC sy.sleM. Many energy-saving
0.

steps will-involve little or no extra cost, such as resetting

thermostats. Others may require some modification of the ,91-

HVAt system and, therefore; will involve costs. It is,wise

to begin with the no cost, or low- cosjt, steps.

The specific actionl'rtquired to correct some of the ,

wasteful situations revealed by the survey will be described

in latpx sections.

Page 18/EC-02 66
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HEATING ENERGY SURVEY FORM

HEATING EQUIPMENT AND SCHEDULES

SIZE, GROSS SQ FT

AREA HEATED

TYPE(S) OF OCCUPANCY: (% OR SQ FT)

Office (Other

(Other)

,Manufacturing (Other)

Retail

Warehouse

Lobbies & Mall
(Enclosed)

BUILDING USE AND OCCUPANCY

Fully Occupied: (50% or more of normal)

Weekdays (Hours)' to

Weekends (Hours) to

to Sunday

. to Holidays
^

kemarks.: Describe, below if- ocPupancy differs for different

floors, areas, buildings: 1,

(

I .

a

67
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Energy Survey Form.

Heating Ch- fpr Control System -Upgrade

Yes No
PD.

If

DAY OPERATION

'C3 1. Are thermostats set,at 68-70°F or less 14.1 public
spaces?

LoCked?

2. If they e non-locking, is there any proyiiion
to keep ettings 68-70°F?

3. Does the thermostat work?

OF Wh'en,set below 68°F, does valve, damper, or heat.
source turn on?

4. Is therMostat calibrated within 1 to 2°F of

setting?
.

5. 'en set below 68°F, is the cool g source (out-

side air or refrigeration) locked o

6. Is ZEB (Zero Energy Band) operation provided for?

, 7. Have yqu reduced outdoor air ventilating quant ty
When the building is occupied, consistent with

standards? (5-10 CFM/person for office areas.)

8. Do you shut off exhaust fanS in toilets, kitchens,
or labs when areas,served-,are unoccupied?

.NIGHT/UNOCCUPIED OPERATION

.0 9. . When unOccupied,,4 the temperature setting -auto-
matically reduced by at J.east 1°F?

l&. Are warehouses or storage areas kept at lower

. *temperatures than occupied areas?

11. Do you close outdoor air damper when'the building
is unoccupied?

4 12. Do outdoor air dampers close tl.ghtly during night

or unoccupied times?
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t. /Energy Survey Form. Continued.

.Heating Checklist fbr Control System Upgrade

Yes No

STEAM, HOT WATER, OR ELECTRICAL SISTEMS FOR

SPACE-HEATING

L- 13.

14.

15.

16.

114,,

Have'you determined' above what outdoor tempera-

ture you can shu.off heating boilers, heat ex-

changer pumps and/or electric heat?

If '13 differs for different buildings, or zones,

or times of day, have these parameters been de-

termined?

Do you have procedures in effect to shut off the

heat, as determined under 13 am* 14?

For space-heating hot water systems, have you

checked to see if water temperatUres or tem-
,

perature schedules are at or below original

design? (Remember that original design tem-

perature'S for, secondary hot water were based

on a 75°F room temperature requirement.)

IMPROVED FURNACE OPERATION

Obviously, the first place to. begin energy conservation

'within the heating system is with the furnace and boiler.

.

This section of the module describes how, -to get more heat

out,,of each unit,of fuel used. The discussion will center

on the following four areas:

Improvement,' of- combustion efficiency

Reduction of heatlosses,'

ProPer sizing of. heating- system,

Flue gas damper- `

69
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IMPROVEMENT OF COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

COmbuStion efficiency for a "specific furnace and fuel

canoften be improved. 'The measurement of combustion effi-
/.

.Ciency is relatively simplez4it involves measurement,of the

temperatu e of the gas In'the flue and measurement of the

compositl n of the gas in the ue (the Content of 'either 02

OT

If the flue gas temperature is high:heat is escaping
.

up. the stack. This represents a loss of_energy and, therefore,

low iefficiency since part of the energy from the burning of

the fuel'is going up the stack, instead of being used to heat

the building. The high stack gas -temperature may resu,lt"from

use of too much air for combustion;'or from difty heat ex-

change surfaces.

The flue gas composition is also an important factor. -
As Figure 1 shows, air from the building is drawn up the flue. .

It is necessary to have some flow of building air up the StWe

to ensure that combustion products do not make their way into

the building. But too much air go4.ng up-the stack is waste-

ful, particularly since this is air that hasalready cost
. -

money to Mat,

Excess air is defined as "the amount of air in excess

of the.amount needed the fuel completely." The amount

of excess air may-be determined by measuring either the amount r , ' I

of 02 or of CO2 in the flue gas. Figure 9 shows the stack

concentrations of 02 and CO2 versus -1,e excess air-:for a fur-
_

I. nace burning natural -gas. CThe curves for -furnaCes burning

-fuel oil or coal are -Slightly different0 If one measures

either the:coneentration of 02 or of CO2 in the
11,

stack gas,
. :

.

the percentage of excess air can be found from this figure,

4.1
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Figure 9: Stack Concentrations for.024ild.
CO2 Vs. _Excess ,Air,,for Natural Gas.

It is usually preferable to measure the 02 concentration,

ather than" the CO2 concentration, Theqxcess air deterMina-

ion is relatively insensiti've to a'CO2 concentration in the

ange below 10% which s.i7the most desirable range. The ex-
,

airgeSs r determinationis reasonably sensitive to Oz COACen-

\ft***..-
,ration in this range.

The measurement of both flue gas temperature and flue
. t.. . ,, v.,'

gas composition can, be doneAwith simple portable analyzers

irhich cost legs, than\$100.' The. head of" the instrument is
/

inserted into tikflue, and the readings foi both quantities

re displayed on eters. If the meter reads CO2 concentra-
.

ions, Figure 10, may be used to convertfrom ac.92 concentra-

Lident fuqis.

n td a 02 concentration. Curve are ghown for threldif-

. 4
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All furnaces for commer-

cial buildings should have

.routine measurements of flue

gas temperature. It' is common

to find very high values of

excess air in furnaces where

flue. gas is not cfieCked regu-

larly. This represents a sub-

stantial waste:

The 02 concentration

should be in the range from 3-

5%., Although lower values
Figure 10. Relation Between would give even less heat loss,
Flue Concentrations of CO2

and Oxygen.

0 10 20 30

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION (%)

90 FLUE TEMPERATURE
RISE en

85

11 80

>-0
ui 75

70

85
0 4 , .a 12 - 1$

this would be an unsafe condi-

tion since'it" walkild be possi-

ble,for combustion prgducts to

enter the heated space. There-

fore, it is recommended that

oxygen concentrations be con-

fined within the 3-5% range.

Measurements the flue

gas' temperature and composi-

iion can be used to determine

furnace efficiency. The effi-

.ciency of a natural gas fur-

nace is shown in Figure 11.

This figure shows efficiency

FLUE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 1%) versus 02 concentration .and _

flue gas temperatZT:>T-he

flue temperature rise.is the

increase in temperature of the

Figure 11. Efficiency Vs.
Flue Oxygen Concentration

for Natural Gas.
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flue gas over the ambient tem- 100 FLUE TEMPERATURES

perature'in the area of the
80

furnace. Figure 12 shows sim-

ilar results for a furnace 80 -
using #2 fuel oil.

The adjustments' to the LsJ 40o
furnace to'improve the flue

gas temperature and the oxygen 20-

RISE t°F)

concentration should be made
0 111 ,,,, 1,

by a qualified person experi- 0 4 8 12 1i
enced in burner operation. FLUE 02 CONCENTRATION (%
The adjustments involve ad-

justMent of the air-fuel ratio Figure 12. Efficiency Vs.
Flue 02 Concentration for

in the burner, adjustment of #2 Fuel Oil.
the linkages which open the

fuel valves and the combus ion

air shutters and valves, c ange of the controls which regulate

the furnace drafiand pressure, and, possibly, a retrofit Of

/ the burner to achieve better atomizatio'l of fuel oil and bet-

ter mixing of air and fuel. Proper performance of these ad-

justments requires specialized training and experience that

are beyond the scopeof this modulie.

In very large burners, a closed loop control system on

the burner may be justified. Such automated systems can mea-

sure stack temperature and 02 concentration, and they use the

results continuously to control the furnace operation and to

automatically maintain high values of furnace efficiency.,

3
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4 Reduction of Heat Losses

There are a number of possible ways in which heat can

be lost from the furnace and boiler. Losses can also origi-

nate from the furnace walls and from piping. Another waste-

ful-practice is to use combustion air and boiler feedwater

that are colder than necessary since both must be heated any-
I

way. Several techniques for 4%-ducing such losses include the

following:
I

Draw the combustion air from the hottest part of the

boiler room.

Preheat the combustion air by heat exchange with the

flue gas.

Preheatthe boiler feedwater by heat exchange with

the flue gas. '

Insulate the casing and other furnace, parts to pre- I

vent loss of heat to the boiler room.'

Insulate piping leading to and from the furnace. I

Proper 'Sizing of Heating System I

4

The furnace size should be no larger than necessary. I

If the furnace is larger than is needed, it will frequently

cycle on and off. During the initial part of the ON cycle, I

the furnace will be sending hot gas up the stack. Since the

building is receiving very little heat while the boiler or ,

, _--

thi plenum is being warmed, the energy sent up the stack dur-

ing the warm-up period s.lost.

It is more efficient to have the furnace cycle stay ON -1
-.7

larger and cycle less frequently. This/will reduce the

I
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fraction of the time that heat is being sent ineffectively up

the stack. A smaller heating systemliould accomplish this

and would save energy.

Basically, the furnace should be just larle enough that

it will run continuously in the coldest weather encountered

at the geographical location. This will produce enough heat

'to provide adequate heating on the coldest days. At the same

time it will reduce the stack losses which result from fur-

nace oversize. In the past, building designers often speci-

fied oversized heating systems. When energy was less expen-

sive, this practice`was not too impractical. However, over-

sized heating systems are now expensive wasters of energy.

It may not be economically sensible to replace the en-

tire furnace in an existing building, but there are other

measures which can have the same effect. An additional small

furnace could be added. This furnace could be used in the

warmer parts of the heating season for example, the early

autumn and late spring. This small furnace would run fbr

longerperiods at a time and would be more efficient for

those periods when the heating load is relatively"light.\Our

ins- the colder part of the winter, alarger furnace could 1:.\e

switched in.

Another approach for conserving energy would be to lower

the firing rate of the existing furnace. This would, have the

same effect as previously mentioned: It would make the fur-,

lnace run'a larger fraction of the time And reduce stack

losses. The chanties in the furnace to red<tIthe firing rate

should be made by qualified, experienced personnel.

These measures will help in cases where the heatini sys-
,

tem is larger than necessary. Even if the furnace was origi-

nally the proper size, when the other conservation measures

EC-02/Page 22



delscribed here are implemented,,the heating requirements will

be reduced, and the furnace mayten be oversized for the new

heating load..

Flue Gas Damper

Even when the furnace is OFF, air can escape up the flue.

This is air which has already cost the user money to.heat.

Installation. of a flue damper that closes when the furnace is

OFF can reduce this loss.

A flue damper must be installed properly. If the flue

damper were to fail in the closed position when the fdinace

is ON, combustion products would enter the building, creating

un-safe conditions.

The flue damper must also be properly designed. A

safe type is recommended so that my possible failure will

leavesin in its OPEVposition. Well designed flue dampers

are available from a number of companies and should be in-

stalled by qualified personnel.

Estimate of Savings From Furnace Improvement

Suppose a certain office building uses 10.billion Btus

Of heating energy'per year, with natural gas used as a fuel.

Suppose'the stack gas temperature is 530°F, and the flue oxy-

gen concentration is 3.4%. The temperature in the boiler room

is 80°F. How much energy can be saved each year by adjusting

the-furnace so that the stack temperature is 330°F and'the

flue oxygen concentration 5%? At $4 pet million Btu, how

. much money is saved each year?

Page 28/EC-02
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Figure 11 shows that the efficiency at a flue tempera-

ture rise of 450°F (530°F-80°F) and 14% 02 concentrations is

65%. Por the,new tempeiiture rise and 02 concentration

(250°F and 5%), the efficiency would be 84% (Figure 11). This

Means that the fuel usage will--be reduced by the ratio 65/84

for a total fuel usage of 65/84 x 101° = 7.74 x 109 Btu.

This figure represents an annual energy savings of

1010 - 7.74'x 109 = 2.26 x 109 sta = 2260 x 106 Btu. At $4'

per 106 Btu, this figure reptesents a cost 'saying of $9040

per year.

CONTROL OF OUTDOORS AIR

The introduction of outdoor aip into buildings is needed

for bOth safety and human comfort. This air is called make-

up air. The amount of make-up air is expressed in units of

cubic feet per minute (often. abbreviated as cfm). Make-up
4 I

air in industrial buildings is needed to replace air that is

exhausted. Exhaust of air is required to remove fumes.and

odors and to make up for air used in combustion processes.

The amount of ,make -up air that is required is often specified

by local laws'and regulations. 'In.homes, there usually are

no-special effOrts made to exhauglt air and replace it with

make-up air.. Usually there is enough air leakage to provide

air to replace the oxygen used up by human beings and by com-

bustion processes (cooking, hot water heating, and so forth).

In winter the make-up air must be heated. Proper con-

trol of the make-up air, thereby reducing the make-up air to

minimum amounts needed, is an effective method for conserving

energy. This.saves the energy that would be needed to heat

the make-up air from the optdoor,femperature to the indoor

temperature,
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The following are several aspects involved in the con-

trol of make-up air:

Redute minimum outdoor air

Lovi leakage dampers

Reduction of ventilation during unoccupied periods

Control ,of exhaust air

Reduce Minimum Outdoor Air

Before the energ)Xcrisis, the amount of outdoor make-up

air that was specified as conservatively Fhosen to be fairly

high. The amount of ma4e-up air was usually specified as a

set amount per unit.area of floor space in the building.

This amount tendeTto be unnecessarily high, and it required

extra heating. More recently,' standards adopted by the Amer-

ican Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning

Engineers (ASHRAE) have aimed at a more realistic evaluation

of the amount of air that is really needed: Reducing the in

take of outdoor air to that value saves energy. For0an of-

fice b.uildingf the suggested values are in the range ,of 5-10

cfm per person in the building. For an indi.tStrial building,

the requirements depend on the activities/in the building.

For example, if there are chemicals and, fumes generated, .

safety Mlay require that more make-up air be used.

The procedure for reducing make-up air is to adjust the

inleti:damper, through which the outdoor adr enters the build-
,

ing. The make-up' air should be reduced.to the lowest amount

that is needed. .

Careful measurements are needed to compare the damper

position to.the amount of air that actually enters the build- 4,

ing. Thegamount of air entAring the biilding can be

4
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determined from temperature measurements,, and a,lso from a

knowledge of the'air handling capacity ofthe'fans- in the

return air portion of theheating system. This value will

. be specified by'the equipment manufacturer., The amount, A,

of make-up air entering the building is
u

given by the follow-

ing equation:

TrA = C x
TEquation

1
Tr

Tm
o

where:

C = Air handling capacity of the system, in4cfm.

To = Outdoor temperature.

Tr = Air temperature in the return air system.

Tm = Temperature of the mixed air (make-uvair mixed

.1' with return air).

A = The'value, in cfm.

Fora given damper position, three temperatures are measured:

To, Tr, and Tm. Then the above euation is used to dbacUlate

A. This calibration is needed to determine how the damper

actually works and how much .air it actually allows in at a

'given setting.

Low Leakage Dampers

At times, .he Amper that normally admits outdoor make-.

up air into the building should be closed. The damper should

be closed when the building is unoccupied, for instance. In

tii 7 9
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addition, the outdoor air temperature may drop below some
V

prescribed temperature in 'some locations, -and the damper

should be closed.

Many dampers allow*leakage, even when they axe closed.

This leakge allows extra unwanted cold air into the ,buile-

ing,-and extra heat is required in this instance. Some damp-

ers allow from 5% to 30% leakage, even when they are sup-

posedly closed, adding unnecessary demands on the heating

load.

Low-leakage dampers can reduce leakage to less than 1%.

Using these types of dampers constitutes a log costImodifica-
,

tion that can reduce Wasteful'leakage.

Reduction of Ventilation During Unoccupied Periods

It is poss-ible to save energy by closing off outside

ventilation air during periods when the building is

ome fan systems must run even when the buil

unoccu-

dihg is

unoccupied in order to maintain the night temperatt, but

they are not designed to reduce the amount of outside air in-
.

take, even when the outside air is not needed for ventilation.

This extrair is; unnecessary, and heating it is wasteful;

therefore outside make-up air should be supplied only when it

is required.

An automated or a time clOck should be added

to the syStem to shut off the outside air during unoccupied

periods and start up the system again shortly before occu-

pancy. 'The obvious resuit would be a, lower use of energy.to

, heat, unnee4ed.oaqide air.

7
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Control of Exhaust Air

, Exhaust air fans often operate longer than is necessary.

Exhaust air fans have two main purposes: (1) removal of

odors or fumes and (2) removal of excess heat build-up. If

ti4 fans are controlled so that they operate only when needed,

there can be'appreciable savings of energy.

Exhaust air fans that remove odors or fumes should be

scheduled to operate only when the odors or fumes are being

produced. Examples are laboratory hoods and kitchen vents.

Exhaust fans used to emove excess heat build-up in cer- G.

tain spaces (such as storerooms and warehouses) should be con-

trolled with thermostats so that they operate only when needed.

Such fans may operateeven in winter since excessive heat may

be produced in certain locations.

In addition, dampers should be installed-in the exhaust
..., . .

air discharge patch. This action would stop uncontrolled out-

side air from entering the heated space and prevent the loss
..-..,

of heated air when exhaust is not needed.

Estimate of Savings Fray Outside Air Control
mw

The savings of energy from proper control:of outdoor air

rlikirementsaay be estimated from the following equation:

%-7

0.0108xCxPo (Ti To)xHx1V

81

Equation 2
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where :

E = Enetgy saved, in units of Btu per year.

C =' Ail` capacity of the s stem, in cfm.

P0 =,Percentage of outdoo it.

Ti = Average indoor temperature.

To = Average outdoor temper ture.

H 1 Number of hours per weg that the saving

measure is in effect.

W = Number of weeks in thg heating season.

As an example,'consider't-Weffect of teducini the ven-

tilation during,unoccupid periods in an office building in

Chicago, where the averageoutdoot temperpture ie34.2°F dur

Vig the 30-week heating season: The building systewhas an,

air handling capacity of 606000itcfm,,25.% ventilation air is

used, and damper leakage is_0.5%. The properyercehtage P

to use i4r.the abovt equatioi is as follows:

P = 25 7 0.5 24N.5 r 4 Equation 3

Assume thaI the average indoor temperature is-60°F during 118

hours per week when the building is unoccupied. Then the en-

ergy savijig.s are the following:

J-

E = 0.0108 x 60000 x 24.5 x (60 34.2)

x 118 x 30
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, 8 .At .a. fuel cost of $187 per- 106 Btu,- this would amount to, an
,

annum. savings, of the following: '.

1450 x 3.87 = $(5611.

This example shows dramatically how even relatiVely
simple 'conservation measures can produce significant savings.

''IMPROVED HEATING COIL OPERATION
t. ,

The heating coil.s--that heat the air -can. waste. energy
unless they are used" effect. vely. There are -several simple
control measures that- can be used to save 'energy by improving

,

the operation of. the 'heat:irit ,coils, including 'the following:
.

Reset 'of hot deck temperature
Zone' optimization

,

0

RESET. Er HOT DECK TEMPERATURE

.

f
Resetting 'the hot deck temperature appl7ies to dual -duct

syStems -,and multiple -zone- systems. Many systems which use a
v. ..hot' -deck acrd a cold ckecIC use fixed tempetatures for the.decks.

.- .
liowe4gc4, this 'does not take the ,°actual heating needs into
account.. They maywase energy by mixing air that is unneces-
4r
,. . ...

-Sily h4t with' air that is.uunnecessarily cold whidh is

especTally true when heating.tdemandis low. The-heat that is
-0, .

...needecOuld be praduced,Vith alr,of ower temperature. -

.!
..f - ' ---\

ti

yr.

0'
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Energy and money,can be saved by
,

'having the control sys-

tem respond to the zone that' demands the most heat. The,tem- , 1

perature of the hot deck should be.set so that it'is capable
. f

of!handling just -this 'demand. As. the demand decreases, the
. 1temperature of the hot deck should be lowered, thereby re-

ducing the energy that would be needed.to heat the hot deck.

The reset of the hot deck temperature should be used in
I

conjunCtion with a reset of the toid,deck temperature.

The demand for heating from the different zones is ana-
. , I

lyzed from the, output of the thermostat for each zone. The

4
temperature of the hot deck is. reset to satisfy that Belie.

. IThus, the deck temperature responds.to.the load, tratfier'than

to a fixed schedule- based on maximum possible demand. The

lessened Aged foi heated air and for a mixture of heated end

cooled air saves energy. ,.;
.

0

.. , 1

4

ZONE OPTIMIZATION
,

1A .

Zone optimization .is applicable tosystems, that use ter-
,

. _ ,

minas reheat. These systems usually apply thermostatically
, .

controlled reheating, in every zone to maintain comfort. If'

"'every zone is reheating; energy is being wasted.The,heatin'g.

needs from the zones can be analyzed, and the system can be
.

adjusted. as necessary'', The demand from each zone is measured,

and the tempe;ature of the cold'supply air is increased to

.minimi2e the amount of reheat energy.

This procedu;:e Under the control of the bui ng-auto- 4

.
systemmation controller = makes the- heating and ventilating

It 'satisfies the.heiting.demand of -Ole, zone with

the'great needs; and, it-the same time, it reduces the.

fovreheating.amount 'of ,'energy nee(d
's
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ESTIMATE OF SAVINGS FROM, IMPROVED HEATING COIL OPERATION

The annual iergy savings fromfautomated reset of the

416t deck temperature during. the heating season may be estir

matedfromthefollo wing/. equation:

E= 0.0108 x C x Ph x t:T x Ho x W

where:

E = Energy saved,,in wilts of Btu per .year.

C°= Air capacity of e.system, in cfm: _

Ph = Perceritage of the air that flows through

:the hot deck.

ATh = Temperature reset ofsthe hot deck, in °F.

-H0,=,Number of hours per.Week that the measure

is in effect.

W = Ndmbe,r-of weeks in the heating season

Equatton 4

(3

.

For 6school in Spokane, Washington,.%with a 35-week heat-

ing.season, the air handling capacity of theme system

30,000 cfM, and 60%...ofthe'air flows through the hot deck.

e schbol,is occupied 60 hours per week, and the temperature

of the hot deck is reset by an averageot2°F during this

time.

The annual energy savings are the following:

1 0.0.108 x 30000 x 60 x'2 60 x 35,1 81.6 x 106 Btu/year.

,

° At a gaS:fuel,o6st of $4 per le Btu, this saves
.

8 .1Vx11.=.$326.4 pet year. .

t
., , -4, ,,,

.-1

6
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CONTROL- OF FAN 013ERPTION

The fans that circulate air in the heating system Tre

important candidates foe vtomated control. If the fans are

simply allowed to run 'all the time, signif,ica^nt-amOunts of

energy may be wasted. Methods of controlling theroperations

of thefans include-the folldjeng:

Duty cycling Of fans

Equipment:scheduling

DUTY CYCLING OF FADS,
9

A duty cycle program saves .energy by shuttxqg % fthe

fans for a patt of -their usualeopevatival perigds,. This
. action may be controlled Isjr:the:centrai.coMputer. ,The pro

gram may sim lyturmoff the-falls for a fixed period at pre-

set inter al . More sophisticated programming can take the

space to pierature and the-'"outdoor temperature into account ,

and_it c n turn the fans. bfi at variableintermals,,dependtng

on cond. io s. Building automatkosyftpmS are well adapted

to controL the cycling of fans in(741 iting.and ventilation sys'--

terns. r r..
f .

Not all fans ms are good .Candidates for, duty cy-

cling. In some cas ventiqation needs, are critical and

shoqld not be interrrupted. Et amflesare a hemical opera-

tion, where fumes May be produced. or a hospital operating
a

t,

room.
4

11 .
1
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EQUIPMENT.SCHEDULING

Automatic scheduling of fans in heating and ventilating

equipment saves energy in several ways; It reduces the

amount of.,energy needed to heat the ventilating air, and it

saves the electrical energy needed to drive the fans.
.

Energy savings are 6fived from establish ng,a weekly

schedule. The equipment is turned on and off n accordance

with the hoUrs that the building is normally occupied. .The

start times should be set so that the morning warm -up time

is no longer than' necessary. This can 6e controlled by the

koutdoo temperature. ery cold days'in winter,,the warm-

up time-may have AO be extended. On milder days, the warm -up,

period May be shortened.

Therefore, to achieve the largest energy savings,, the

scheduling mustt-be flexible.- This is especially true if

there are changes in the occupancy patterns of the building.

Fixed schedules must fit the longest periods of °occupancy.'

Flexible scheduling can be changed rapidly to keep up with

changing occupancy, and flexible scheduling can be.done with -,

out .equipment c' ranges from a,central compliter control system.

INDIVIDUAL ROM:i CONTROL

Energy savings are polsible by pidperly Controlling con-

ditions in the spacetbeing heated. .,This section of the mod-
, ,

ule IkeCusses methods.of conserving.heating.energy based on

proper_thermostat usageand4r flow in the heated area. The

therIostat is probably the mast important part. of an energy

conservation program. The room thermostat also is,the easiest

place to begin an energy conservation /program. :

. aliC=(12/Page39
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Several methods of applying this method of conservation

include'the.following:

Lowering thermOstat setpoint

Reducing temperatute during unoccupied periods'

Separati4heating and'coolig setpoints

Converting from constant-air-volume to variable-

air volume

LOWERING THERMOSTAT SETPOINT

The thermostat should be lowered to 68°F (or even lower

during the heating season). Savings result from ma;ntainj,ng

the temperature of. the heated space at a teperature which .

is compatible with new standards): The U.S. Government stan-,

dard fo'r public buildings is now 6$ °F,-, except fo buildings

that are granted'an exception to the standdtd. (An example

for which an exception might be appropriate is a hospitar,)

Moreover, the control of the temperature of the heated

space should not be accessible to the occupants of the space.

All the energy savings can be lost by allowing the occupants
4

free access to the thermostat adjustment. A t>ermostat that

can be locked or One that is designed t9 prevent occupant ad-

justment should be used.-

4,

a

REDUCING TEMPERATURE DURING UNOCCUPIED PERIODS

During the heating season, the tellipefature of thW heated ,

areas should be set to,a lower temperature it.night or during

unoccdpieth.hours. Thermostats wit4 separate setpoints for

day and night operation (sometimes calledclock thermostats) .

,
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are used frequently. The changeover ,from high to low

setting can be contralled by a time clock, or by the building

automation system.

If the thermostats are not a utomated, the temperature

setpoints can.be changed manually. However, this may," not be

realistic for large buildings with-many thermostats. _In this

case, clock thermostats or thermostats that can be automat-

ically controlled shdld be used. The savings in energy

would soon pay for the cost of changing the thermostats..

SEPARATING HEATING AND COOLING SETPOINTS

dome systems are capable of providing both heating And

cooling on demand. It is obvious that heating and cooling

shduld not be supplied simultaneously, but this can be avoid

bye separating the setpoints for heating and cooling. This

procedu provides a so-called "zerd energy band" of tempera-

ture between the two ietpOint's. When-the,temperature is in

this and., neither heating or cooling is required.
.

Th following is an example: If the heating setpoint is

68°F and the cooling setpoint is 78°F at the same time that

the temperature is in,the zero energy band between 68°F and

78°F, tAn no energy. will be saved.

CONVERTING FROM CONSTANT-AIR-VOLUME TO VARIABLE'-AIR-VOLUME

Some buildings uSe a dual -duct system; one supplying

hot air and onelsupplying cooled air. The air from the two

'ducts is mixed to.produce the desired.temperat4e. Thus, if

89
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heating.is desired, more hot air and less cooled air is

mixed in. The amount of mixed air delivered to the room is

held constant, and the temperature of the air elltering.th

room is controlled by the mixing.,

The above procedure is wasteful. The energy that was

4 expended to heat the hot air and the additional energy that

was expended to cool the cold air are wasted when theair is .

mixed. Instead, space temperature can be controlled by °hang-
.

ing the volume of lair entering the'space. Thus, if heating

is desired,tile volume'of heated air entering the space is

increased. When the temperature rises to its desired value,

the flow of heated'air is imply reduced. No cooled air is

used

The'Conversion from constant -aid- volume to variable-air-

volume is a 'simple procedure in most cases. The flow of the

air in the two ducts is.,controlled.by motorized dampers.

These dampers can be placed under the control of a building

automation system, which will control the dampers. Only, one

damper will be open at a time'. This switch -over can be done

with automated control, with a minimal need for replacement

of equipment.

ESTI:MING' SAVINGS FROM INDIVIDUAL ROOM CONTROL

The savings in energy. Arom proper control of°the temper-

ature in heated areas may be estimated from the following

equation:

E= F x AT x x Equation 5

114
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where:

E = Energy savings, in Btu /year..

F = Factor defining the heat loss from a building

heated_to a temperature qbleve he outdepor

temperate e. .

AT = Amount b which the temperature is reduced in

the heat d area, in °F.

H = Number of 'hours per week that the temperature

is reduced.

W = Length of the heating season, in weeks.

The factor, F, has units of Btu/hour/°F; and it varies

from building to building, depending on the_size and shape of

the building, the insulation,, the number of Windowt, the con-

struction materials, and so forth. It is a measure of the

rate at lothiich heat escapes from the building to the colder

outdoors

for example,- consider an office-building constructed of

6" precast concrete panels that is'200' x 200' x 25' high,

with 80,000 square feet-of floor space. In this building,

the value of t may be around 14,000 Btu/hr/1°F. If this'build-

g were (nate& in Madision,-Wisconsin, where the heating

eason is -weeks long, Consider the .effect of re4ucing the

thermostat from its constant 68°Fisetpoint during unoccupied

periods If the tOermostat-is at 68°F from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

five days a Week, and4it is at 55°F at all other times during

the winter, then, in the above equation,.AT.= 13°F and H = 118"

hours pet week. Then, the following may be' written:

r

E = 14,00Q x 13 x 118 x 31 = 666 x 106 Btu /year.'

'At a cost of $4/10, Btu for -gas fuel; this would produce an

annual savinksof $2664.
.cf ,

4

4

91
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EXERCISES

1. For an officetbuilding in Duluth, Minnesota, wheregthe..

average outdoor tempilbre is 28°F during a 37-week-

long heating estimate the- annual energy savings

produced by installing Low leakage dampers in the50,Q00,

cfm, air handling system. The dampers are supposed to be

closed for 120 hours per week, but initheir nominally

closed condition they have a leakage of 10%."The low.

leakage dampers will reduce this to 0.6%:: The average

indoor temperaturp is 68°F.
%.

2. A light industrial plant,in Edmonton, Alberta, passes

700 of the air through the hot, deck of a 100,000 cfm

capacity dual -duct heating, ventilating, and air icondi-

tioning system. The hot deck temperature is reset by an

automatic controller by an average of.1.5°F for 48 hours

per, week duin a heating season that lasts 38 weeks. .

If the cost of the -coil fuel is $6.00/106 Btu,: how' much

money will be saved per year?

3. 4 factory in Atlanta, Georgia, where the heating season

is 20-weeks long, is'Occupied for 60 hours a week and '
unoccupied or 108 hours per week. The factory has a

.heat lo for F of 22,500 Btu/hr/:F.\ The thermoat

.setpoint is now at 74°F. CalcUlate the energAsayingS

t a wou ,resu t ranturning the thermostat.down:u

68°F dilringfthe occupied time and to 60°F during the

unaccupied time.

4. Suppose a school building that burns #2 fuel oil in its .

furnace uses 106 Btu/hr. The stack gas temperature is..

875°F, and the 02 concentration is'12%. The boiler .rooni

. temperature is 75°F. How much energy'caif be saved'each

'-hour by reducing th'e stack gas temperature to 4,75 °F and . h .
ti

, -

the 02 concentration to 4%3 At $6.75/1.0 Btu, how much.

money'.dan,be saved f61. each hour of furnace
.

operation?

92,
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5. List, describe, and explain conservation measures re-
.-

lated.tp .the\following:

Improv-e- furnace operation

Control of outdoor air

: Improved heating /Foil operation

Control of fin operation

Indiv dual room control

LABORATORY MATERIALS

S

Pottable analyzer for flue gas temperature and

gas "composition

A strip chait recorder

..1

a
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

In these procedures, the student will perform measure-

ments and.analyses`on the heating system of a particular

buil,ding. A-Commercial building's heating system would be

mare desirable to analyze than that of a private home. The

sch&ol at which the course- is being presented may allOw the

'students, under proper Supervision, to ana-iyze the heating

%system of the school., If no other building is available for-
,

analysis, the home of the student may be-used.

, The student will first prepare an,eneTgysUrvey-fol7th
.

building. Then the student Will determine whether.the'heat-

ing systeni is properly' sized ,RinallT, the student will

.
analyze the flue. gas-temperature and composition and will

: determine the efficiency of the heating system. Use .the Data

Table to record information.
,

.

The equipment needed is a portable analyzer for flue gas

temperature and gas composition, and a strip ,chart recorder.

* '

The Energy Survey

First perform an energy survey'for th ,-selected building,

using the Data Table that follows. Fill in the information

about the heating equipment and schedules, and the heating

checklist in the sections' provided in the Data Table.

Fill in die blanks as completely as possible and do not

be concerned abduChavingdifficulties finding any infc;"?ffia-

,

tiOn. Valpable inforiatiOntcan be obtained from the physical -

2,lant administfifor-or,the maintainence personnel.

After'Completing.the Data Tabljt, analyze the informa'.

Lion a4make suggestions about .how energy -could be saved in

the t'eating,of the particular building.
* ,

:110
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2. Determination of Heating System Sizing.

r
In this section of the laboratory, the student will

determine whether the heating.system is properly sized. This.

will be done-by measuring the fraction of the time that the

furnace is ON during a period of several dais.

. 'Attach the leads_ of the chart recorder...tip' the power

ource,'for'the furnace's blower motor. Turn the-.chart re-

corder on. Check to see that the recorder is running at(a

slow rate of paper fee& and that it has-enough paper. Le it

record the presen7de of voltage on the blower motor ov a.Pe-
,

riod of several days (preferably,- at leaSt three). This

mUS:t,be ddne at a time of tjae.year when' the furnace is pro-

viding heat:

After the recording period, use the chart' record to.de-'

. terming how long.the furnace Was ON during the recording

period. Determine then the fraction; Fi, of the-tim. that.

the furnace, was ON.

From local, weather'records,_determine the minimum out-
.

door temperature, Tmin, ever)recorded in the-area, as

well as the number Of heating\degree days, Nd, during,the
07: 7,

recordi -ng period.' This information is sometimes .published

in local newpapers, or it issavailable,from the-weather Ser-,

vice. Determine the,fraction, F2, given`bythe following
.

°equation:

s.

Nd
F2

Page 48/EC-02
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where:

D = Number of days in the recording period. This is

the fraction of thg tile:, that the-furnace Should

be ONJ ,
.

, -

... If F1 is approximately equal to F2I the furnace is prop-

.,.. erly sized. If VI is much less than F2, the fgrnace.i,s cy-.

cling on aild_Off too. often, and is oversized.

Measurement of Flue Gas

'.1Se t e portable flue as analyzer. Insert-the sensor'

head of the analyzer into the flue of the furnace when the,

furnace has been ON .f.ow'seyeral nutes,and'is'yell Warmed

. up. From the information On t meters, eC;%. the readings,

for Q2 concentration 'and flue' gas temperature. (If the meter

reads CO2 concentration,.iecora that value and then use Fig-

ure 10' to find the: 02 concentration:) . -
.4.

.
Use the value's obtain d.froi.pis measureiOnt.to deter-

'' mine the system'efficien,cy. either Figure 11 or Figure

12, depending. on the fuel used. (Remember that, the flue
,t.

tempera-ture rise is the meisured telverature minus,thembient

temperature in theboiler'room.)

, How mighll the eifidiency,of this system be itaproired? -,

Pr
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DATA TABLE 1, .

\,BEATING ENERGY SURVEY Fop

'''HEATING EQUIPMENT AND SCHEDULES

SIZE, GROSS SQ FT

AREA HEATED tr. 0

TYPE(S) OF OCCUPANCY:, (7. OR SO FT) .

Office (Other)

Warehouse (Other)

Manufacturirig (Other)

Retail

Lobbies & Mall
(t closed)

V

BUILDINeUSt AND OCCUPANCY

Fulli Occupied: (56% or more of normal)
I.
Weekdays (Hours). - to

((-

Weekends '`Hours) .to, 4

to Sunday

to Holidays_

Remarks: Describe below if occupancy differs for different
* floorb, areas,' buildings: .

t

00=0=0000010000=000
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Data Table. Continued, ..,
Heating Checitlist for Control System Upgride

Yes No

DAY OPERATION

1. Are thermostats set at 68-70°F or less in public
spaces?

la Locked?

2. If they are non-locking, is there any provision
to keep settings 'at 68-70°F?

Does the thermostat work?
When set below 68°F, does valve, damper, or heat
source turn on?

3.

4.

5.

Is thermostat calibrated within 1 to 2°F of

setting?

When set below 68°F, is the cooling source (out-
side air or refrigeration) locked out?

6. \Is' ZEB (Zero Energy Band) operation provided for?

13 7. Have you reduced. outdoor air ventilating quantity
when the building is occupied, consistent with
standards? (5-10 CFM7person for office areas.)

Do you shut off exhaust fans in toilets, kitchens,
or labs when areas servedare unoccupied?

NIGHT/UNOCCUPIED OPERATION

C3- 9. When unoccupied; is the temperature setting auto-
matically reduced by at least 10°F?

10. Are warehouses or storage areas kept at* lower
temperatures than occupied areas?

0.11. Do you close out door air-damper when the building

isunOccupied?

-10 12. Do outdoor air damperi close tightly during night
or,unoccupied times?

9.8
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. aata Table. Continued:

. ,m4mv
Heatilg

Yes No

40,

Checklist for Control System Upgrade

STEAM, HOT WATER, OR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS FOR
SPACE - HEATING

13. Have you determined above what outdoor tempera-
ture you can shut off heating boilerg, heat ex-
changer pumps and/or electric heat?

0 014. If 13 differs for different buildings, or zones,
or times of day, have these pa; eters been de-
termined?

`C3 15. Do you have procedures in effect to shut off the
heat, as determined under 13 and 14?

16.. For space-heating hot water systems, have you.
checked to ,see if water_temperatures or tem-
peraturekschedules are at or below original
design? (Remember that original desigri tem-,
peratures for secondary hot water wet'e-based
on a'75°E room temperature requirement.)

REFERENCES
f

ASHRAE. 'Handbook and Product Ilirectory Equipment.

:1 and 3. New York:. NY: American Society of

Refrigerating aed Air Conditioning Engineers,

Chapters

Heating,

InF.,

. 1975.

Baron, S.L. , Manual,of Energy Saving in Existing Buildings

and Plants,' Vol. II. Facility Modifications,.' Chapters

2 and 4. Englewood Cliffs,-NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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Bonne, V.; Patani, A.; Lestie, C.;.and DeWerth, D.W. Dynamic

Computer and Laboratory Simulations of. Gas Fired Central.,

Heating and Systems. Montreux,' Switzerland': Proceedings

of International Symposium on Simulation Modeling, and
0

Decision in Energy Systems. June 19-21, 1979-

Dublin, F.S.; Minden, H.1.; and.Bloome,'S. o to Save

'Energy and Cut Costs in Existing Industrial and Commer-

cial4Buildings. Chapters 4, 7, 13:and 17. Park Ridge,

-.1,1: Noyes Data Corp., 1976.

'Energy Conservation with Comfort. 2nd ed. Minneapolis, MN:

Honeywell, Inc., 1979.
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TEST

Fill in the blanks.

1. Conservation methods related to, improving furnace opera-

tion include improvement of efficiency,

of heat losses,.proper

system, and flue gas,

2. Conservation

elude

reduction of

control of

3. Conservation

trol include

optimization

4. Conservation

of heating.

methods related to outdOOr air control in-

minimum outdoor air, low leakage

ventilation during , and

air.

measures related to improved heating con-,
reset of temperature and

measures related to control of fans include

of fans and equipment

5. Conservation measurements related to individual room

control include lowering thermostat

during unoccupied periods,

Heating and cooling setpoints, and conv.erson from

constant air volume,to

, 6. A properly. Adjusted furnace will have 02 concentration

in-the'range "to o in the fluegas-.

4

4,

*.
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INTRODUCTION

This module deals with the conservation of energy in

space cooling systems.. The student sttdies practical tech-

niques for saving energy.in building cooling systems, as

well as measurement an6 analysis techniques. In the Tabora;

tory, the student conducts an energy survey, relative to'

cooling. requirements.

Emphasis is-placed on cooling control practices and

energy conservation- praClices related to 'system mooy_fication.

Thus, like Module-EC-01, this module describes relatively

inexpensive' measures that can be taken"rather than major

structural changes to the building.' The more major issues

related to building design and construction will be discussed-
_

in Module EC-07. The major "'thrust of this modulgnvolves

the minor system' modifications that pay for themsehies in a

short period of time, and changes in control and scheduling

that reduce energy waste.

The easiest way to reduce cooling costs, of course, is

to raise the cooling thermostat, This measure'reqUire.s no

investment and makes an immediate impact. The current.man-
0. . ,

date from the federal gewernment stipulates that cooling' ,

_ ____ .
thermostats in public buildings be set no Lower than 78°F.

. .

The emphasis in this module is on larger buildings -
.,

. ..

apartment buildings, schools, offices', factories, and so

forth - since tiley have latger and ore elabprate cooling

systems than pr' ate homes. The pds 'bilities'for.energy
. .,

conservation through improved control are greater in such _________- -:----'
. ---

systems. Some o the Measures lid wfIIT'
_
of tourse: p

Sh
be.applicle-to rivate homes. . . , .

The descriptions in this module.refer to space cooling

rather than air condifronilig since the term "air conditioning
.

is often used*loosely to mean just cooling: Yet, Properly
.

la

,
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defined",-air conditioning means the ontrol of a ntimber'of

quantities,relate.d to the air in an enspsed space Stich

as control of air temperature, humidity, and cleanliness.

This module emphasizes isstteq related primarily to the coal-

ing of air. f-

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic understanding of

algebra and physics and should have completed Modules EC-01

and EC-02 of Energy- Conservation.

OBJEQTIVES:.,

Upon completion,of this module,the student should be

able to: 4!

1. List, describe, and explain conservation' measures re:

lated to the followingll

a. Control of chiller operation.

b. Reduction of building heat load.

c. Use of outdoor air for cooling.

d. Control of the cooling Coils.

e. Control of the fags.

f. ,Individual room control.

2. Perform calculations related to savings of cooling

energy for the following:

a. Use of outdoor air for'cooling.

b: Control of the.cooling coils.

1
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c. -,Control. of the fans. a

d. Individual rbom control'.

3. Prepare an energy survey for cooling in a particular'

building./ `
For, a.particular building, measure the refrigeration

effect and the coefficient of performance of the cool-

ing ystern.
-

5. Defi e terms associated with cooling and air condition-

ing, includirig the following:

a. lAit-bulb temperature.

b. Dry-bulb temperature.

c. Hygrometer.

d. Psychrotetric chart.

e. Relative humidity'.

f. Coefficient of performance.is
.

4
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SUBJECT MATTER

FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 'OF SPACE COOLING

Space cooling is used most often to improve human com-

fort'Iduring the warm pa rts of the year.- Space cooling also

serves other purposes, such at to preserve.food or to provide.

a proper environment for temperature=sensitive'manufacturing

processes.

HUMIDITY

Water vapor (humidity) in the attotphere is an important

factor to consider in regard to human comfort dying the

cooling season,. Humidity is, less important.in heating appIi-
,

cations. One reason is that the water vapor .content of air

in many of the colder sections of the United States ds.low.

For space heating applications, air temperature is simply,

raised to the desired temperature without regardAo the water
A vapor content._ But for space cooling applications, humidity

is an important issue which the following discussion will

. explain.

The abSolute humidity is defined as "the amount of water

vapor preent.in a given amount of air." It may be expressed

An diffe nt units: for example, as grams of water vapOr per .

cubic met r of air, or pouads of water vapor p'erpund of air.

There is a niaximum amount of water vapor that can be.''

present in the air at any given temperature. This amount is
. .

phown in Figure 1, which shows the saturated pressd7 of

water. vapor in air versus temperature. When the airiunt of

water vapqr is .equal to/the.maximum value? the 'air j.s. said

106
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4.

a

C.,
e.

, .

to be satunted. The amount of wAtei-(th the air can hold'
.

is
-
very: lqw at low temp-eratures chara teristic of winter

conditions. However-i the amount increases rapidly at ele-

vated temperatyes. (Note that the'normalpressure of air

at -sea level is :about 760 mm Hg).,
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Figure 1. 'Saturated Pressureof Water Vapor,in Air
Vs. Temperature.

t-

Theamount of water vapor in the Air is uspally less

than the saturated Value.' The ratio of the actualamopnt

of water.val4r. to the 'saturated amount is Balled the rblinme

humidity. The relative hutidity is expressed as' a percentage.
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For example, at a temperature of 85°F, the saturated vapor

pressure of water vapor is 31 mm Hg. If the actual vapor

pressure of water is 18.6 mm Hg, the relative, humidity 4s

60% (18.6 = 31 = 0.60).

The relatiVe humidity Changes as temperature changes.

Thus, if outdoor air at 32°F and 50% relative. humidity .

(vapor pressure 2 mm Hg.of water vapor) is raised to 70°F,

the relative humidity drops, even though the 'absolute humid

ity stays. the same.' Since the saturated vapor presure at

70°Fii 19 mm Hg', the relative humidity will be 2/19. = 10,5%.

Even though no water vapor has been removed, the relative

humidity has been greAtly decreased in the heating. As a'

result, the relative humidity of indoor air in the winter

in the'northern parts of/the United States' is usually very

low. Sometimes, for, improved comfort, extra humidity will

be added to'imdoor air in the"winter.

For ,space cooling, humidity often must be removed. If

the outdoor air has high relative humidity,'the relative

-fiumddity will increase as the air is cooled. Thehumidity

will.eventually reach 100%, and moisture will begin to con

denout' of the air. '1.1,rfaces especially cool surfaces
\

like water-pipes will become covered with dropj.ets of

I.._ water. Iri addition, fog could.begin to form.

Dew Point

The temperature at which water begins to condense out

o,f the air is called the-7.dew point. The dew. point depends

r On'Ith the initial air temperature and the relative humidity.

cr- "
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EXAMPLE X: CALCULATION OF DEW POINT.

Given:

Find:

Solution:

The Omperat

humidity is 50

Thedew point.

re is 100F and the relative

From Figure 1, the saturated vapor pressure of

water vaporat1100°F is 49 mmHg: At 50%.rela-

tive humidity, the air wouldcontain 24.5 mm Hg

of, water vapdr. If the figure is'read horizon-
.

tally, it can be seen that 24.5 mm Hg of water

.vapor is saturated at 78°F. This is the dew

point for the stated initial conditions..

'high values of relative humidity and high temperatures

lead to discdmlort. The human body, under conditions of

high temperature; tries to cool itself with perspiration.

Perspiration will evaporate less undex conditions of high

relaivie humidity, and the body's temperature regulation

will be less effective. The result is discomfort.

Thus,-space cooling is often accompanied by dehumioii,fi-

cation of the air. The reasons are twofold:

To reduce theFelative ,humidity and impiove comfort

To minimize condensation of water va;&r out of the air

Hygrometer

The,relativ4Lhumidity is measured with a device called

a hyg'rometer'. There ,are various principles used in.hygram-
.

,eter constructcipn. One common method is the use Of two.
.

1 .

A-
? 11 69 :

,4
044*-
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-thermometers:- One is an ordinary' glasi thelmometer, called a

dry bulb. The'other thermometer, Called a wet bulb, is

covered with. a piece of clog that is saturated with dis-

tilled water. The'iWo bulbs are ventilated with air. .The

wet bulb will indicate a lower temperature because of cool-

ing by evaporatiqn 'of the water. Together, theftwo tempera-,

1.1res give-a measure of the relative humidity.

fhe'terms "wet-bulb temperature" and "dry-bulb tempera-

ture" are common terms. The dry-bulb teffipeTature is the

temperature measured, by an ordinafYNhermometer. If the

term "air ;temperature" is used without,qualification, it

, 'means the dry-bulb temperature. The wet -butt temperature

is the temperature measured by a,thermOmeter'that has a

moist clOth jacket and is suitably ventilated. The wet-bulb

temperature is always,equal to, or lower than the dry-bulb

temperature. At low relative humidity, the wet-bulb.tem-
.

perature will be cOnsiderably, lower than, the ry-bulbPtem-

°perature. At high Dell-five humidity, there-wi 1 be less,

evaporative cooling of the wet bulb, and the tiro temperatures

will bi close together. At 100% relative humidity, the tem-

,

peratures will be equal. -

One common construction.ofa hygrometer .that uses,both

wet.and dry buYbs.is the sling hygrometer. 'The sling hygrom- ,

eter has the two bulbs mounted on a frame that is connected

'to 'a handle by°mgans of a bearing. To ventilate the bulbs;

the device is whirled by hand.

There are several varieties of hygrometers. One type

uses,strands of human hair that expand with increasing rela-

411 tive humidity. The expansioniis used to drive a pointer c-
,

that indicates the relative humidity.

,

EC-03/Page 9
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Psychrometric Chart

The values of the'wet-and dry-bulb temperatures may be

used to find the relative humidity'and other quantities by

"means of a.psychrometric chart. A psychrometric chart is

a chart constructed-toprevide convenient determination ,of

the properties of air-water vapor mixtures based on measure-

ment ok f' wet- and dry-bulb temperatures. An example of a,psy-

chrometric chart is shown in Figurg 2.
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There are different psychrometric chaft-saraiabLe,_ _

teach one designed in a format for a,specif'.c value of atmo-

spheric pressure.. Three common types -of psychromatric charts N

are the following: for sea level'atMospheric pressure ;,, far-
,

500p-foot.elevation atmospheric pressure, and for 75 0-foot

elevation atmospheric pressure. The chart in Figur is

for sea level air pressure.

EXAMPLE B: CALCULATION OF ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

Giyen: 'A dry -bulb temperatuie of 70°F and a wet-bulb

temperature of 62°F.

Find: The absolute hUmidity and the relative' huMidity.

Solution: Using the psychrometric chart, read upwards from

the dry-bulb temperature of 70°F to the.wet-bulb

line corresponding to-62°F. These intersect

along the relative humidity curve corresponding

to 60%. Reading horizontally to the left hand
4 4.

scale froM this intersection gives an absoldte

humidity of 0.0115 lb water vapor/lb dry air.

.

The psychrometric chart may be used to
,

relate air con-
.

ditions to sensations of hutan comfort. figure 3 shows a

simplified psychrometric chiri' with dash ed lines showing three

regions of subjective comfort levels. The area a round the' '

, leftmost. dashed line is t4 condition perceived by most peo-

ple as being comfole. (The sensations.of comfort felt
4),

within this range apply for lightly clothed,.sedentary

The,serisations will", of course, vary as clothing
1

11. 2
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Figure Psychrometric Chart. Showing ComfOrt'Levels.

.

and level of activity change.) The center dashed line cot-

're'sponds to conditions lerceivedas slightly warm, andthe.

right dashed line corresponds to conditions consideie.dwITin

by most people. Notice that the chart shows that people

quite lower temperatures for comfort as the relative humidity

Page'12/EC-03
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3.

, rises. At low relative, humidity (le,ss than 5b%), a tempera-

ture of 77.5°F is perceived as comfortable. As relative,

humidity rises to 80%, the _temperature at which people feel

comfortable falls to 75°F. The diamond - shaped area bounded

by solid ines saconfort zone suggested by the

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and hon-
ing Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE). It may be noted that the cur-

rent federal standards for public buildings, require a minimum

cooling temp'qs,aure of 78°F, without regard for the relative

humidity.

TOTAL HEAT CONTENT .

AA important gdantity in air do itioning is the total

heat content of the air. The total eat content, including

the contribution due to water vapor in the air, is called

the enthaApy, Air with a high moisture content has higher

enthalpy than dry airat the same temperature, and'"it..will

place 4 greater` load on the cooling system. The enthalpy

is, measured. in units ofd Btu per pound of dry air. In air

,con4itionin, dry air at 0°F is considered to have zero

enthalpy;and values 9f enthalpy used in air conditioning,

are referenCed to this cnr(dition as zero. Values'of enthalpy

may also be determined from apsychronlettic chart. Figure 4

shows a simplified psychrometric chart giving enthalpy values.

Mb lines running at' an angle across the chart represent.

conditions of constant enthalpy. Note that for constant dry-

bulb temperature,. the enthalpy increases ,with moisture content.

114 EC-03/Page 13
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Figure 4. Psych'omatric Chart Showing Enthalpy.
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EXAMPLE C: CALCULATION OF ENTHALPY..

air.

Given: The dry -bulb :temperature is 65°F and the mois- A,

ture content is 0.004 pounds per pound of dry

t.

Page 14--03
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Example C. Continued.

Solution: On Figure 4, read horizontally from 0.004 pounds

moisture content, and vertically from .65°F.

These two lines intersect along the line corres-

ponding to an enthalpy of 20 Btu/lb dry air.

REFiuGE--mtyrs

Cooling for air conditioning purpoes is produced by

a fluid subjected to a, refrigeratibn cycle. A refriger ion

cycle is definid as "a series of thermodynamic processes it .

which heat is withdrawn from a cold body and expelled to a

hot body." Some working fluid, called the refrigerant, is

compressed, cooled, and then expanded. As it expands, ,the

refrigerant. absorbs heat from its surroundings to provide'

cooling. The compression part' of the cycle raises the tem-

perature of the refrigerant above that of its surroundings.

It gives up its heat in,a heat exchanger, outside the space

which is to be cooled. Then, expansion lowers the tempera-

ture of tie refrigerant below the temperature 'of the space

to be cooled. The cooled refrigerant then gains heat in a

heat exchanger inside the space to be cooled and produces

cooling within the desired space.

A schematic diagram of a basic refrigeration cycle is
4

shown in-Figure 5. This shows the basic components for the

cycle: a compressor, a condenser, an 4xpansion valve, and.
I

an evaporator. The refrigerant in vapor form at point 1 is

compressed in the compressor. Mechanical work is expended

by the compressor to produce a high temperature, high pres-

sure vapor at point 2. In the condenser; the vapor cools by

116 EC-03/Page 15
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heat exchange with-Tits surroundings; then it leaves the
.

condenser as a liquid'at higiv-pressktre (point 3). The vapor

then expands througha valve, and leaves the valve as a low

.pressure, low temperature vapor (point'A).., At this time,

the vapor absorbs heat in till evaporatof,:producing the de-

sired cooling in the surroundings. The fluid is then ready

for-another cycle.

HEAT EXCHANGE TO SURROUNDINGS'

COMPRESSOR

HEAT ABSORPTION FROM4 SURROUNDINGS

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Basic
Refrigeration Cycle.

, .' A number of different fluids are-used as refrigerants.

Amthonia (NH3) is used.-in some systettis. FluOrocarbon corn-4';
.,--

.pOunds (commonly -called Freons) are ans. widely used. An
o

example' is Freon-12, whicii.has the chemical formula CC12F2.

Page 16/EC-03
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,
The Freons have theadvantage o Being nontoxic as compared

to ammonia. Ammonia has a higher refrigerating effect (that

is, it removes more `Btu/ pef pound'of Tefrigerant) and, .thus,

used in many large,sYsteds:

The cooling system.incorpdratidg this refrigeration
'!t/

cycle is often called a Ichiiler when it is applied to air

conditioning systems.

Figure 6 shows holt the kesS'ute and enthalpy vary during

the different parts of tlig, feigeration.oycle. The numbers

1-4 correspond to the points 1-4 in the diagram of Figure 5H

,1
D

Figure 6. SchematiceDiagram , 0
0of/ Thermodynamic Properties

During- Refrigeration Cycle.

t

COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE

1

ENTHALPY

t,

The coefficient bf perforAnce (COP) is often used to

compare the-_perform,ance of coqliftg Systems.' COP iidefin'ed

as "the amount of refrigeration produced, divided by, the

amount of input work required to' produce it.'.' Thtp, COP may

be writteA as follows:

l' 8
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Aft

ova

COP
Refrigeration effect

Net work input
= Equation 1

/
.

COP is also relate*to'the enthalpies at various points

inthe refrigeration cycle by the following equation:

-COP
(h2 11)

r-E-4uation

where:"'

'h1, h2, and h4 = The values of the enthalpy at points

1, 2, aEd 4 in the refrigeration" cycle,

where the points are as denoted in

Figures 5 and 6.
0

Th COP, as defined in Equation 1, is'egsentiallysthe

eff cie oy of the cooling system. For measurement of the

COP, technicians usually measure qbantities related to the

amount of cooling produaed per. unit of input energy, rather

than measuring the enthalpies'of the refrigerant in 'the re-
.

frigeration cycle. Thus, practical determination of COP

involves' use ofEquatidn 1, rather than Equation 2.

The input is ge.nerally calculated from the electrical

input to the cooling system. This 4.gliren by)the following

.equation:
,

Input
x V -x A x PF
1000 .

*1

Page 187EC.-03'
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AP

1

where:
0

Input =Input, in kilowatts (kW).

V = The voltage.

A = The number of amperes flowing (per phase of

the electrical input).

PF = Thepower factor.

When the voltage and current in the alternating current

,system are in phase, the power factor will be, equal to one

(1). In practice, the voltage and current will- lsomewhat

out of.phase, and the power factor will be less than one:

Thisynditkon will be described in more detail in Module

EC-Q6.

- COOLING EFFECT MEASUREMENTS'

The cooling effect may be determined by measurements
#

at several points in,the system. For example, the enthalpy

..of the refrigerant in the cooling cycle could be measured;

howev7rthis is, rarely done. The measurement of cooling S

effeci is usually done by measuring the change.-in temperature'

of the air in,the:building as it flows past the cooling coils.

Both 'the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures must be measured be-

causvf the possibility of condensation of moisture on the'

coil. Then the cooling effect may be determined by the fol-

lowing equation:

Effect = 60 Chu xC x D Eqtidtion 4

120 EC-03/Page 19
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where:

Effect = Cooling effect, expressed inBtd/hr.

,.. hu = Enthalpy upstream of the cooling coil, in
4

Btu /lb.

hd ='.Enthalpy downstream of the cooling coil, in

Btu /lb.

C = Air'capacity.of.the system, in ft3 /min.

D = Density of air.

The'a gnsity of aiff. is 'usually taken as 0.075 lb/ft'.

Variations of this value occur with barometric pressure and

temperature, but use of the value given ve will, not in-

trodUce a significant error.

.The enthalpies are determined by taking meakwements

of the wet- 'and dry -bulb temperatures upstream and then using

a psychrometric clfart, such as'the..one shown in Figure 7.
q.

" 4

WET -BULB TEMPERATUA 1 °q 0
. 80

7e

ao°
-

so° 26 :,

40°

.
- .,

ENTHALPY U3tuilti
.,

45

15

40

, '

50°F'

400F
....,

1.
40 SO 90 70 80 90

ORY-BULB TEMPERATURE OR

4111

100 110 120

Figure 7. Psychrometric Chart for Enthalpy
From. Wet-.and Dry..-Bulb Temperatures.
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figure, the ts31 Sare lines.of constant en-

thalpy and the dashed lines are lines of constant wet-bulb

temperatOre.

At times, the capacity ojf the air system .4s Simply

taken as the r ated capacity given by the manufacturer.. For

more accuratt determinations, the cross-sectional area of

the duct and the velocityaf the air floW can be measured.

Devices to measure the velocity of the air flow are called

anemometers. One type of' anemometer uses a hot wire. The

mate of heat transferred from the,hot wire is a. measure

air speed. The speed of the air flow is determined from

either the electrical current needed to keep' the wire at a

constant temperature or from the electrical resistance o

the wire when-the curren' is kept constant.

- This method of measuring the cooling effect,from mg

surements of the temperature of the air and its velocity is

the -most common. ,Another method sometimes used requires'

instrumentation tp measure the flow and temperature of the

cooled water in the coils. The cooling effedt (in Btu/hr)

is given by the following equation:

where:

F'= Water flow.

Ti = Temperature of the water flowin6,into t chiller:

To = Temperature o the water flowing out of.the chille r.

xl (T? - To) 'Equation 5

4

a

This method of determining the cooling effect is easier and

probably more accurate than the measurements of air flow and
.\.

temperature. However.; in many cases, the needed .

1 ,
,

. , .

tation is not available. ,
t,

22 EC'.-03/Page
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Notice that. the cooling effect is generally expressed

in Btu/hr, whereas the elettrical input is usually expressed

in kilowatts (kW). To determine the COP, consistent units

must be used. Thi's can he.done with theaid of these con:

version:factors:
t.

1 Btu/hr = 2.93 x 10 ".kW

1 kW = 3,413 Btu/hr

Another unit for cooling capacity is the ton. .Although

the ton has no basis in the fundamentals of air tonditioning,

it is often encountered in practical use. One ton of coiling

/is defined as "12,000 Btu/hr."

EXAMPLE D: DETERMINATION OF COP.

Given: In a build,ink' with 56,000 cfm air capacity,

one measures wet-bulb temperatures and

temperatures of 65°F and 90°F (respectively),

upstream of the cooling coil, and 50°F and,8°F

(tespe(tively), downstream of the cooling coil.

The electrical input is 1,200' amperes per phase.

at Avoltage of 460 volts and a power factor off

0.9.

Find: The coefficient of performance,

Page 22/EC-03 I
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Example D.

Solution:

Continued.

The electrical input is; from Equation 3,

/*E x 460 x 1,200,x 0.9
1,000

From Figure 7, the enthalpies upstream:And down-

stream of the cooling coil aredrespectively)

30 and 20.5 BtU/lb. The cooling effect, from

Equation 4 is the following,:

60 x (30 ; 20.5) x 50,000. x 0.075 =. 2.14 x
Btu hr

= 627 kW.

860 kilowatts.

From Equation 1, the COP is as follows:

627
860

0.729.

06

)

STRUCTURE OF COOLING SYSTEMS

The types 4equipment used in cooling systems vary,

from system to_sl'item, and many -different models and designs

are available.

Two common types of compressors are the reciprocating

compressor and the centrifugal compressor. Reciprocating

compressors - the more popular type use pistoni driven,

from .a crankshaft through a connecting rod. The. refrigerant

enters and leaves the cylinder throughvalves. The operation

is somewhat similar to-that of an automobile engine. Reaip-

rOcating compressorsrange in capacity from less than one ton

(12,000 Btu/hr) to More than 100 tons.

Centrifugal compressors rely on rotating mechanical ele-

ments to continuously drive the fluid through.the compressor.

124
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In operation, they are more like a fan or a turbine. Cen-

trifugal compresSOrs, sometimes called turbocompressors,

tend to be used in large capacity units with 75 tons capac-

,

aNumerous types of condensers are also available the

',.-most common of which is the so- called shell and tuhe type.

This type of condenser consists of many individual stainless

steel tubes (With diameters of approximately 1.5 inch) con-

tained within a large circular shell. The number of tubes '.
N-4

in one shell may range from 50 to more than 1,000. The con-

denser
.

marbe arranged, so that the tubes are either horizOn-

tal or vertical.

The expansion valve provides for cooling of the refrig-

erant as it expands from a high pressure region to a loW

pressure' region. The valve controls the flow of refrigerant

through the evaporator. One common corm of control uses a

thermostat that monitors the temperature of the gas leaving

the evaporator. If the gas temperature is too high, the

thermostat opens the valve and increases the flow. The

valve itself is often a needle valve. A cone-shaped point

on the needle restricts the flow of refrigerant through a

small oriffce. The ori,ice will have a cone-shaped seat to

match the shape of the needle point.

The evaporators, in which the refrigerant evaporates

in the low:pressure portion of the refrigeration cycle, can

be similar in construction and, appearance to the_condeners.

Many are also the shell and tube type.

The refrigeration cycle' which is carried out through

these components leads.to.a cold refrigerant in the central

chiller. The cold refrigerant is then used in a heat ex-

.changer to cool either air or water foi the actual cooling
-----__4

of the building. There are three basic arrangements: all-

: air, all- water, and air - water.,

Page 24/E003
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In an all-air system, the building air is passed through

the chiller and cooled by heat exchange with the refrigerant

The air is then passed through ducts to the space that is to

be cooled. The all-air systems were the first air cooling

svtems.developed. However, air has a low heat capacity;

therefore, in order to pbrovide a working,fluid with the

capability for carrying larger quantities of heat in small.

pipes, water is now often used. Water is cooled in the

chille.rand.then circulated to a point near the space to be

cooled. Then the air is cooled by heat exchange at the cool-

ing coils.

In all-wate'r systems, the chilled water is piped to

coils in .each space, and room air passes over the coils.
.4.

In an air-water system, both air and water are.distributed

to each splte that is to be cooled. The air is cooled some-

what_and circulated through duacts. Chilled water is deliv-
e

ered to the cooling coils, which provide the final cooling

to the desired temperature.

The system arrangements are similar to those already

described in Module EC-02. For completeness, however, they

will be reviewed briefly in the following paragraphs.

Figure 8 shows a single -zone system, analogous to sin-

gle-zone heating systems. All the air is:cooled by heat

exchange with the water in the cooling coif at one location.

The portion of.the'duct containing. elty chiller water coil

is called the cold deck.

N/) , Figure ,9 showS a terminal reheat system. A fixed cold

air temperature is supplied by he cold deck. 'Air.i§ re-

heatedin the termi,nal units when the cooling load is less

than maximum. Such systemsCan waste enery if too much

, cooling and reheating is,required.

126
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Figure 8. Single-Zone System.
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Figure 9. Terminal Reheat System.
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Fiiure.10 shows a multi-zone system in wy&h heated

and cooled air are mixed in each'zone to reach the desired

temperature. These systems can waste energy.

C

EXHAUST

PREHEAT
(IF USED)

F FAN

RETURN AIR

INLET A MPER

DAMPER

FILTER

THERMOSTAT

OAMPEISr=

COMMON RETURN =--

CONDITIONED AIR OUTLET

HEATING COIL
mamma se .m10

COOLING COIL

figure 10. 'Multi-Zone System.
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Figure 11 shows a dual-duct system that is similar to

a multi-zone system. ihe exception is that both the heated

.and cooled air are ducted to the space, and the amount of each

type of 'air is controlled with dampers. This system can

waste energy.

OAMPER

ENHAUST.

DAMPER

RETURN AIR

DAMPER

FILTER

INLET PREHEAT COIL
(IF USED/

FAN

FAN

COMMON RETURN SPACE c=1

THERMOSTAT

AIR OUTLET

GAMPER

HEATING COIL

COOLING COIL

iij

figure 11. Dual-Duct System.
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A Figure 12 shows a variable-air-volume system. In this-

type of system, only cool air is delivered at times when

cooling is needed. Temperature is controlled by varying

the air flow. -Variable-air-volume systems can correct, some

of the energy wasting fe'atures associated with the systems

shown in Figures 9-11. However, this discussion will appear

later in the module.

,

EXHAUST

M

DAMPER

PREHEAT COIL
(IF USED)

INLET \DAMPER

41.

RETURN AIR

DAMPER

FAN

RETURN REGISTER 46

SPACE
THERMOSTAT

HEATING COIL

FILTER MI, 4 4

OUTLET

DAMPER

TO OTHER LOAD BOX

COOUNG COIL

4

Eigure122 Variable-Air-Volume System.
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-Anothei broad class of eoqling systems that has no.tyet

been mentioned is_evaporative cooling. The evaporation of

water takes up'heat, and thus provides cooling. Evaporative

cooling is muck less expensive than othertypes of air cool-
.

Howevex, it is oray applic'able torcertain types of

1climatg \for example; ; -the hot, dry climate of the south-

western Un- ited States. Evaporative cooling is not useful

, in ateai where summer-humidity is high, like most of the

coastal areas of the_United States, In much of the"northern .

.

. parts of the United States from Pennsylvania through the

6 q .Gre4t Lakes region to MThnesota it is ossible-to use

. evaporative cooling; but its utility is marginal.
4

ENERGY SURVEY.FOR COOLING

An audit of ene- rgy use relative to cooling is andmpor-

tant first step for energy conservation in the cooling system

of a specific building: This 'survey is similar to the heat-

ing use survey conducted in Module EC-02." A suggested form

for an energy survey relative to air conditioning equipment.

and schedules is sliowri in Figure 13: This form also contains

a checklist of- practices relevant-to the cooling, season. The

checklist highlightssome.of the possible ways to save energy

in a specific cooling system. Later in the Laboratory

the'Student will prepare an energy,suryey for a cooling
0

system in a building.
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SIZE, GROSS %Q. FT.

AREA COOLED .

TYPE(S) OF'OCCUPANCY: ORSQ. FP.)

Office 1 '(Other)

Warehouse 8 (Other)

Manufacturing (Other)

Retail

LobbieS 8 Mall
(Enclosed)

BUILDING USE AND OCCUPANCY

Fully Occupied: (50i or'more of normal .

We4kday.s (Hours) to''

t'veekerias (Hours) to

to Sunday-

to Holidays

Rema)ks: Descr;be below ii occupancy differs for different floors, areas, buildings:

COOLING SEASOg CHECKLIST
Yes No

1.

z

0 3'

4

s

0.

8.

9.
1°.
'1.

12'

Are thermostats set,and locked at 7&°F or above?

If thermostats can't be locked, what pyovisions have been made to keep
them at 78°F?

During nights, weekends, holidays -or whenthe,building is unoccupied,
is the mechanical cooling shut off?'

Have provisions beeA,made to prevent full use of cooling at night,
when only overtime workers are present?

Have you raised the "cold deck" temperatui4 (leaving temperature from
cooling coil) in terminal reheat systems? (38 °F is a suggested trial
setting.) ,

Have you raised the chilled water eemperature leaving your chillers at
least 2°F?

On all ,comfort cooling DXt(Direct Expansion) compressors and rooftop
units, have you readjusted SUCTION pressures to raise suction tempera-
tures by 4°F?

Have you reduced outside air brought In by rooftops and all other cool-
ing systems to: 0 dFM unoccupied?

5 to 10 CFM (per persbn) occupied? ,

Have you adjusted economizer control to use outoloor air ,for cooling?

Have you reduced light levels to reduce the cooling load?

Have you adjusted cooling tower water to the lowest practical limit,
in order.to reduce compressor power needed? (Check with compressor
manufacturer for trial values.)

Have you reduced static pressure on high-pressure farillsystems to be
consistent with air'delivery at farthest unit or space? '

Figt& 13. Energy Survey Farm.
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METHODS OF CONSERVING ENERGY-
,

Specific ways in which energy can be conserved in space

cooling are presented in the following section of the module.

These Methods include ,..

control of the chilldt.operatioh,

reduction of building heat load,

use of outdoor air for cooling,

control of`7the cooling coils,

.'control of 'efar,-and

individ441 control.
tIar

CONTROL OF T E CAILLER OPERATION ,

"6-

The c tr. 'hiller is the heart of the cooltn.system.'

Various parts ofTEM..chiller pDesent opportunities,fdr. energy

'consArvation such as the pumps,'compressor, Tud.cooiing

toner -s. Automatic control of the chiller can also &)riserve

ene, y. ,Specific measures that can be used inclua-

reduction of the compressor head, I

isofatioh of off-line chillers, -

chiller sequencing and control, and

spot cooling..

Reduction ofYthe Compressor Head
t

Reduction of the compressor head w 11 reduce the pumping

effort-required.from the compressor. This reduction ciin be

accomplished by raising the temperature of the chilled water.

The valves will then open wider to permit greater flow .of the
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warmer water so as to provide the same cooling,. The com-

pressor is then working against a smaller back pressuie.

The efficiency of a direct expansion ,chiller increases as

the temperature f the chilled water 'increases. As a rough

estimate; the efficiency of the chillEg increases_ about 1,.5%

for eve''y degree Fahrenheit tht t e water temperature is

raised.

To determine the optimum chilled water temperature,

follow these steps:

1. Raise the chilled water temperature one degree at a

time and wait for the system to settle out.

2. Observe the positions of the valves supplying chilled

water to each cooling zone.

3. Continue raising the.chilled water temperature one

degree at a time until one valve; supplying the heavi-

esi load, is wide. open.

4. If a second valve opens' wide, reduce the chilled water

temperature.

These steps may be performed automatically under the

control of the building automation syStem. Sensors on:each

valve determine wheeiher the valve is fully or partially open.

When all' valves are only .partly °pep, the building control
ft.

.1 system 'automatically raises the temperature of he water ,

Until one valve is'fUlly.open. In this way, chariOfng-c6ndi-
.

tions of.cooling load mAy be compensated auto-m4tIcalfSr.'

4

Isolation of Off -Line Chillers

. Scimetimes when there is only a small demand for cooling,
i

.

--the cooled water _will pass, through all the chillers .\even.
when only one chiller is operating. In this case, the water

-
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flow is higher than needed. which wastes pump a ergy. In

'addition, the water cooled by the -operating chiller is mixed

with water in the non-operating chillers, thus creating a

situation where the operating chiller 'must
tool

the water

more that is needed. This alsO wastes energy.'.'

When the cooling demand is low, the inoperative chillers

should be isolated so that no water-flows through them. The
-i

.

.

water' low rate Miould also be reduced. In doing s6, it may
.

be necessary to add extravolves
.

to the system; but the energy

savings can soon pay for'the cost of the. valves:

Chiller Sequencing and Control

_Many plants have more.than one chill6 perhaps a mix=

ture of different sizes and types,'aal operating together to

provide cooling fora buiLding. There is some optimum cot-
.

bination-rof chillers that can be used for each Value -Of-cool-

ii

ing:load.

Geherally,,chillers operate at, low efficiency at low

values of.load (perhaps. below 25%), and at very high valuei

of load (perhaps 'above 90%).- Often, the chillers operate at

m4ximum efficiency vhen'the load is between 50% and 90% of

capacity.
.
The manufacturelkof the chiller will supply data

. on the efficiency of the chiller versus the load, With this

information, one can calculate the proper combination of

chillers-to-use.' For a pdrticular set of chillers,-the user

should calculate the best combination of chillers to use for

each. load: Then', automatic controls should be installed and

programthed to turn the chillers on 'arid off. The correct

combination of chillers will provide the best efficiency for

-chahging a.nditions of'cooling demand. -
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'As an example, suppose a plant has three chillers rated
-at 100, 200, and 400 tons maximum cooling capacity. These

'chillers all operate with best efficiency at a load,of 85%
capacity. What combination of chillers should be on when
the cooling demand is 500 tons?

If the chillers with capacity 100, ,200, and 40p tons
iy are called A, B, and C, respectively, the load of 500 tans

can be satisfleed by the combinations AC, BC, and ABC. The

combination,AC would be at 1-00% capacity, the combination

'BC at 83.3% capacity, and the combination ABC at 71.4% capac-

ity.. The combination BC is closest to the-Optimum value.'

Thus, chillers B and C should be turned on by'the automatic

controller atrthis value of the cooling load.

Spot Cooling
4

es

With large central chillers, there may be some instances

when small zones need cooling when most of the building is
unoccupied. Some industrial processes, for example,.are-
temperature sensitive and must be cooled at all times, even..
outside-of working hours. This could necessitate running a'
very large chiller to 'supply. qnly a small amount of cooling.

However, it might be more economical to add a small chiller
(or perhaps even a room air conditioner) to supply the.sMall

amount Of cooling needed for the sensitive zone. _Then the
large central chiller coul4be turned'off during the hours
when the building 4s. unoccOded.

4
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REDUCTION OF BUILDING HEAT LOAD

".

The requirements for cooling may be lessened by reduc-

ing the,amount of heat entering the building. Every Btu of

heat that is kept out is a Btu of cooling energy that does

not have to be supplied.

Some of the possible methods for reducing the heat

.entering the building involve major structural modifications.

Such things could include a change in the orientation of the

building to reduce solar exposure and the addition of insu-

lation to reduce heat flow through the walls. Such major

changs to the building will be described in Module EC-07 o.ri

building construction.

This section will discuss more minor and inexpensive

changes that can be implemented. These include ...

reduction of solar heat gain through,windows,

reduction of heat gain tl;roughlthe roof, and

reduction of internal heat load.

Addition of ipsulation in the walls to reduce conduc-'

tion'of heat is le'ss effective in reducing the cooling load

in the summer than.it is for reducing the heating load in

At4 winter. This is because the difference between indoor

and outdoor temperature is usually less in summer than it is

in winter. Still; ins lation added to reduce heat loss in

the winter will haye so a additional benefit in reducing

heat gaih in the summer.
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Reduction of Solar Heat Gain Through Windows

In summer, the major heat gain through windows is due

to solar radiation. Conduction through windows is less.

Thus, charming froth single' glazing to d uble glazing prob-
..

ably would not be economical just-fo ucing heat gain in

the summer. However, it would be worthwhile for 'reducing

heat loss in the winter, and it would add'iome small benefit

in the summer.

Still, the largest heat gain through windows is from

sunlight. *The amount depends strongly on the exposure of

the window, as well as the amount of incident solar energy
*

at the particular location. Hundreds.of additional btu per

year can enter the building for every square foot. of window

area on south-facing windows.

This added heat gain can be reduced considerably with

shading devices. Shading devices include the following:

External awnings and screens

Internil drapes, sfiadesoor blinds

Reflective or tinted glass

.The costs of these devices vary considerably, and the

reductlbn of heating0.oad must be balanced against the Cost

of the device; In many cases, the shading devices can rapidly

pay for themselves.

Relduction of Heat Gain Through the Roof

Heat gain through the roof can be reduced by adding

insulation to,01.e.rdof. Another inexpensive method is chang-

ing the absorption of the roof.' If the color of the roof

is changed from dark to'light, it will reflect more of the.
la
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incident solar energy. This can be done with Paints-or

sprays, or on flat roofs, with a thin layer of white pebbles.

The changed roof'surface must comply with local restric

tions for roofing materials. It must also be durable enough

to withstand abrasion. '.The change in color of a roof to re-

duce heat load is most effective for buildings that have al

large ratio of roof area to floor area for example, single

story buildings.

Reduction of Internal Heat Load

Activities inside the building generate heat that adds

to the cooling load. In many cases, the lighting in the
9

building supplies the main contribution to the internal heat

load. Other contributions may come from industrial process

equipment, furnaces and ovens, motors, office machines, and

cooling equipment.

To rec.lcb internal heat loads, the. lighting levels

should be reduced. This would also save on the electrical

energy used to operate the lights. The recommended levels

of illumination will be describdd in Module EC -OS on

nation.
I

In many cases; the heat from ovens, furnaces, motors;

and cooling equipment can 1e exhausted directly,to the out-

side.

The hot surfaces of pipes, ducts, tanks, and so foith

that are located in air conditioned space ,should be insu-

lated..

All of the above measures can reduce the need for cool-

.ing to offset internal heat production in the summer.
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USE OF OUTDOOR AIR FOR COOLING

Use of outdoor air to cool a building can.result in

lower cooling costs when the outdoor air has a lower total

heat content (enthalpy) than the return air.- This can
4
be

accomplished by adding.an economizer cycle to the system

control. The economizer cycle provides for Tncrease,' intake

of-,outdoor air 'when copditions are favorable. '

Obvimisly-, when the air is relatively cool outide, then

it is less expensive to use outdoor air for cooling rather
If

than turning on the air conditioner. However, the control-

ling factor should be, the total heat content (or:enthalpy)

of the air, rather than the temperature alone.

The operation of an economizer cycle is thus: If cool-

ing. is needed in the building and outdoor cohdit ions ak e

favor'able, the inlet'dampers are opened to increase the in-

take of air frOm outside. When the dampers are-fully open

and further cooling is needed, then the cooling coil is turned

on.

In.a simple system, the economizer operation is con-

trolled by outdoor air temperature alone. When the outdoor

temperature is below some value (typically 72 °F, but lower

in humid climates and higher in dry climates), the damper

opens to admit outdoor air for cooling. For temperatures

above the set value (typicaly 72'FT,, cooling with outdoor
:

air is not economical. Ih this case, the outdoor air damper

closes to a position that satisfies ventilation requirements

only.

This method is not the preferred type of operation.

Under some/Acenditions of high 'relative humidity, the heat

content of the outdoor air would be high. There would be a

net loss by using. outdoor air, even'if the temperature were

relatively -how. .'

146 .
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If the economizer cycle uses control of.the enthalpy

(or heat content) rather than control of temperature alone,

the control will be Tore accurate, and savings will be

greater. The load on the)cooling coil dependS on theNit.oal

heat in the air, not just the temperature.

A sophisticated economizer cycle will use devices to

measure both,dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity.,

The results oT these measurements will be input to the con-

troller, which will calculate the enthalpy (heat content)

for both, the outdoor air and for the return air from the

bUilding. The controller will determine whiCh air source

will impose the lowest load on the cooling system. If the

outside air is the smallest load, then the controller will

activate the economizer cycle.

A schematic diagram `is shown in. Figure 14. This figure

shows a simplified psychrometric chart, giving the dry-bulb

.temperature and enthalpy'of the outside air. In the area

shown as the hatched part of the diagram, it would'be econom-

ical.to use outdoor air. To the left of this area, the tem-

perature is low, and there would be a Ttechanical shutoff of

the cooling. To the right of the hatched area, either the

temperature or,the relative humidity would be high, and dt

would not be economical to use outdoor air.

The savings associated with use of outdoOr air depends

on the, climate. In hot, humid climates, like Florida, the

Conditions in the summer rarely are ideal "for use of outdoor

air. In dry climates, like the southwestern United States,

conditions are very often ideal.
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4. ENTHALPY
t8fu /Ib of dry air)

25

.

30
35

OUTDOOR MA NOT
ECONOMICAL HERE

COOUNG
SHUT OFF

ECONOMICAL IN/CUTDOOR AIR

HATCHED AREA.

55 75

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE ( °

'Figure 14: Control,of Outdoor Air, Basedon Enthalpy.

The sa ngs 'that can be realized from the use of an

econimizer cycle can be calculated from the following equa--

tion:
.

Where!

V K H
.S

(1 100) 50
D Equation 6

S = Savings, in $/0', \

C'.F. Capacity of the air-handling systeM in the building,

ill cfm.
.

-

V = Minimum ventilation requirement, in %.

'H = Number !Of hours per week that the cooling system is

operated.,
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D = Cost of energy, in $/106 Btu.

K = A factor that depends on the climate.

The factor K is usually in the range fiom 10-20, being rell-

tively)low in humid climates and higher in du climates.

For example, K = 10.700 in Houston, Texas, where the humidity,

is usually high; but K = 20.457 in Las Vegas, Nevada, where

the humidity is usually low.

EXAMPLE E: COSTISAVINGS, USING ECONOMIhR CYCLE.

Given: An 80,000 square foot office buildihg in Minne-

apolis, Minnesota, where K = 12.968, the cooling

system has a capacity of 601,000 cfm, and for

venti_l_atjon the dampers have a minimum opening

of 3:33%. The cost of cooling energy is $3

per 106 Btu.

Find: ,The savings associated with an economizer cycle

that operates 55 hours per week.

Solution: The savings are given by:

60,000 x (1 12.968 x 55
x 3

31.()303)
x

.

50

= 2,482 $/yr.

I

CONTROL OF THE COOLING COILS

The cooling coils which cool the air that circulates

through thee ducts must be used effectively. In dual-duct

systems, fir may be cooled in one part of the system and
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heated in another part. But the method of Mixing cooled

air and heated air to obtain a de,sired temperature can re-.

sult in a waste of energy. The control of the heating coils

to avoid this waste has already been described in Module

EC-02. The following section of thi; module describes

similar methods for the control of cooling coils to avoid

a waste -df energy. The appropriate measures include ...

reset of told deck temperature (or enthalpy), and

zone optimization.
4

Reset of Cold Deck Temperature (or Enthalpy).

The cold deck refers to the part' of the duct that con-

tains chilled water coils. If the cold deck is held at a

,constant temperature, the result will be a waste of energy.

The air cooled in the cold deck will be reheated or mixed

with warm 'air at all times except during the maximum cooling

demand. If the cold deck controls' respodd tothe area with

the greatest cooling demand, energy can he saved. As the

demand.for cooling is reduced, the cold deck temperature can

be raised ayrocedure that can be applied to systems, in

which there aile dual hot'and cold ducts, as well as to multi-
.

zone systems.

When codling demaadls low, such-systems may waste

energy in the following manner: ,Sometimes air in the cold

deck is cooled more than is necessary. Then this air that

is too.cold must. be remixed with warmer air in order to. ob-
.

.

tan' the desired4empera,ture, The energy that it took to

warm this air was wasted energy. An,increase (or reset)

.would eliminate much of this energy waste.

Reset of the cold deck temperature shOuld be based on

response to the cooling loadliin the following manner:

EC -03 /Page .43
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Temperature and humidity detectors sense the maximum cooling

load. Then, the controller compares the needs of each cool-
.

ing zone and produces a cooling output that satisfies just

the needs of the zone with the greatest denand. TAls,Method

often allows the cold deck temperatbre to be reset upwards

sa that energy is saved. Thus, the reset may be a reset
r -

based on enthalpy rather than temperature.

Zone Optimization

Zone optimization is useful for systems that cool the

air and then use terminal reheat to produce the desired -

temperature in each zone. If every zone is reheating; the

cold deck is too cold. Cooling energy is being wasted .11

the cold deck, and, at the same time, heating energy is being

wasted aythe reheat_coil

Money and energy can be 'saved by the use of load:analyz-
\

ing controls. The controls measure the demand of each zone

and adjust the supply of cold air for the zone so that the

reheat energy is minimized. This procedure satisfies the

`zone with the greatest need for-cooling and reduces the

supply of cold air .to :ones that need less cooling._ Thus,

less energy used air cooling and energy used in terminal re:

heat may be wasted. --

Savings 'tom Improved Cooling Coil Operation

The savings from_reset of the cold deck temperature may),

be determined from the following equation: .
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E= 0.045 x C x Pc x iiH x Ho x W Equation 7

where:

E = En gy saved, in Btu/yr.

°C = Cap city of the cooling system, in cfm.

Pc = Percentage of air passing through_t_h2 co-id deck.

AH = Ite-it of the'cold.deck in terms.ofapthalpy, in

Btu /lb.

Ho = Number of hours per week'of operation.

W = Number of weeks per year in the cooling season.

Foi an office building in Chicago with a.20.9 week

cooling season, with a 60,000 cfm air handling clpacity with

50% of the air flow in-thecold deck, and with 6 occupied

hours pez,weekf'a reset:of the cold.deck by.1.5 Btu/lb would

give an energy saving

= 0..045.x.60,000 c 50 x 1.5 x '60 x 20.9

= 253..9 x106.4

4 *0'1
At an energy cosvof $4 106 Btu, this would result in

savings of $1016'per year.

CONTROL OF THE FANS '

Large fans circulatv cooled.aiT through buildings, If

the fans are constantly operating, they waste significant

amounts of energy. Fans should be controlled so they can.

PIC
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be shut off when not needed. The following 'section discusses

two methods for controlling the operation of the fans:

duty-cycling of fans, and
.

equipment scheduling.

Duty-Cycling of Fans.

The. duty -cycle program conserves energy by shUtting

-down the fans for a portion of their normal operaiiona/

period. The procedure may be a simple, fixed 0/Fiperis0

per cycle, or it may be a modulated OFF-period based on

temperature. The duty-cycling of theifans is controlled
...4.

'y the building automation syst

Areas that need substantial ntilation are not good

candidates for duty=cycling of fans.

Equipment Scheduling

J

Automatic scheduling of the cooling system save energy

in two ways:

electric energy for operation of fans, and

cooling energy for ventilatiOn of air.

Energy savings comeffrom a weekly schedule in which

equipment is turned on and off ' ccOrdance with the hours

the buildin s occupied. The equipment scheduling, under'

the control' of the-buildi4 automation system; should include

varying stirt and step times- so that morning cool-down tilke
.

'is no longer than needed. the indoor and outdoor temperatures'

are measured to determine the proper start time.
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Flexible scheduling of this type is needed in order to

achieve the greatest reduction in the use of cooling energy.

Savings from Fan Control

If fan operation is reduced, the e ctrical energy

,savings, in.kWh/yr, are given by the following equation:

E= 0.85cH
P

x H x W Equation 8

where:

Hp = Horsepower rating of the fans.

H = Number of hours per week that fan operation ist

reduced.

W = Number of weeks.

For a reduction of just seven hours per week in fan

1 operation for a 50 -hp fan system, for 52 weeks the sav-,

ings would be....

.E = 0.8 x 50 x 7 x 52,

= 14,560 KWh,

At an electrical energy cost of $0.4/kWh, this is a yearly

savings of $582/yr. Note that this reduction in fan opera-

tion can be4applied all year, in both the cooling and heating

seasons.
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INDIVIDUAL ROOM CONTROL t

=)
The final part of the system for which savings are

possible involves control of the space being cooled. Methods

for saving cooling energy in the individual cooling zones

include

raising the cooling thermostat setpoint, iN

separating heating and cooling setpoints, and

conversion from constant-air-volume to variable-air-

volume.

. .

Raising the Cooling Thermostat Setpoint

The thermostat should be turned up to 78°F (or higher)

during the cooling season. Savings'of cooling energy Tesult

from keeping the temperature at a temperature compatible

4

with new standard. The U.S. Government standard for public

buildings is now 78°F during the,cooling season, except for

buildings for which an exception is granted. (A hospital

Might be an example of a building for which an exception

would be appropriate.)

The cooling thermostat should be locked so that the

occupants of the room cannot readjust it.

Separating HOting and Cooling Setpoints

A zero energy band of temperatures should separate t

cooling and heating Setp9ints., When the temperatxme i in
.

this band, neither heating nor, ,cooling .energy is ne ed.

0," Tr;
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If the heating thelostat is se'cat5°F and the cooling

thermOstat at 78°F, the zero energy band will range from

65 to 78°F.

Without such a °separation, the two thermostats could

be turning on the heat and cooling alternatelyt the cooling

system would cool the space, and the heating system would

heat it up again: Obviously, this situation is wasteful of

energy.

Conversion from Constant-Air-Volume,
to Variable-Air-Volume .

Some buildi9gs mix heated air and cooled air to produce .

theidesired space temperature. If cooling desired, the

amount of cool air in the mixture is'increased. The total

amount of air delivered to the room is constant.- The mixing'

controls the temperature.

This procedure is wasteful since energy was used to heat,

the warm air and to cool the cob]. air. A...better methodwould .

be to control'the volume of air entering the room. If cool-
,

ing is desired, the volume of cool air is increased; then,'

when (he temperature reaches the desired value, the flow-of

cool air'is_ reduced. Heated air is not used since it is not

needed.

The conversion from.Constant-air-volume to variable-

'air-volume is* easily accomplished in` many Cases simply by.

usylgjxn automated control-for the dampers that control the

air flow. Often, the need for replacement of equipment is,

minimal:

4

15 0'
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Savings from Individual Room Control

The savings in energy from prop r control of thp tem-

perature in cooled areas may be determined'from the follow-

ing equation:

where

E = -F x &T x H x' W Equation' 9

E = Energy savin-gQ.,_.in Btu /yr.

F =,.N factor defining heat transfer .from the bui,lding.

AT = The. amount by which the temperature is increased

in the cooled area, in.°F.

H = Numberofhours per week that the temperature is

increased,

W = Length of the cooling system, in weeks.

The fTor F is in unit of Btu/hr/°F. This factor varies

from building to building, depending on the size, type of

construction, insulation, number of windows, and so on.

As an examplO, an 80,600 square foot, two-story office

building has a heat transfer actor F equal to 16,200 Btu/

hr/°F. If the cooling thermo tat setpoint is increased from

74°F to 78PF for 24 hours a day, for seven days a week, fOr'

a cooling season 20.9 weeks in _length, the annual savingt

will-be ..:

I
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EXERCISES-.

1. List, descr4be, and explain conservation measures

related to the following: "\\..A'

a. Control of chiller operation

b. Reduction of building heat load

c. Use of outdoor air for cooling

d. Control of 'cooling coils N

e. Control of the fans

f. Individual, room control

2. Dqfine the following terms:

a. Wet -bulb temperature

b. Dry-bulb temperature

c. Hygrometer

d. Rsychrometric-chart

e. Relative humidity

f. Coefficient of performance

3. Consider the following: ',A schOol in.NewOrleans,

Louisiana, has a climate fadtor K that is equal to

11.137, with'air capacitY,at.50,00o cfm and minimum

ventilation of 5%. If energy 'for cooling cOsts-141106

Btu, what would be the annual savings if an economizer

cycle is used for an operating period of 40 hr/wk?

4. In a factory in Oklahoma City that has a a 9-.5-week

cooling season, the cooling'sy"stem has a capacity of

120,000 cfm. IS the cold deck is reset by-1.7 Btu/lb

for an operating time of 55 hr/wk, what are-the annual

savings? Assume cooling energy 'costs $5.67/106 Btu

And tilat_591_of the air flows through the cold deck.

S. For an office building in New Xork City that has a 20-

week cooling season, the operation of the fans is.re-

duced by 8 hr/wk. For a 100-hP fan system, what ae
.t

the annual savings if electricity costs 4 :5¢ /kWh?

153
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For an apartment building in Memphis, Tennessee, where

the cooling season lasts 30.4 weeks, the thermostat

setpoint is increased from 72°F to 78°F,.24 hours 'each

day. If the building has a heat transfer coefficient

of 30,000 Btu/hr/°F, what are the annual energy s vings,

expressed in Btu?

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hygrometer

Anemometer

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

In these experimental procedures, the student will pre`

pare an energy survey for cooling in a particular building.

The student will also measure the refrigeration effect pro-

duced by the ,cooling system, in the building, as well as the

cOefficient of- performance for the cooling system.

A sling hygrometer may be used, but other types of

hygrometers are also acceptable. A hot wire anemometer may

be used. Other types of anemometers are also acceptable.

The student must have access to.th'e cooling system in

some buiraing. A building (a school or office, for example)

With a large central chiller is preferable. OffiCials at

the school where this course is offered may be cooperative

in providing access to the cooling system.A.If no othe'r

building is available, a private home with a central air

conditioning system could be used; howe\rer, 'this is not pre-

ferred.

Phge S4/EC-03
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1. Carry out an energy survey of the cooling.tystem. Use
0

the'form and checklist provided in the Data Table, Do

not be concerned if Lt is difficult to find all the

information, Building maintenance personnel may be

helpful in locating some.of the items.

2, Measure the total cooling effect from the cooling sys-

tem. Access to the duct system upttream and downstream

of the cooling coil will be needed.

a., Use the hygrometer to measure wet-bulb temperature

and dry-bulb temperature. Measure both quantities

both upstream and downstream of the cooling coil.

Then use Figure 7 to determine the enthalpy both

upstream and downstream of the cooling coil.

b. Then determine the capacity of the.cooling

Measure the velocity4l Sftimin) of "the aiT in the

duct, using the anemometer. Measure the cross-

sectional area of the duct (in ft2). The capacity

C in cfm is then given by the following

C=VxA

Enough information has been found now to use

Equation 4 in calculating the cooling effect

(Btu/hr) produced by the cooling system.

c. If the cooling system has suitable fl.owmeters and

temperature measuring devices on the cooling water,

use them to measure water flow and temperature of

the water as it flows into and out of the chiller.

Then use Equation 5 to calculate the.cooling effect.

Compare the result to that obtained from the air

temperature measurements.
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3. Measure the coefficient of performance of the cooling

system. Use the rated voltage and amperage of the

/
/chiller in Equation3 to obtain the input. The power

factor is difficult to determine. The building engi-

neer may be able to supply an estimate. Otherwise,

use an estimated value of 0.9. Calculate the input;

then use the result, along with the earlieidetermina-

tion of cooling effect in Equation 1, to determine the

coefficient -of performance of the cooling system. Re-

member to use consistent units for the two quantities.

(
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A

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE 1. ENERGY SURVEY FORM.

SIZE, GROSS SQ. FT.

AREA COOLED

TYPE(S) OF OCCUPANCY: (t OR SQ. FT.)

Office (Other)

Warehouse (Other)

Manufacturing (Other)

Retail

Loobies 8 Mail
(Enclosed)

3UILDING USE AND OCCUPANCY

Fully Occupied: (3Di or more of normal)

Neexdays (Hours)

oieekends ,Hours)

to

to

to Sunday

to Holidays

Remarks: Describe below if occupancy differs for different floors, areas, buildings:

-

COOLING SEASON CHECKLIST
Yes No

0 1. Are thermostats set and locked at 78°F or above?

0 If thermostats can't be locked, what provisions have been made to ke
them at '78°F?

S. During nights, weekends, holidays or when the building is unoccurne
is the mechanical cooling shut off?

-0 -0-- s, --Have provIions- beea_zade_to.4.reventitUl. Use di cooling at night,
when only overtime workers are present?

S.

C3 0 '6.

7-

0 S.

Have you raised the "cold deck" temperature (leaving temperature from
cooling coil) terminal reneat systems? t38°F is a suggested trial
setting.)

Have you raised the chilled water tempeAture leaving your chillers at
least 2°F?

On all comforkcooling DX (Direct Expansion) compressors and rooftop
units, have y rtadjusted SUCTION pressures to raise suction tempera-'
tures by 4°F?

Have you reduced outside air brought in by rooftops and all other cool-
ing systems to: 0 CFM unoccupied?

S to 10 CFM (per person) occupied?

9. Have you adjusted economizer control to use outdoor air for cooling?

10. Have you reduced light levels to reduce the cooling load?

II, Have you adjusted cooling tower water to the lowest practical limit,
in order to reduce compressor power needed? (Check with compressor
manufacturer for trial values.)

E3 12. Have you reduced static pressure on high-pressure fan systems to be
consistent with ai'r delivery at farthest unit or space?

.1
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Fill in the blanks.

TEST

1. Conservation methods elated to control of chiller

operation include,reddction of the fOad,

of chillers, chiller

and control, and zooli/g.

2. Conservation method'S'for cooling related to reduction _

bf building heat load include reducing

through windows, reducing

through the roof, and reducing the

heat load.

3. Use of outdoor air:_for cooling is accomplished with

an cycle.

("1

4. Control of the cooling Cycle can include

of cold deck temperature and , optimi-

zation..'

5. Conservation measures related control of fans in-

elude ofle_fans and equipment

6. ConserVation)neasur s related to individual room con-

trol include rais g the cooling thermostat

heating-and cooling set-

points, and 'co v jion from constant air volume to

i7. The'cooling thermostat shouldbe set no lower'than

8: The

tures.

,

,.measures,wet-and dry-bulb tempera-

'9. The components used in a refrigeration cycle include
_ _

a compressor, a

and an

1 -9

an
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10. The total heat coitent of moist air is called

40.

r

a

a

.

1

1 r

e.

t
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O

TIvis module is designed to give.the student spefific

skills to improve the energy efficiency of hot waterNIEnd

steam systems. It also defines and identifies the'variables

associated with energy-loss and discusses_specific methods'

for reducing energy loss.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic understanding of algebra

and physics and should have completed Modules EC-01 through

EC-03 of Energy Coxiservg-if.a.

OBJECTIVES

Upon,completion of this module, the student should be

able to:.

1. Perform calculations related to the transfer of heat
p

energy.

2. Define the following terms:

a. Conduction.

.b. Convection. -

c. radiation.

3. List causes of pressdre and flow foss.
A-

4. Describe methods of reducing energy consumption in hot

water and steam supply systems. Include methods that

reduce the load, redue_losses, and increase efficien,
,,

cy.

5. Conduct an energy°survey for a s'te'am or hot water supply.

system in a specific building..

162
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ti

6. mate the amount of energy that can be saved by add-

g Insulation to steam or hot water pipes.

7. Makemeasurements on the temperature, of a hot water or

steam distribution system in,a particular building.

Page 2/EC-04'
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SUBJECT MATTER

HOT WATER AND AM SUPPLY SYSTEMS.
t

In many systems; heat is transfered from a furiace or

boiler to a remote point by a hot fluid either steam or

water. For a givenvolume of the'fluid, steam and water are

capable ofdelivering more heat than air. Thus, heat trans-
.

fer using water or steam requires relatively small pipes,

whereas heat"transfer using air requires larger ducts.

This module describes methods that can be used to reduce

losses of energy in the transfer of heat by hot water or-.-

steal.

HOT WATER SYSTEMS

.1*

-

kfot water systems use components that ar long-livedand

relativelyltimple. Thus, with reasonable maintenance, hot

water systems can operate efficiently over long periods

time. In these system's, eater is heated in a boiler or is a

heat exchanger and is'then delivered to a emote'location

,..0i.ough pipes. The heat from the water can be used for ei-

-ther space 4g4ating or, for industrial processing. &rculation

of the water through the pipes can be accomplished by either

the forced or natural method. n a system using natural cir-,

culation,# the heated water exp, nds'ariC1 rises. Colder water

then flows in to take its place. Thus, the circulation is

driven by difterences in density between hot and cold water.

In a system usill forced circulation, painps drive the water

through the system.' Most modern systems now being installed

ate the forced. trculation types, although some natural_ti -A ,,

culation systems are still in use.
,
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PUMP There ard
BOILER numerous arrane:

R 7 .ments fbr hot

water circula-.

tion systems,

but the. two ba7
.

sic types are
R* RADIATOR the single-pipe

Figure 1. ScheMatic Diagram of Single- system and the
Pipe-Hot Water System. two-pipe system.

Figure,' shows

the elements of a single-pipe system. In this system, water

,heated in boiler is driven by';he pump through the main

pipe. This s e pipe carries the water in a loop and fi-

nally returns ;he cooled water to the radiator. At points

where heat is needed (shown in Figure 1 as radiators for space

heating), hot water flows through, connecting piping to the

radiators. The -water flows through the radiators and then re-
,

joins the flow in the main pipe.

The design of a two-pipe hot water system is shown in

Figure 2. The dashed line shows the return part^of the cir-
,

cuit% The cooleL,water emerging from a radiator joins the

return line but,does not circulate through additional radia-

tors. In thirS design, higher water temperatures are madn-

tained at each radiator in the circulation lOop.

Components used-in hot water systems include pumps, val-

ves, expansion tanks, and pressure relief valves. The pumps.

are usually the centrifugal type thatuse a rotating impeller

on a horizvtal*-shaft driven by an electric motor. 'The'val-

which Max be. either manually or electrically actuated,

are used to close off,parts.ofA the system for example, to
. 0

O
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r-- BOILER

PUMP

F=I' 't R '

-I

L. R

R= RADIATOR

1

Figure 2.' Schematic Diagram of Two-Pipe Hot Water
System (Arrows Show Direction of Flow).

shut off a particular radiatoT. They are also used to add

water to the system when necessary. The expansion tank is

, needed because of the difference in volume between hot'and

cold water. Air is

the water heats and

increases too much,

valve.

STEAM SYSTEMS

trappyd in the tank and is ,compreSsed*as

expandS. If the air .pressure in thetank

water 's release& through the relief

In steam systems, the circulating hot fluid is steam.

In many.cases, the basic system design is similar to that of

hot water systems: In,some cases, a hot water system can be

.converted to steam, or vice versa. The-use:of superheated
.

steam does allow for higher temperaturps than water systems

can supply. Because of this, industr4a1 process heat' can be

supplied at higher temperatures than would be possib1 with

hot water. .

I

0

...
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Both the one-pipe and the two-pipe design can be used

in steam systems: The considerations are similar to those

involved in one-/pipe and two-pipe hot water systems. The one-

'pipe steam sysem uses a single main pipe to carry steam from

the boiler, and eventually return it to the boiler as a wet

consensate. The steam 4s diverted into radiators or other

heat exchangers at each point where heat is needed; then it

- is returned .to the main line.

The two'-pipe steam system has two branches in which

steam and condensate flo1;41 separately. The "steam flows into

. 'each radiator in the steam branch and then emerges directly

from the°radiator into the return branch. The general design,

is similar to that of the two-pipe water system.

The flow of steam in the-pipes is.driven by pressure dif-

ferepces. When the boiler produces steam, the volume of th44

steam is much greater than that of the water which was boiled.

The resulting pressure increase drives the steam through the

pipes. At the other end of"the system, the steam condenses

back to water, the volume shrinks, and the pressure drops.

Thisprocedure increases the pressure, difference and helps to

drilte the'flbw. Because of the greater fressure differences

possible in steam systems, many steam Systems only use natu-

.ral circulation= without pumps.

In,Some cases.; gravity alone does not expedite the re-if\

turn the,:condensed steam to the boiler --- in, which case,

pumps' axe used x© drive the water back to the boiler.--

CoMpopents used in steam systems often include air vents,
/

pressure rel4f valves, and pumps. Because the pipes usually

contain some air when the steam is produced, the air must

vented to alloW efficient flow of steam. kir valves ared

signed to allow air to flow out, but they will clotI when

' Page 6/EC-04.
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steam begins to escape. Pressure relief valves are needed

for safety. 'Centrifugal pumps may be used in cases wheie

steam is condensed into water and then pumped back as water

into the boiler. In other cases, vacuum pumps are used on

the return side of a steam system in order to maintain a de-'

sired pressure' difference. The vacuum pump produces a reduced

pressure (usually below atmospheric pressure) which allows

more efficient flow of the steam.
,

Both steauandshot water heat transfer systems .can oper-

ate with high efficiency. However, there are many places

where energy can be lost from either system. For instance,

heat may be transferred d rectly out of the pipes' at the

places whpre'it is not nee ed; or, a malfunction of valves or
=

other compOnents can cause loss of pressure or reduced flow.

A well designed monitoring and maintenance progxam can reduce

these energy losses.

TYPES OF HEAT LOSS

Heat can be transferred from hot bodies by thr e methods:

conduction, convection) and ritiation. Many of the omponents

in heating or cooling sy"items have a temperature that ts dif-

ferent'from their surroundings. The ducts,and pipes that

carry,hot air or hot water can lose heat to the surrounding

areas, or the ducts and pipes carrying a coolant can gain

heat.. In eitleY case, the heat transfer process can result

in a loss of energy. Significant transfer of heateskuI can

occur by each-of these three methods; therefore, each is.

important in the design and operation ofheating,or cooling

equipment.
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_ For a more specific, description of heat.transfer, empha-

sis is placed on heat loss from hot bodies; but the student.

should remember that heat gain by cooled materials will occur

in the same way.

CONDUCTION

If one end of a piece of material is at a high.tempera-
.

ture and the other is at a low temperature, heat energy will

Clow from the hot end to the cold end. A spoon with one end

in a pan of boiling,water- will soon burn a hand holding the

other end, for example. This transfer of heat energy occurs

by a process called conduction. Conduction involves colli-

sions Of at ms with their.neighbors and a transfer of energy

(
between the atoms. As a net result, heat energy is trans-

ferred throu,h the material.

Conduction of heat occurs only when different parts of

the material are at different temperatufes, The heat energy
, ..

..

always flows from a region of high, temperatur6 to a region

of lower ,temperature. Thus, conduction may be defined:as

"the flow of heat through a material becauie of temperature

difference."

0
,

The amount of heat,flow through a piece of material of x

amount of feet thickness is given by the following equation

(Equation 1):

Page 8/EC-04
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where:

Q = The'dmount of heat flow, in Btu/hr.

K = A property of the material, called the thermal

conductivity.

A = The cross-sectional area of the material, in square

Leet (area perpendicular to the direction of heat

flow).

T
h
= The temperature of the-hot side, in °F.

T
c
= The temperature of the cold side, in °F.

The thermal conductivity has units Btu/hr/ft/°F which

is sometimes written as Btu/hr/ft2/(°F per ft). This tends

to be high for materials with high electriFal conductivity

(like metals) And tends to be low for materials with low elec-

trical conductivity (like electrical insulators). Some values

bf thermal conductivity are presented in Table 1. Note that

these values vary over a wide range. Because of this fact,

the amount of heat flow can be changed by.the choice'of mate-

rial. If an insulating material is used, heat losses by con-

duction can be significantly reduced. Thermal conduction'

transfers heat from the hot fluid inside a pipe or duct to

the outside, and insulation-around the pipe or duct can reduce

this heat loss.

'170
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY.

Material Thermal Conductivity
(Btu/hr/ft/°F)

Aluminum (alloy) , 128.00

Asbestos insulation

Brick 0.40

Concrete 0.54

Copper 227.00

Glass (silicate) 0.59

Iron (cast) 27.60

Nickel 34.40

Plaster 0.43

Steel 26.20

Wool 0.02

EXAMPLE A: HEAT LOSS BY CONDUCTION.

Given: A window of silicate glass has an. area o eight

square feet and a thickness of 0.25 inch. Sup-'

pose that the inside surface is at the term P ra

ture of the indoor air (704F) and the outside

surface is at the temperature of the outside,

winter air (0°F). "
How much heat passes through the window by con-

duction?

Solution: The thickness is 1/48 foot: The thermal con-

ductivity ffrom Table 1) is 0.59 Btu/hr/St/.°F.

Inserting the values in the equation for heat_

conduction gives tWfollowing:.

Page 10 /EC -04
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Example A. Continued.

,4

Q =.

Q =

0.59 x 8 x (70

15,900 Btu/hr.

-*/(1/48)

CONVECTION

Convection refers to the transfer of heat from one place,

to another by the movement of hot material. Convection may

be forced for example, by a pump or a blower. The,pump or

blower causes a hot fluid to move around and, thus, to deliver,

heat from one place to a different place. An example is a

hot-air heating system. Air that was heated in the furnace,

is moved by the blower through ducts, to the spaces where heat,

is needed. I

'Heat flow by convection can also occur without blowers,

fans, or pumps, forcing the fluid to move. .The differences

in density (in the fluid) and the action of gravity will

cause fluid to move and to transfer heat. For example, air

that is near a hot surface will be warmed by conduction of

heat. 'This warmed air will be less dense and will flow up-

, wards. The cooler air that continues to replace the air that

was warmed and moved upWards is, in turn, warmed and-also.

mdves upwards. Thus, convection can be a source of heat loss

for hot pipes, ductS, furnace walls, and so forth. Convec-

tion that occurs in this manner is called natural convection,

or free convection.

The mathematical relationships tha describe the trans-
.

fer of heat by convecction afe complicate and depend strongly

on the exact situation. For example, natural convection

172
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depends on whether the suiface'is flat or curved, horizontal

or vertical., and so on. The equations describing convection

can assume a variety,of forms. Although it is beyond the

scope-of this module to give a Mathematical description of

convection, it:is important to note that convective heat loss

can be a serious source of energy loss from hot components in

a heating system.

RADIATION .4

Warm bodies radiate heat energy as electromagnetic radia7

tion. Bodies that are very hot (red hot or white hot) glow

visibly; they emit radiation as visible light. Bodies that

are somewhat less warm do not emit visible Light, but they do

emit radiation at long -r wavelengths in theinfrared portion

of the spectrum. The emission of radiant energy by heated

body can account for a significant amount of energy loss.

The transfer -of heat as radiant energy is called radiation.

The amount of radiant energy emitted by a surface is

strongly dependent upon temperature. It also is dependent

upon the rture of the surface. The amount of radiant energy

can.be expressed by thelollciwingequation (Equation 2):

E = a A c T" Equation 2

, where::

a = A constant which has a numerical value of

'1,713 x Btu/hrift2/(R)4 .

4 .1
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s X

,

A = Ale surface area of the body.

e = A dimensionless quantity called the emissivity.

T = T14 temperature, in degress Rankine (R).

When t ese units'are used, the radiated energy E is in Btu/hr.

The tem era ure must be expressed as an absolute temperature,

in degrees` Rankine. ,The expression of temperature/in degrees

Rankine is related to the Aihrenheit temperature by the fol-

lowing (Equation 3):

r

T16= TF + 459.7

where:

T
R
and T

F
= The temperature's in degrees Rankine and

degrees Fahrenheit,,respectively.

For purposes of this module, it is accurate enough to approx-

imate the value of the Rankine temperature by usifig Equation

Equation 3.

4 below:

At,

7
TT = TF + 46,0 Equation 4

(Note that one cannot use the temperature in degrees Fahren-

heit nor in degieestcelsius in the equation for thermal
,
4 .radiation.)

The emissivity is a prbperty.of the surface, and is

strongly dependent upon the exact condition'of the surface.

The. emissivity is dimensionl$As and has a numerical value,
11

,lying between 0 and 1.
A
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For a particuir material, the value will.depend on

whether the surface is clean or dirty, rough or-smooth, oxi-

dized or unoxidized, and so forth. Thus, one cannot specify

exact values of emissivity for different materials. Table 2

presents some typical values of emissivity for some common

materials; hover, these values are only approximations.

Since the metals,used for pipe and ducts are not polished and

may be rough and oxidized, a typical value for the emissiVity

of a bare metal pipe or duct might be in the range of 0.2 to

0.3.

TABLE 2. TYPICAL VALUES OF EMISSIVITY FOR SOME MATERIALS.

.

Material
.

Emissivity

Asbestos' 0.9,3 0.95

Lampblack (carbon) . 0.99

""*Metals, dull and oxidized 0.2 - 0.3
AV

Metals, polished 0.05 0.10 ,

Organic Materials

(Paper, Rubber, Wood, etc.) 0.8 - 0.D5

Paint 0.8 - 0.9

Plaster, rough \ _ .

0.91
.,

L.

The radial* energy emitted by the body travels with the

veloc ty of light. When it strikes another surface, it may

be absorbed and warm that surface. Thus, a hand held near a

hot body will feel warmth, even.in the absence of convection.

#
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For pipes and ducts carrying lot fluids, radiati,pn can pro-

duce a loss of heat energy.

EXAMPLE B: EMISSION OF RADIANT ENERGY.

Given:

Find:

A pipe 10 feet-16ng, with a 6-inch outside

diameter,hav-,a temperatufe of 200°F. The pipe

is,painted b,14k with a paint having an emis-

sivity of 0.9.

How much energy is radiated by the,pipe.

The area of the pipe is Tr x -1 x 10 W.Solutidn:
.

The absolute teMpeair'e is 460 + 200 i. 660 R.

.q . Using the foriula for thermal radiatiOn gives:

1.713,x 10 x Tr x -- x 10 x 0.9 x (66 )4

= .4600 Btu/hrradiated by the W .

v

elb

PRESSURE AND FLOW LOSS

The pressure and flow in a circulating fluid distribu-

tion system are related according'to the particular charactel.-

istics of the system% This is shown schematically in Figure

3, which relates the pressure drop in the system and.the flow

through .0e:system. The curve expressing the relation is

called the system characteristic curve.

The:hape of the 'system
A

characteristic curve'' for a spe-

cific systeJis detertined by the length and diameter of the

176
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FLOW RATE

piping, as well as.by the

size and shape of valves and

pipe fittings. These parame-

ters determine the resistance

of the system to flow.

Losses in pressure or in

flow' can: cause excess energy

consumption in hot water or

steam supply systems. If

Figure 3. LSchematic Diagram there are pressures losses,
. of a System Characteristic

Curve. S
there will be extra load on

the circulating pumps to pro-

vide the needed flow. If there are flow losses, the system

pressure must be increased to make up the loss. However,

this will also increase the load on the pumps.

The relation between pressure and flow in the system is

as follows:

Pressure = Flow x Resistance to Flow

In this relation, the resistance tOjlow is a characteristic

of the system. Thi-' relation is. analogous 4. the following

electrical relations

Voltage =,Current x Electrical Resistance

In this analogy, the pressure, corresponds to voltage, the

flow corresponds to electrical current, and the resistance to

flow corresponds to electrical resistance.

There are are a number of possible causes,for loss of

ressure or flow. 'Loss of pressure can be cause by the

llowing factors:

Page 16'/EC --04
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.7.- Leaks in components

-.Malfunction oI pumps or valves

Leaks may be present in c onents such as pressure re-
.

66...lief valves, control valves, pipe fittings and joints, pumps,

air venting valves, and so on.- eaks can often be detected

by visual inspection. Malfuncti of components such as

pumps or valves may be more dif cult to detect. Measure-

ment of ;flow and pressure drop assists in the detection of

such'mafunctions.

F16'w loss may arise from the following causes:

Leaks fri components

Loss of pressure
A

Faulty flow control components,
I

Faulty metering

Clogged filters
*

/ A partial blockage of.flow can sometimes be located 11.r

the use of pressure measurements. For.e:sample, if a filter

is partially clogged, there will b' a pressuu ditop across
A

the filter.' If the differenceLD1 pressure upstream and down-

stream from the filter increases above its normal Nue, this

.condition will indicate partial blockage of the filter. S im-
.

ple temperature measurements can often identify parts of the

system in which flow is below normal. If the flow is reduCed

in certain parts of .the system, the temperature will also b4

reduced. Thus, a measurement of the surface temperature of

the. pipes can help to diagnose partial or complete blockages

of flow.
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ENERGY SURVEY440;STEAM A Y OT WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Ah audit of the catiditionteam and hot water supply

rsystems can be an. important Tir,iCstep rel tive to energy ,con-.

servation for these systems. An*dit info, matian form and a

suggested checklist for an energy .survey.for steam and .hot
:.-

water supply systems are shown=in ,Tabl,es 3 and 4. The check-

list can highlight somecq the possible ways to'save energy

in-a specific system. 'Later the student dill Prepare an en-

ergy survey for a steam or hot water supply system in a par

ticular building.
.

\
11,
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TABLE 3. AUDIT INFORMATIONFOR A STEAM'A&D HOT WATER.
SUPPLY SYSTEM.

if\

Building Siit (Square Feet) .

.

Types of Occupancy f(% or Square Feet) '

Of.de °

.

. .

Warehouse .
,

.

Manufacturing -

,

.

.

.

.

Retail
...._

.

Lobbies or Mall .

6
Other .

6

Building Use and Occupancy
.

Fully occupied (50% or more of normal)
.

Weekdays (hours) to
.

.

.

.

.

.1;

.

.
.

Weekends (hours) to
1

to ,4e Sundays

.1 to Holidays

Steam and Hot Water Ust (Percent)

Space beating
.

-

.

Domestic uses.(handwashing, dishwashing, etc.
t

-Industrial process heat .

.

.

..

.

.

Capacity .

1 '
,- .

Steam system (galiOns per mute) .'
.

.

.

,..........-----

.
.

Hot Water sysbeti '(ga4ons Per, minute),
..R. 6- .

e
ti
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.-TABLE AUDITCHECXLIST FOR A STEAM AND HOT WAXER
'SUPPLY SYSTEM. ,

YeS No

1. Are the exterior surfaces of boilers and storegat.'
tanks insulated?

4 P

0

.0 0 Are the pipes for steam and hot water flow insu -YF

4-4*

other

cenances insulated?

0 0 Is the 4sulation.thitk enough so that'the,opter
- ,-

surface does not ,exceed 90°F when the system is
operating at full load? _./

,,

-0 t] . gAVe steam traps passing steam along with' c9n-
:dendite been repaired or replaced?

E3 0 6"... Have:,any leaks' in pipes, pipe joints, or. pressure
relief valves. been sealed? -

,

e a ur-

0 7. Has the water temperature beenAreduced for uses

c 0
which do not need the highest water temperature ?,'

8. Have spray type water 'faucets tip reduce water4
usage been installed?

-

LI *AD Have pressure reducing valves been installed -in,
steam lines which do not needcthe highest presiure?

a o Hae-. separate small heater for summer 'Use been
installed,if the space heating system is used fOr
hot water or steam generation?

O ,.

11. ;Are the circulating, pumps turned.off during pert-
ods when no hot water flow is needed?

° 12..-Are restrictions to flow in the system removed so
as to reduce pump lbad?.'

.0 SP
P 4 .

41N 1, a a 13. Have the'pumps and valves bee4 checked for proper
functioning?, .,

IS .11-4, 1:1 14. ; Has torn or- worn insulation beentrepaced?
. .

41,

'`74 v vz

. . .
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METHODS OF REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN HOT WATER"A,ND
STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEMS -4 e

e.

-There'are variouS apprDaches,to the reductiOn of energy

Consumption in hot witv and steam supply systems.. The ap-

proaches may be considered inthree general caiegOries:
.

Reducing the consumption o hot water or steam,
.

' 'Reducing losses in the .system

ge,

.

Increas ng t e e iciency o e system

A

4

REDUCING THE CONSUMPTION OF HOT WATER OR STEAM

-The cdi;umptioh of hot 'water and steam maybe Tecruced

,by several methods:

\ Reduction of use
. .

Lowering the temperature

-__Supply of hot water or Steamat no'More:than'thp

required temperature-foi most_appTicpions

Use of domestic ho:water (used for such things..aS:"hand-
, .

washing'and kitchen pu3poses) can bejrfduced by installing
LIL,/,'

self-closing faucets on'hot water taps and by installing

spray orifice's to red the flow at-the tap. In buildings'

Where 400king faciiit are not in constanr.use,' the hot

water supply to' the kitchen' could be turned off when .the

kitchen is not.in use. Old kitdhen equipment (lie dish .

washers) may use water. exessively. Such equipment shol.114.be

replaced with newer.equipment that uses less water. ***

. ,

. .

t
,

t
When hot water or steam IS used for industrial, --

.

heat,..the amount of usage should' be examine& carefully. the
0

heating supply need may have been.established when energy was
,,

..e,

.. . b

- v
1

,
. v

. -

2-
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. more plentiful and may not reflect the real need which

might be considerably lower. If the real need-for -htat in

the process is determined, then only the necessary amount of

hot water or steam that will carry oAAhe process canbe

Asupplied.without wasting energy.' )

Reducing the usage of hot water and steam amounts to

large savings of anal-1y. energy that would be used to heat

the water or steam. Futhermore, there are he savings of

energy ocia e wit pumping t e water or s f

system. Water pumps, in particular, use a great deal of en-

ergy.. Reducing the load on thesystem will reduce.energy'cOn-
k by the pumps.

The Amount of energy consumed by the pumps as they cir-

culate water is given by Equation 5:

E = x 10-7 HxGxW

where;

E'= The energy used, in f06 Btu /yr. .

H = the head of the_ water system, in ft,

G = The flow rate,'in gal/min.

W =, The number of hours per year that the system i;-7.

used. 1

. Equation 5 assumes a pump efficiency of 70Vie.

For e system with a 100-foot-head, which'is used contin-
.

uo sly(8760 ht/yr) and is pumping500 gal/min, the-pumps

alone use 4 x 108 Btu/yr,'according to tjle:Equation 5. If

the flow'\werereduced *to 400'gal/min, the energy usage would,

be 3.2 x 108 861/yr, e savings of 8 x 107 Btd/yr.

Equation 5 :

Page 22/Et-04
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Lowering water temperature may also reduce energy con-

sumption. If the water temperature is higher than necessary,

it will simply be diluted With cold water at the point of

usage. Thus, the heat needed to raise the water to the orig-

inal higher temperature is wastedA An example is water used

for handwashing. If the water is very hot, it will be diluted

With cold water. If it were delivered-to the faucet at the

'proper temperature for handwashing, however, it Would not re-

energy wouldbe

saved.,

The amount of energy that can be saved annually by lower-

ing water temperature by an amount dT (in Fahrenheit degrees)

is given by Equation

'E= 8xGxdT i Equation 6

where:

E ='The annual energy savings, in Btus.

Q s Thd annual usage of water, in gallons.

If the occupants of a large offide'building use 100,000

gallons:of water per'yearyfor handwishing, reducing the water

temperature in that building from 125°F to 104,°F can save:

An example is dishwashing, where a high temperature is needed

for-sterilization. Other examples include same industrial

processes that need huh temperatures for successful opera-
,

tion.

8 x 100,000 x 25 = 20,000,000 Btu/yr.

Of course, water temperature cannot always be redylced.

.

134
I
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However, even in situations where there is a critical
4 need for high water or steam temperature, the 'possibilities .

for energy conservation sii1j. exist. For-instance, when a

central generator supplies hOt water or steam for a number of

uses that require different lemperatureS, the temperature cans

be reduced at the central generatofto a value that will-sat-

isfy most of the requirements. Then, booster heaters can be

installed near the specific' locations that need higher tempers

atures.

Thus,'thetemperature of water or steam can be reduce

to the minimum value needed for most applications, while

those applications requiring higher lemperatu'res can still

receive them. This method is more energy conserving. than

when hot water or steam is produced at the maximum tempera-
.

ture and then cooled or diluted at locationS that use a1o3

temperature.

DUCING LOSES IN THE SYSTEM

Reduction of losses in the system is_ari effective method

of conserving energy. Since many steam and hot water distri-

buticlon systems were installed at times when energy conserva-

tion was not aSoimportant a consideration as it today, efforts

to reduceJossesin these systems ere, becoming more popular.
,

Such efforts include -the 'fol.0' g: .!
.

--1

Adding insulation .s
.;

Repairing leak§...

Reducing.- the timetla pumps are on

Reducingeresistatil flow

1

1

1
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Insulation of bate hot sqrfaces can be one of\the most

effective methods(sfpr reducing heat loss. Bare,.hot pipes

'lose heat by means .of conduction., convection; and radiation.

Tie addition of insulation Will conesideltably reduce such

losses: and the savings usually pay for the cost of. the` insu-

in. a short period of time.

Many types of insulation are available, including plas-

tics; 'glass wool, aind plastic magnesia. Some insulation comes

in the form of tape which can 'be wound around piping. Other

types of insulation are plastered on wet and allowed to dry.

yhatever
type of insulatio is chosen, it should be capable

of withstanding the maximum erature of the surface.

Insu1ation should-be

app'ied -to all heated sur-

faces, such as in boilers,

storage tanks, and pipes.

In places where the exist-

ing insulation is tornor 2

3
- -

damaged, the insulation

should be replaced.

An estimate of the

amount of savi4fis that

can be obtained by the

-207

--=.

-7:

0

..t

insulation, of piping may .

.0.
^_-t- --

be obtained from data .
ilm7::

-i-E-_.

shown in Figure 4. this

figure is applicable to

1" piping. It shows

heat loss, versus temper-

ature for a one -foot

length of pipe under

different conditions :

--=

*4.7

,-
1' INSULATION ;

- - - - L
2 INSULATION 7:7.=

0
0 100 200 3:0 TEMPERATURE I °F1

Figure 4.' Heat Loss for 1"
Pipe.
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(1) uninsulated, (2) with one-inch thitk insulation, and (3)

with two-inch thick insulation.' The addition of just one

inch of insulation will substantially reduce heat loss.

EXAMPLE C: ENERGY SAVINGS FROM INSULATION.OF

Given: A section of 1" pipe'100-feet long supplies

steam at 250°F for industrial processing. The

system is.' operated two shifts (16 hours) per

day for 250 days per, year.

Find: The annual energy savings of-adding one-inch

I thick insulationtohe pipe.

Solution:- The'insulation would reduce the heat loss per

foot from 170 Btu/hr to 28 Btu/hr, a savings

of 142 Btu/hr/ft. For the 100,-foot length,

this amounts to 14,200 Btu/hr. For a,year,

'the savings would be:

14,200 x-16_ x 250 - 5.68 x 1.07 Btu

At :an energy cost of14/106 Btu, this amounts

to $227.20 savings/yr..

-___

Repairof leaks is a good method of saving energy. There

can be leaks at'pipe joints and fittingsl*and leaks from valves

such as air vents andpressure relief valves. .A leak in the

system wastes energy by releasing hot water and steam and,

thus, 'losing the energy that heated the water or steam. A

leak also increases-the load on the pumps and increases the

44*
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j
energy required to operate the pumps: Most leak 'can be

detectedby visual, inspection of the distribution system;

therefore inspections shg:lbe conducted periodically.-
, .

Another met

/

od that' helps to reduce the needless Ase of

energy is to red ce the amount of time that thepumps'are
. ..

,

operated. If pumps operate continuously to circulate water

or steam even when the building is not occupied ,renergy

is wasted.

_Consider a factory that has pumps that circulate 300

gaJlons of hot watef per minute,:ith a head of 70 feet. The

factory is occupied -16 hours per day, 365 days per year. If

the pumps were tUrnedoff.for the 8 hours per day that the 1-

factory is not Occupied, it would save the following amount

(usin Equation 5): ..

9.1 x 10-7 x'70 x 300 x 8 x 36 =.55.8 x 106 Btu /yr.

Another cause of energy loss can be attributed to exces-
,

sive resistance to flow, This resistance increase$ the load

on the pumpS and ads to excessive energy usage. by the pumps,..
, -

'Flow -should be ept unobstruted, keeping resistance Low.

POssible c ses of excessive resi ance to flow are clogged

filters and faulty'or sticking valves. The system shOuld be

checked periodicdlly to ensure that faulty components t4at

produce excessive resistance to the flow of water or steam'

are replaced!

Deposits of scale in piPes; heat exchangers, and other'

locations can also increase resistanc-e,Tto-flow by narrowing

the size of the flow channel. A periodic check for bill!ldup

of scale and'a chemical cleaning '(if it is necessary) .shoultr.be

standard procedure for reducing resistance.to flow.'

(4
1

-z.
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INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SYSTEM

-There are ditional measures that can be undertaken to

reduce energy usage in a steam or, hot water system. These

measures involve increasing the efficiency of the systems

using the follow ng methods:

Replaci the central system with se ate units

Using a separate boiler in 'summer

Sometimes_the needs for hot water or steam in a building

are concentrated at a few locations 1 the building.. In this

case, it may be more efficient to have several small hot water

or steam generators located close to the places where the

water ovsteam rs actually used. This may be preferable

since the use of a single large boiler with long runs of pip-

ing to deliver'the hotweylor steam involves considerable

energy losses through conduction,- convection, and radiation.

The first steps should involve an analysis of the amount

of usage of hot water and steam and a determination of where

the demand is located. The eliergy los.ses cif the current sys-

tem, including losses in the piping, should then be estimated

.and compared to the savings that'would be obtained by Insta-
ing sepi,rate smaller -units near the points of usage. Then,

the potential savings can be compared.to the cost of install-

ing the separate units in order to determilipif it would be

economical to instill them,

In buildings havirig a,heating system that also supplies

heat for the hot watez or steam, there is ari addition4 method

of increasing efficiency. the boiler may operate

at high efficiency, providihk_both.space heat tad hot water

or steam. 'But in the summ"Or, the boiler may be oversized-,.

and thereby,operate,at low efficpncf when-it'is supplying

,
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only hot water or steam. In such cases, a separate, smaller.,

boiler for summer usage could be the answer to'improving'effi-'

ciency. Again, an estimate of the potential ,savings can be

compared to the cost of thenew boiler in order to.determine

,economic feasibility.

MEASUREMENT DEVICES

There are three-quantities that can'be measuredfriThot

water- and steam.distributions: the temperature,,,pressure,

and flow...In practice, how ers most installed hot water

and steam distribution'systems contain relatively few 'instil-
.

mentation devices. '

-Hot water systems often have a temperatu're measuring

device at the position where'the water leaves the boiler. In

many:cases, this 'is the only monitoring device contained in
* -

,

the system: Occasionally, systems contain pressure measuring,

devices located upstream ,and. downstream from filtersto moni-

tor the clogging of these fillers.

There are several temperature measuring devices avail-':,'

sable, including thermocouples and bimetallic trips. For a

review ofthe principles of, operation of these devices, refer

to Module 10T3 in the physics course entitled Unified Techni-
,,,,

cal Concepts III. Commonly, temperature is measure4 with a

thermometer that,is in contact with the outside-of the,Dnipe.
'

Portions
.

of the system in'which the flow is blocked'will have

d'low temperature. , t
.

-,
In steatrli;tems, there usually is a pressure gauge lo-.

. , V .
F..

cated at or near the bOiler. This is necessary' as a safety
. .

precaution, as well as to_diagnose systemOperation. Often,

,the temperature of7the':steam is measured as it leaves the
.

boiler-.
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The efficiency of the distribution system can be defined

as "the heat that reaches the poi? Of. use, .divided by ,the

heat delivered to the fluid at the boiler." For hot water

systems, the heat is proportional to the increase in temper-

-ature above the ambient temperature. Thus, efficiency may be

defined,as'folloys:.

where:

T T
u.

TB To

T
u

= The temperature of the water at, the point of use.
,

_TB = The- temperature of the water as it leaves the
or ,

0 'boiler: _

T
o

. The ambient tempeyature.
-1,_/

Thus, one may measure the efficiency of a hot water distrihu-
,

tion system- simply by measurements of temperature.
l'

MeasuremsAt of the efficiency of a steam distribution

system is more complicated since part of, the energy carried/,
by the steam involves the heat of vaporization of the steam.

If the steam at the Point of use is wet, or.is partly recon-

densed, then _part of, that heat of vaporization has-been lost.

:thus, a peasurement of efficlency in,a stem distribution sys-

tel becOmes-mor,g'complicated in that it requires a meaiure-
,

..ient of the Wetness of fhe steam to determine what fraction

Jas recondensed.

Page 30/EC-04
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rEXERCISES

A steel bar that is two feet long haS a square cross

section six inches on a side. One-end 'of the bar is

in contact with icelwaterat 32°F. The other end .of

the bar is in ,contact with boMing water at 212°F. How .

much heat flows down the rod per hour? (Hint: Use

Table I.)

2. A tAn flat plate 'urea that is ne sq

emissivity of 0.25 and a tempe ature

much' heat i$ raieated from th plate

Remember that the plate hds two sides

3. A o -inch diameter pipe SO feet long

200°F. The pipe is'uninsulated. Hgw

uare foot has an

of S00°F. How

in Btus per hour?

carries warty= a.

manr tus, pet hauz

are 'lost ;from the pipe?

Define the termscondUcti

Surface, temperature thermo

," "convection," and "radia-

LABORATORY M'ATERIAL'S

we' . 1

(Model HH-2 digital thermo-

couple meter- from Omega Engineering, Inc:, or a-similar,'

Insulation for &covering pipe (should.be at least one inch

bker °meter)

' thi k) 1
Pr

sf
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES 1

k

/'In these proceduresthe student will pre.pate'rienergy

survey 'for a hot,,water or steam distribution system in a par

ticularticular building. The student will also make temperature mea-

surements related to.the,effectiveness of 'insulation on piping

(in t e distribution and on tOL V:emperature).

The student must have access' tg the hot water Or steam

distribution system; in a particular -bilifding.4: A building-.

with .'large, central system (school, office, factory, and so

forth) is preferable. The authorities of the school where

this course is presented.may be cooperative in providing

access td the hot water or steam distribution system. If no

other buildinis available, the domestic hot water System in
o.

a private home could be used, but'this not the preferred

approach.

'1. Cavy,out an energy survey of the steam dr hot water

distribution system. Use the form and checklist in the

Dhta TAre section. Do not be concerned if it is diffi-,

cult toloCate all the' information. Building maintenance

persondk may be helpful in locating some of the items.
1

.2. Measure%the effect of insulation for reducing fhe temper-

ature of the piping surface. With the system in oper/,'

tion, measure the temperathre of the surface of 'a pipe

the,system. Then wrap the surface of the pipe with

insulaion to a thickness at least one inch. Wait long
. 4

enough forAhe temperature to come to.equilibrium. Then

.re-measure the surface temperature at theksurface of the

insulation. What doe's the result imp'y with respect to

'possible energy savings?

3. Measure the loss in temperature_ from a source Of.hdt

water to the point where it is'used. Use the surface

Page-32 /EC-O4 193
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measuring ther6meter tofmeasure the tempeiatpre..TB

of the pipe as it leaves the.boiler. -Then measure the

temperature Tu at the point where the hot water is used.

How much does the temperature decrease as the fluid

passes through the-distribution system? -Calculate the

efficiency of'the distribution system.

Tu To
Efficiency =

In the above, To is the ambient temperature. If it is

feasible, wrap insulation around the,sections-of piping

leading from the boiler to the point, of use. Wait long

enough for the system to come to equilibrium. Then re-

measure the efficiency.

4. At a point where there is a valve in the system, with

the valve open, measure the temperature upstream and

downstream from the valve. Close the valve and wait

long enough for the system to come to equilibrium,- Then

re-Measure the temperaturi upstream and downsteam from

the valve. What do the,results imply with respect to

locating blockages of flow?

5. (Optional). Some hot water and steam distribution sys-

tems may have pressure or flow meters incorporated as

part of the system. Use this existing instrumentation,

to measure pressure andflow in the system, as appropri-
,.

ate to the specific systems,

194
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. ENERGY SURVEY FOR STEAM AND HOT.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM.

I

Building 5quareFeetI
.

Typ4aof'Occupdncy,(% or Square Feet)
.

Office .

...

Warehouse .

d

Manufacturing

Retail . .

Lobbies or Mall

Other
.

.......,

Building Use and OCcupancy .

. t

FUlly occupied (50% or more of normal)

Weekdays (hours) to

\

/

.

r

.

Weekends (hours). wto.

to Sunddys

.
. to Holidays

St4am and Hot Water Use (Percent)
'

Space heating4

.Domestic uses (handwashing, dishwashing, etc.

Industrial process heat
, 1

Capacity .

Steam system (gallons per minute)

Hot water systeth (gallons,per minute) ti

Page 34/EC-.04
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:AU TABLE 2. STEAM AND HOT WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM CHECKLIST.

Yes No

1. Are the exterior surfaces of boilers and storage
tanks insulated?

2. Are the pipes for steam and hot water flL insu-

lated?

ID 43. Are valve bodies, fittings and other pipe appur-

tenances insulated?

0 4. Is the 'insulation thick enough so that the outer
surface does not exceed 90°F whv the system is

- operating at full load?

0 5, Ha ve steam traps passing steam along with con-

densate been repaited or replaced?

6 Have any leaks in pipes, pipe joints, of pressure
. relief valves been sealed?

L- If
0. 7. Has the water temperature been reduced for uses

which do not need the highest water-temperature?

8. Have spray type water faucets that reduce water-
usage been installed?

0 9. Have pressure reducing valves beer installed in
steam lines- which do not need. the highest pressure?

107-rHas a separate small heater for summer use been
installed if the space heating system is used for
hbt water or steam generation?

. .

Are the circulating pumps turned off during peri-
ods when no hot water flow is needed

12.

.
. 't

. . .

Are restrictions to flow in the system removed so

as to reduce pump loa,d?

-.) .

0 .
.

.Have tfie'pumps and valves been'thecked.for proper.

functioning?
..'

.,
Has torn or worn insulation been replaced?

. .
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S TEST

1. A steam pipe is at a temperature of 340:3°F. If the

temperature is reduced to 213 °F, the amount of'energy

ra iated by the pipe will be reduced toabout

a. three-fourths-of its original valve.

b. five-eighths of its original valve.

c. one-half of its original valve.

d.- -one-third of its original valve,.

2. An aluminumalloy bar is 2-G feet long and has- a circular

cross section two inches in diameter. One end is in a

furnace at800°F; the .other end, is in contact with ice

water at 2°F. The heat flow down the length of the

'rod in Btu/1r is approximately ...

a. 35.7.

b. 67.8.

C. 107.2.

d. 119.5.

6. A one=inch diameter pipe 30 feet long carries steam at a

temperature of 300°F. About how many Btus per hour can

be saved by adding two inches of insulation to this sec-

tion of pipe?

a. 6

b., 60

4
c. 600

d. 60.00
4

4. How many Btus per hour are radiated by one square inch

of °a surface covered with lampblack (emissivity = 0.99) -

at a temperature of'540-.3-°T?

,11.3

b. 44.8

c. 1.13

d. 448

de
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5. Conduction is flow heat through a material because

of .

6'. Convection is transfer of heat by

7. Radiation is transfer of heat in the form of
.

a
8. Causes of Pre-ssure loss include_

\
in'

components and of'pumps or 14elves.

Causes of flow loss_include' in com-

ponents, loss of ,

I

flow control-components, faulty' , and

.

, I

clogged

9.

.

'Methods of reducing energy consumption in.hot)water and
.

-'steam systems include the following:
.

I
a. 3 Reducing consumption by reduction of the

. .

#
,

loweailg,the , and supply of hot water

or steam at'llo more than the required.

for most applications:
t.

0

1

.

1
b. Reducing losses by adding 9, repairing

,' reducing the time that

are ondnaT-Tedueing -Co flow.
I

Increasingefficiency by,replacing the

I
with

using a sepa 'rate

Page. 3,8/EC -04
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-INTRODUCTION,

This course' describes many way's to conserve electrical

power used for illuminatj,on. Economic benefits of each

method are preseAted. The units of:Measurement"for illumina-

tion-are defined, and the use of lighting standards and the

operation and.use ,of the light meter are described.

PREREQUISITES

The studentshould have a- 'basic understanding of algebra'

and physic's and should ha4e completed Modules EC-01 through

EC-04 of:En rgy\Conervation.

OBJECTIVES

0. Upon completion of-thi's module, the student should be

able to:

1. Define the terms "lumen" and "footcandle,"

Calculate illumination levels expected in representative

,situations of-interior-lighting.

3. game the types of lamps Apscribed in'the module and give

their relative.effaciencies.

4. Describe methods for saving, energy in th'g'use of illumi-

na;ion.

5. -`Perform calculations on the energy use for lighting.

Calculatethe projected savings from energy9onservation

practices.

6. Describe the operation ofthe light meter.

7. Use a light'meter to_measure illumination 1pvels.

201
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8 Conduct an' energy survey for' illumination in a particu-
lar.

4 2
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a

SUBJECT MATTER

CONSEQUENCES OF OVERILLUMINATION

In-the past, illumination engineers often specified

very high leveds'of illumihdtion; however, most-adhere now

to the practice"of reducing lighting lerels. Of course
.

there will alyayslpe.s8.9fi'mihimum:lightinClevel'needed for

accurate work perfo'rmande, andfor safety, but, lighting ,

that is far in excess of this level is' wasteful of energy.

OverilluminatiOn primarily wastes energy becaU5e some ofo

the electrical energy that was used to praduce the light was

unnecessary. A large fraction of the total en'ergy.bifl for a

building is a result of providing' illuminatiCan., and-It makes;
.

sense that a reduction of lighting levelS will lead to considt.'
o

erable savings of4electricity,

In addition; unnecessary he:it from the lights in a build-

ing- may add to the Cooling load, theretw wasting energy. /IX-

.
.

ihough it mty be a.5sumed-that lights contribute some heat to

the'building during theyinter,. Much of it actually escapes

through the.ceilingsince light fiitures.are,lacateA high In

the room, near. the ceiling,and'heat rises; Thus, instead -of

u*ihgextra.lights'to add heat in the winter months, it would

be more efficdent-, to reduce the lighting and_ add more heat'by

means iclf the conventional heating ),:.stem. And, it is also :

moreeficient not, to use extra lighting durihg the cooling

season since.,this,'too,increases the use of -energy..

f,
a
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LI6HT SOURCES

Light spurces used for illuminating pUrposes emit radi-

ant power, that is, power in the form of electromagnetic ra-

diation. Some of the power represents visible light, which is

useful illumination; but some of the power is-in the form of

infrared or ultraviolet-rdiation, which is not useful for

illumination.

IDranch of measurement technology called photometry con-

sider hthe measurement of light intensity as it relates to'

,illumiEdtion. The units that express the levels Of.illumina-

tion are called photometric,units. Photometric units are

explained'a,s

Iri photometry, one considers the measurement of light in

the visible part of the spectrum only. Because the human eye

'does not respond equally to all wavelengths, the responseof
o

the eye plays an impoYtant role in photometry. A red light

may emit the same power (in watts) as a green light, but the

teen light will appear brighter to the eye. than the recd

.light, a phenomenon taused by the eye being more sensitive to

4itherilaeen than to .t-he red light.

The'r lative sensitivity of the eye as a'function of

-,,...wavelength is called the luminous efficiency. The luminous

efficiency versus wavelengths. shown plotted in Figure 1

reaches a peak value "of one at SSS nanometers (nm) in- the

green, and falls to low values at the red and violet ends of

the visible spectrum. Outside the visible spectrum, the iUmi-

nous efficiency is hero.

. T14 light source emits radiation at a variety. of wave-
.

lehgihs in, the visible, infrred,and'ultraviolet portions of

..-.
- the spectrum. The -total radiation power at all wavelengths

_./ ,
0-,
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may be expressed in terms

:pf'the familiar units of

watts (W)-; but the pho-

tometer power usefulfor

illamin4tion is expressed

in'a.less familiar unit

called the lumen (lm).

The lumen may be defined

by its relation to radiant

power foi a 'Articular

wavelength, as shown by

4.

Equatio4i 1:

1.0

0.8
>-
0
Z
a 0.6
E:
u.
w

0.4
0
z

3 0.2

0
400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH (MANOMETERS)

Figure 1, Luminous Efficiency
vs. Wavelength.

Ep K
o
x Y x E

R
Equation 1

$

where:

E
R
= Radiant power, ,in

K = A constant, equal to 680 lm/W-.
-(5

X = Luminous efficiency, from.Figure 1.

Thu5, at the' peak of the response of the eye at 5'5'5 nm, W

of'radiani power is eqivalent to 680 lm of phot6metric power.

'2.05 EC-05/Pagg,
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EXAMPLE A: LUMINUOUS POWER OF AN ARGON ION LASER.

Given: An argon ion laser operating at a wavelength of

514.5 nq emit's 10 W.

Find: The °luminous power.

At 514,5 nm, Y = 0.59.

Thus: the luminous power Ez is

49.

E = 680 x 0.59 x 10

= 4,012 lm.

:.

EXAMPLE B: LUMINOUS POWER og,A'
e

EorMium LASER.

Given: A neodymium laser operating at' l.06 pm emits

1,000 W.

Find: The.luminous power..

Solution: At 1.06 pm, the luminoUs efficiency is zero.

Thus, the luminous power is 0 lm:

Examples A and B show that,for a monochromatic

*wavelength) light source, it is easy to Convert from radiant

power (ekpressed in.-watts) to luminous, power (expressed in

lumens). The conversion is more difficult for other light

sources that produce an output over 'a Tinge of wavelengths.

- This type of conversion requires the methods of integral cal-
.

culus, whial is beyond the scope of this module. Later,' a

,tabulation will be presented for the conversion from watts to

lumens*for some Common light sources used for illumination.

Page 6/EC-45
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NO.

Lighting levels are commonly expressed in terms of a

parameter ailed illumin'ance. Illuminance is defined as "the

luminous 'power .per unit area."

The unit that is often-used for illuminance is the foot-
,.

. -

candle (fc). One footcandle is equal to an iblu inance'of

'one luden per square foot,. The lighting levels i buildings

are,gften specified and measuredasured in terms of footc les

A variet of differOit light sources are commonly used

for ilLumination in homes offices,, schools, factories, park-

ing lots, and so on. .x This module specifically discusses the

folloWing.,types of light source:

Incandescent amps

Fluorescent'Lamp.

Mercury arc lamps

Sodium iapor lamp

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Incandescefit lamps produce light through thermal vibra-

tion of the molecules in a heated metal filament. he fila-

ment, which is usually formed from a coil of tungsten meal,

is heated by the electrical current that flows through it.

It is contained in a glass bulb that is fiped with an inert

gasso the filament does not bUrn

Incandescent lamps emit a continuous spectrum of radia-

tion. The,exact distribution depends on the.temperature of

the filament, but much of the radiation falls in the infAred
-

portion of the spectrum. Figure 2 stows a typidal distribu-

tion for a household incandescent bulb. Oilly a relatively

small part of the radiant energy falls in tie visible spec-

truth. ;:he remainder falls in the infrarednd.ultraviolet

207 EC-OS/Page 7
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Figure 2.. Typical Distribution
of Radiant Energy From a Filas
ment in a Household Incandes-

-cent Lamp.

I

. spectrum and is useless

for purposes of illumina- °

`tion; however, it does.add

to the heat load.

An incandeScent lamp

eventually darkns and

gives less light as 'the.

tungsten evaporates and

coats the inside of the,

bulb. (A'modern design uses

iodine vapor inside 'the ,

bulb. The iodine combines

chemically mith the tung-

sten on-the bulb. The

tungsten - iodine. compound

returns to the region of

the filament where it is decomposed by heat. The tungsten is

then redeposited on the filament which extends the'llfetime

of the bulb and minimizes the darkening of the bulb. Ldmps

Vf this design are dalled tungsten-haiide lamps.

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

Om,

6

Fluorescent lamp's, which are usually glass tubes, may be

either straight or curved. They are coated on the inside with

a fluorescent.powders Electrodes are'at each end of the tube,

an the tube is filled with a low pressure of an inert gas

wijth a small amount of mercury added. An electrical current`

f ows through the -fa;The mercury vapor in the tube, excited,

the electrdcarcurrent, produces ultraviolet radiation.

8/EC-OS
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A

(

Th1ultraviolet radiation is absorbed by fluorescent powder,

This converts the energy into visible light. The fluorescent

powder, called a phosphor consists of a mixture of chemicals

that cad.emit visible ligIty.fter absorbing ultraviolet-radi-

ation. Since many different typeS of phosphor are used, they

produCe fluoreScent lamps with different characteriitics.

Figure 3 shows a spedtrum from a fluoreScent lamp that is

LI

1-z

O 80

40

118-1 20

100,

0

400. 500 600

WAVELENGTH MANOMETERS)

700

Figure 3. Spectrum of Light From a
"Cool-White" Fluorescent.Lamp:

called a "cool-white" lamp. The shape of the curve may be

varied by the use of different chemicals in 'the phosphot.

Othet types of spectra from fluorescent lamps are referred to

as "white," "warm-white," and "daylight." The distribution

of colors are different in the different types of fluorescent

lamps. They are also used for different purposes. Fin.

209,

'9'
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example, "warm-white" fluorescent, ights are Widely used for

home lighting because they make human complexions look favor-
.

able. "Cool-white".lamps, which are somewhat deficient in

red light, are used in, conditions where 'color rendition is

not too important. "White" fluorescent lamps are used for

general lighting in officies, schools, food stores, and so

forth. "Daylight" fluorescent lamps are also used for gen-

eral lighting.. The spectrum of the fluorescent light, as

illustrated by Figure 3, contains most of its emission in:the

visible spectrum. Thus, the fluorescent lamp is more effi-

cientcient in prOducing lum nous power than the incandescent lamp.

Electrical circui s for fluorescent lamps/must provide

high voltages to start the lamps. The circuits contain a

ballast, which provides the starting voltage and which also

limits thecurrenethrough the lamp.
-).

MERCURY, ARC LAMPS

A th' d type of light Source is.the mercury. arc ]ramp,

which c ntains mercury vapor at.highpressure. An electrical

current flows through this as. the high pressure gas, which

can support a large.current p2r unit area, produces a small,

highly intense light source.

The spectral output off-Y-the mercury-arc lamp is concen-

trated near several distinct wavelengths, in the ultraviolet

spectrum and in the blue and.green portionsof the visible'

spectruM. Thus,'the light from mercury arc lamps has a dis-

tinct blue-green appearance. Mercury arc lamps usually are

not used in homes or offices because their effect on colors

is sometimes undesirable. Red objett appear black or brown,

r
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for example. However, mercury arc lamps can be used in loca-

tions where visual perception of colors is less important,

such as parking lots or highways.

A variation of the mercury lamp is the metal-halide lamp,)

which contains small quantities of'an iodide of some other .

metal in addition to the basic mercury. These lamps offer

improved color and increased output compared to a lamp that

uses mercury alone:

SODIUM VAPOR LAMPS

The fourth type of light source to be discussed is the

sodium vapor lamp.' Electrical current is passed through a

tube that contains the vapor of the element sodium. Energy

is absorbed by sodium atoms and is re-emitted as4Ivisible

light. The spectra,1 emission shows separate lines at spe-
.

-* cific wavelengths, with relatively little emission at other

wavelengths.

The spectral lines of 'the sodium vapor lamp are concan-
.

tra-1/4ed in the yellow part of the visible spectrum., giving the

light a distinctly'y,ellowish appearance which some people

find unpleasant. In addition, color renditionis poor with

'this type of light. For these reasons, sodium vapor lamps

are not used in homes or offices, but they_are used for light-
.

ing,of parking lots and roadways.

I
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EFFICIENCIES OF LAMPS

The efficiencies of these latps for producing luminous

power vary according to lamp construction and operating con-

ditions. Table 1 presents some typical values for the effi-

ciencies of the lamps for producing luminous power useful for

illumination. These values vary, depending on the exact con-
.

ditions; but they do allow a comparison of the relatiVe effi-

ciency of the lamps.. Incandescent lamps are till lest effi-

cient of the lamps discussed; sodium vapor lamps are t e most

efficient. Because of considerations of the color of he
0 4

light, usually only incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps

are used for general lighting in homes, schools, offices, and

so forth. Of these two lamps, however, the fluorescent lamp

is considerably more.efficient in converting,electrital power

into luminous power.

TABLE 1.' TYPICAL EFFICIENCIES OF VARIOUS LAMPS.

Lamp Type
Output
(lm /W)

Incandescent . 20

Fluorescent , '60 \

Mercury Arc 43
.

Mercury Arc 70,

(Metal-halide type)

Sodium Vapor
i

9i
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For applications where-color perception Ls not impor-

tant, mercury arc lamps or sodium vapor lamps should be con-

sidered: The metal - halide - variety of mercury, arc lamps

offers better color rendition and effiCkency than the

conventpnal'mercury arc lamp. Because they are more expen-,

sive than-ordinary mercury arc, lamps thoUgh, the Choice de-

pends on a trade-off between the initial cost'ana the operat-.

ing.cost.

It,is important to note that mercury lamps and sodium

lamps require a few minutes before they reach maximum bright:

ness, whereas incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps turn

on almost instantly. This fact restricts the use of, mercury

or sodiut lamps in some cases. .

LaMps used for illumina4an arB mounted in fixtures.

The design pfthe fixture strongly influences the illumina-'

tio that can be obtained. Reflectors a$ the top of ,the fix-

ture help direct the light=idownward. Diffusers made of trans-
4

plasstic at the,bOttom,of,the fixture can provide more

`i lumination and reduce giate-._ Nxturts designed for commer-
.

c al ,and industrial use emphasize.features of low maintenance,

e ficienty, and durability. ,

The illuminance thtatcan be,expected in a room may be

estimated from Equation

E_= N F K Ni/A'

where:.

= Illuminance,f, in fc.
o

..

N = Numlier,of light fixtures.

,

213

Equation 2.

t.
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ft 3

F = Luminous power emittedffom each fixture, in lm.

K = Coefficient of utilizatton.

1M = Maintenahcetar:

A = Area of the room, in
4

The coefficiepof utilization dependon the'shapeaand.de-

sigh of the light f,ixture,and the reflector. It also depends

on the -shape ofthe room and on the reflectance of the ceiling';
a.

wails., and f1oon It is beyond' the scppe'of this module_ to

tabulate the values Of thiPcoefficietnt of utilization versus') .

all the variables on Which they depend; however, these tabu=

lations, which are used by illumination engineers, are avail-,7

able in handbooks. Forthe pqrposes of this Module, it can

be notethat values Of the coefffCienf of Utilization in-
.

crease as the reflectances,of the Walls/and ceiling increase
.

And thete values' are highet forlamp fixtures which direct

most of the light downward. For reasonable cases, values of

coefiicient of utilization that fall iir the range of 0.1-4 to

0.7,are

The factOr M, called the maintenance factor, is.a nuber

less than one. It accounts for the collection of &ist and

dirt on lamps, relfectors, and dfffu-sers; as well as Bois the
.k

darkening of lamps as they age. clean fixture with new- .

40 lamps will have a maintenance factor approx,imately equal to
4

one.

,Page 14/EC-OS
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EXAMPLE C: CALCULATION OF ILLUMINANCE.

Find:

Sol ution: Use' Table Vtvestimate the lamp output. Each

d amp proddces 60 x.100 = 6,000 lm; Each fix- ,

,:ture produces 12,000 lm. The area of the room

1.'5120 ft2. The maintenance factor is approx-
.

A 10' x 12' room has two light fixtures, each

containing.. two lqp-W fluorescent lamps. The

. lamps are new and the fixtures are clean. A

tabulat4.on in a handbook on illumination gives

0.69 as the coeffiCient of utilization for this

particular combination of lamps and room.

Estimate the illuminance.

matelyOne.. Thus:, the illuminance is
. ,7 :

L' 2'k 121',006.x-0.69 x 1 2
E =,...

120
% ,'.

= 138 fc.

ENERGY SURITY'TOR ILLUMINATION

An audit of energy .use relative to illuminatiOn is an

important first step for energy conserva9gn related to illu-
.

minttion in a spec.ific building, -This survey is similar to

surveys conducted, in earlier m dules for heating, cooling,

and hot water_distr).bution. A suggested format ,for an energy

survey relative to- illumination is provided in the Data TableS

section,'which also contains a checklist of practices in

lighting usage. The checklist highlights some of the possible

ways to save energy used for illumination, Later,,the itudent

will prepare an energy survey for illutinatiodin a building.

.215 EC-05/Page 15 .
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ENERGY CONSERVATION METHODS FOR ILLUMINATION

The following discussion describes methods. hat can be

used to reduce the Lite of energy for illumination. Some

of these methods Anclude the'following:

Reducing illumination levels

Improving lighting facilitiel

Changing lamp type

. Changing lighting patterns
4

Using waste heat from lighting

REDUCING ILLUMINATION LEVELS

i

In the past, lighting standards, were often specified

, by the manufacturers of light bulbs. These spetifications

tend to be too geiierouT today since energy is much more

scarce and expensive._ Most of these earlier standards are. r
now being re-evaluated.

. Table 2 presents. some suggested, levels of illuminance/

for various types of use. These levels are Rot the officia\

\s tandardsof any group since there does not appear to be

ny widely accepted standard for illuminance,at the pg.esent.

t'me. Rather, the levels suggested in Table 2 are a compila-
....

tifnApf a number-of unoffkial recommendations. -Earlier

standards which suggest higher levels of illuminance are

still in use, but substantial energy savings would be possible
34

if every6ne would establish-aAlicy of reducing their stall,

darlS of illumination. This can be easily accomplished by

simp' y changing to lamps of a lOwer wattage than those that

t.are urrently being used. Or, it-may be accompliShed by

remelii ing some of*the lamps in multi-lamp fixtures., But, the
r

Page 16 /EC -OS . 4 216
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TABLE 2. SUGGESTED LEVELS OF ILLUMINANCE.

Type of Se Lighting Level
A (Footcandles)

Office Buildings

.
Regular-office'wqrk 70

Detailed drawing, designing, etc. 100+
Stairways, corridors 20

Conference' rooms 30

WashrOo s, toilets 20

Schools

Stairs, corridors .

Classrooms

Factories

'Ordinary assembly and-inspection
Very difficult inspection or very

SO

fine assemblyr. 200+
LO'cker rooms, washroomt 20

Cafeterias SO

Stores

Circulation areas 30

Ordinary merchandising areas 100.

Special showcases and displays 200+

Parking Lots and Roadways- 2:5

0

light levels should be'measured, and they should not

be reduced below levels needed for safety and for proper

work ptrformance.

_Selectivity 'is ,an important factor in the reduction of

of light levels: If lighting is fairly uniform in .a

illumination can be reduced much more in the corridoYs than

in the office or factory assembly areg'S, as Table 2 suggests.

217
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;Furthermore, the l_ral_As_ie_afi-l-luminance should be deter-

mined at the area where the work is being. done. For examples

the light level in an office .should.be'specified at the'desk

9 top. And, too, the deterMination should allow for.the fact

that light levels become'low4r wIth,timebecause of lamp

darkening and dirt collection.. Tor instance, if.70 footcandles

a re desired, and it is expetted that lamp darkening and dirt

will reduce light levels b y-12.5% over a period of a few

months,Athen the initial;level of new lamps and clean fix-

..2pres should be set at 80.Pootcandles.

EXAMPLE D: EDUCTION OF ILLYMINATION.

Given: A large office building uses 1,000 fluorikce t

lamps, each having a200-W rating. The illumi-
,

nanceat the desk tops is 100 footcandles.

-Find: The energy that tan be saved.if 3d0 lamps- are re-

moved, reducing the illuminance to-70 footcandles.

Assume the'lamps are on for 3,000 hr/yr.

,Solution: The savings are as f011owsf

300 lamps x 200 W/lamp x 3,000 hr

4.% .= 18 x 10' Wh = 18 x 10' kWh

At WkWh, thi*.amounts to an annual dollar savings

of.,17,200.

P.age 18/3C-05..
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IMPROVING LIGHTING FACILITIES

-
There are numerous ways in which improvements can be

made to,facilities to increase lighting efficiencies.

As previouSly mentioned, the light Output of lamps de-

.

creases with time gcause 'Of.,1amP darkening and also because

of dirt that collee,ts on lamps, reflectors, diffusers, and-

so forth. Figure 4 shows the decrease in lamp output versus

time for three lamp types. For example, after about 10,000

hours of operation, the output of fluorescent lamps has de-

creased to about 80% of the'originaf value. AI, program tof

replacing lamps when their

output has'dropped can save u. too
ol-

energy. The savings are wE 80-
o j FLUORESCENT i soolum

offset by the cost of tte ic ,0 SO-

new lamps,: of course, but 11
X
" 40-

0cc°
It usually is economical to t :I 20 -

replace' lamps when their. , 0
0 5000 10000 15000 20000

output has dropped to about HOURS OF OPERATION

75%-of the' original value. '

The decrease in light.
Figure 4. Decrease of Lamp'

Output vs. Time.
output due to accumulation of

dirt And dust on the lamps and fixtures in varying environ-

ments is illustratedin Figure 5. The environments range

from clean to very 'dirty. Even for a clean environment,

light output decreases more than 15% overt. two-year period;

but when lamps and fixtures are kept relatively clean, fewer

laMps are needed to provide the sate level of illuminance

which, of,course, leads to energy savings. Therefore, a pro-

gram'that includes lamp and fixture cleaning should be an in-
,

tegral part of,.any energy conservation effort.

MERCURY
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The coefficient of illumination depends on the type of

fixture, being used.. For' a given number of lamps, the illumi-

nation deRnds on the amount of light transmitted into the

100
p-
m
a.
1 -9

U. M00
40ILI h2 ., 80

.<
Z 4 70
u.s

Lu 80
a. a

0 so

space by the fixture. The-

shape of the reflector and

the transmittance of the dif-

CLEAN

MEDIUM

DIRTY

VERY 01fITY

0 8 12 18 24 30
TIME IN MONTHS

Figure 5. Decrease of Light
Output vs. Time in Various

Environments. 4

.SC

fuser (used.,4 reduce glare)

can change the amount of

useful light that reafhes the

work area. Thus, cmirent

fixtures 'that have a low co-

efficient of utilization

should be rgplaced with more

efficient fixtures, thereby,

allowing fewer lamps to pro-

vide'the same illumination.

However, replacement of

a, large number of lighting

'fixtures can be Ixpensive': The potential energy savings must

be compared to cost of replacement in order 'to-

determine if the repladement is economically justified.

Another consideration of facility improvement includes

installation of automatic switching. Automatic switching can

ensure that lights are out at times when the building is not

in use. A program of this type could provide -relatively high

illumination (luting working hours, lower illumination in the

early evening when maintenance workers are doing their jobs,

and eve' lower illumination at nigh;. However', some illumina-

tion may still be needed for the'safety of night guards.

Page 20/EC-05
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Still another method of facility improvement involves

redecoration and repainting. Brighter, more reflective'. colors

increasg,khe coefficient of utilization as a 'result of wall

surfdces arid ceilings becoming more reflective. This also '

permits the use of lower wattage lamps, or even the removal

of some lamps) witfiout"redu'cing levels of illumination.

CHANGING LAMP TYPE

The efficiency of a lighting systd may be mproved by

chpging to a more efficient type of 1 p. See Table 1 Cott'

an approximate summary of lamp efficiencies. In'some cases,

a change from.incandescent lamps to fluorescent lamps can

produce increased lamp efficiency. The pvings from increased

efficiency must be analyzed, however,-and compared to the

cost of changing the lamps and adding different fixtureS.

But, because the efficiency of fluorescent lamps much

greater than that of incandescent lamps, the c ange may often_

be economieAlly. justified.

The'replacement of fluokrescent lamps with metal-halide ,

t.

lamps or sodium vapor lamps could yield even greater energy

savings:', However, since there are-limitations in color ren-

dition with such lamps, the change may nerbe appropriate.

Metal-halide lamps and sodium lamps are normally best suited.

to applications such as the illumination of parking lots.

221 EC-05/Page 21



EXAMPLE E: REPLACEMENT OF BULBS.

Given: A store is now using 66 incandescent light bulbs ;

that have a 500-W rating. These bulbs have an

efficiency of 20 lm/W.

Find: The.effect of replacing these bulbs with 28 metal-
.

halide bulbs that'have a 400-W rating and an effi-

cieAcy of 58 lm/W. The lights are on 3,700 hr/yr.

Solution: The current lumber of lumens. is 66 x 500 x 20'

Lm. This will be reduced to 649,600 lm

by the replacement a reduction of approximately

1.6%.

The.tiltal energy usage now is

66 x 500 x 3,700 = 122,100,000 Wh/yr

= 122,100 kWh/Yr

This would be reduced to

28 x 400 x 3,700 '= 41,440,000 Wh/yr

= 41,440 kWh /yr

This is a savings of more than 66% in energy use'.

The savings in kilowatt hours per year is 80,660

kWh- At a cost for electrical energy of 4.2t/kWh,

this moUnts..to $5,388/yr.

CHANGING LIGHTING PATTERNS
al

A'simple method of saving energy for lighting is to turn

out the lights'when they are not 'in use., Yet, as simple as

this may seem,-people continue.to leave nets on even when

it is unnecessary. Control of lighting can take various forms,

but the goal remains the'same: Lights should be on only when

I
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necessary and only in necessary places. Lighting patterns
44P

can be placed under.the control of a computerized building

automation system. These can provide the following:

Easy adjustment of light levels to changing job require-

ments.

Variable lighting patterns in different parts of the

building that have different schedules.

Automatic compensation for the availability of natural-

illumination (sunlight).

Ability to include lighting control in programs for re-

ducing peak electrital demand.

Ability to use task lighting that is, higher illumina-

tion for those specific tasks that need it and on the

specific schedule for those tasks.

Another changeable pattern allows for the improved use

of natural light (sunlight). Skylights can be used to provide

additional light to supplement or replace artifical light.

Reflectors may be installed near windows to increase the

amount of daylight entering the building. If,these methods

are'used, they should be analyzed carefully to ensure that

the additional energy entering the building does not increase

the load on the cooling system to a degree that is.uneconomi-

cal

Finally, work stations may be moved and rearranged., Those

tasks that need the highest light level should be placed in

locations where the light level is high. And,,, they should

be grouped-together so that they can all be well lighted.

Then the light levels in other areas where tasks are being

performed that do not require such high light levels may be

educed.

4
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(AMPLE F: ALTERATION OF LIGHTING 'PATTERNS.

`Given: An office bUilding uses 80 kW of fluorescent.

lighting. Lights are 1 t on from 7 a.m. until

`11 p.m. (when the janitors leave) for five days

a week.

Find: How much could be saved by operating the lights

from. 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. without reduction, and
t

then reducing the lighting to 140 kW' from 5 p.m.
44.

Solutiort:

,

until 11 p.m. for' maintenance work Dnly.

Thea savings would be

t140 kW x'30 x 52 wk/yr = 218,400 kWh/yr.

USING WASTE HEAT FROM LIGHTING

The heat from light fixtures can add to the cooling load

in the summer. In inter, light fixtures can add some desir-

able heat, but muc of the heat is lost. For example, loss .

through false ceilings can remove this heat from the occupied

parts' of the building:

However:light fixtures are available which can return

some of the warm air to -the room. In addition, there are

ventilation systems which can return the hot air above the

,false 'ceilings back into the room. In the summer, the warmer
I ,

air could be vented to the outside.

The cost for the installation of such a system is likely

to beekpensive; therefore, it may not be economically jus-.

tiied. Thebest time to consider such changes mightbe at

a time when major building modifications are being performed.

Page 24/EC-05
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MEASUREMENT.OF ILLUMINANCE

Measurement of illuminance is accomplished with a device

called i'photometer, also commonly called a light meter.

Earlier instruments used for the measurement of Muni-
.

nance compared the brightness of a diffuse surface. The

brightness of the same surface was compared visually to the

bKightness 'd the same surface illuminated' by a calibrated

light source. The measurement was cumbersome and tedious.

Modern light Meters use the photovoltaic effect. When

light falls on a semiconductor matefial (such as seleniuM or

silicon)-, it releases free electrons inside the semiconductor.

Under certain conditions, the electrons will flow as elec-

trical current in a circuit. A meter in the circuit registers

the current flow. The current increases ,a,s -light intensity
,

increases; thus, measurement of the current provides a direct

measurement of the light intensity.

.
One of the device configurations that can produce current

flow through the action of the photovoltaic effect is sketched

in Figure 6. Light falling on the selenium layer produces.

a current flow that can

be measured by the meter.

Materials other than

selenium can be used (for
METAL FILM

example, silicon)vhoW- SELENWM-o.

ever, the device con-

structionqs somewhat METAL PLATE

UGHT

ELECTRON FLOW

different. A complete

description of the photo-
.

voltaic effect is.pre-

sented'in Mod6,1e 10E3 of

Unified ,Technical Concepts FigOre) 6. Schematic of Light Meter
"Based on Photovoltaic Effect.
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Such photovoltaic cells generate a current of approx-

mately six to seven microamperes per footcandle of visible

light falling on them: For circuits with low resistance,

the current can be directly proportional to ,the light inten-

sity.

The response of the device shoUld be-similar to that of .

the human eye. Thus, current output versus wavelgag-th.oshould

. have the shape of the curve s.hown in Figure,l. High quality

meters have A corrected response that approximates the re--

sponse of the human eye. The meter can-then be calibrated

directly in footcandles..

Small, portable light meters based on the photoelectric

effect are now available. These light meters, which have a,

Airert_!rxeadout in footcandles, are very simil' to exposure

meters used in-phata graphy, except that exposure meters have

their. calibrations in terms of camera apefture stops. -The

availability of portable photoelectric light meters makes it

relatively 'simple' to monitor the illuminance levels inside

buildings.
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EXERCISES-

)
1. befine lumen. Define footcandle.

2. Suppose that a.l' x 16" room has two lamp fixtures, each

containing six 150-W incandescent light bulbs. The

lamp fixtures and the room have a coeffigien't of utili-
..

zation
0:0
of 0.5 and'a maintenance, factor of 0.8. What is

the expected illuminance?

3. -Name
9
the types of lamps described -in the module. Whith'

is most efficient? Which is least efficient?

4. Describe the methods listed in the module for saving

.enegy in illumination.
_

5. An office building.uses 600-incandescent light bulbs, each

having A 100-W,rating. How many lumens de these lamps

produce? If electricity costs 4.3t per 'kilowat:I:our,

how much will it cost to Operate the lights for 2,500

hours per year? If the lamps were replaced by fluores-

cent lamps with 100-W ratings,. how many lamps.would be

neededto give tee same number of lumens? What. would be

,the annual savings for 2,500 hours of operation?

t. Describe the operation of a light meter.

LABORATORY 'PROCEDURES

The studentwill prepare an energy survey for illumina-

tion in a-particulat building. The_studerittmust have access
,

to some building. A building such as an office, school, or

. factory is preferred. The authorities of the school where

t is course is offered mbly be cooperative in providing build-

ing access. If no other buildingis available, a private

home could be used.
I

227
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Perform an energy survey of tlie illumination in the . ,

building. Use .the form and checklist in. the Data
,

Table .section. Do not be 'concerned "If it is difficult to
i

i.

find all the information. Building-maintenance personnel

,may be helpfulin ling some' of the items. I
,

. .

Next, the s ent
s

will measure i- lluminance levels in

the building, using a light meter. The light meter tobe
.

.

a --
.

used should be portable, bufiit should be.of good quality.

Some of the ,least ekpensive models of light metes cannot :... 4

be relied upon for measurements of high accuracy. The meter

should be.coldr-corrected.sO' as to have a response .similar

to that of"the human eye. It should also be of,a typecalled ,1

cosine low-corrected (Or Lambert's low- corrected). These

meters have special shapes On thecover to avoid problems

with reflection o.f light from the surtac.e. A suitable photo-

meter with a digital readout is model 450, manufactured by
t I

EG & G, Inc., Salem, 4ssachusetts,

Use the light meter to measure illuminance levels in

a number of different areas inthe building. Include as many

different areas as possible., :such as classrooms, assembly

areas, inspection arelaso library readink rooms and card file
I

areas, storage areas, boiler rooms, off4Oe areas, cafeterias,

gymnasiums, lobbies, corridors, stairwells, locker rooms,
. .

, '

r washroons, and so forth . Measure the light intensity at dif-,

.ferent positions in the rooms: near the floor, at the desk

top, near the ceiling,and so on. If possible, turn off a

fraction of the Iightsand repeat themeasurements..

Compar'e the results of these measurements to the recom- I

mended lighting levelsgiven in Table 2. Generate recommendai

tions for possible energy conservation in lighting, in these

areas, based on the results of the measurements just performed.
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1.- ENERGY SURVEY FOR ILLUMINATION
(TOTAL SQUARE FEET).

o
-

TYPE(S) OF OCCUPANCY: (i OR SQ. ET.)

Office (Other)

Warehouse (Other)

Manufacturing (Other)

Retail

Lobbies 4 Mall
(Enclosed)

BUILDING USE AND OCCUPANCY

Full): Occupied: (SO% or more of :,

Weekday's (Hours) to'

Weekends (Hours) to

to Sunday

to \ ,Holidays

Remarks: Describe below- if occupancy differs for different floors, areas, buildings.

EIGHTI;;C SURVEY_

I. Interior Lighting Type Footcandles Offices

Other

Total Install KW

On-Off from Breaker Panel?

Wall Switche? Control Switching?

Operating Schedule

2. Exterior (Lighting Type Sq. Ft.,Served:

Total KW

ReMarks:

Footcandles:

\

Operating Schedule:

-

229
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DATA TABLE 2. -CHECK LIST FOR LIGHTING.

Yes No

0 0 Are two-level lighting and switching provided to

permit reduction.in.lighting-during use and no-
.

lite periods?

0 0 Is daylight used for mination whenever possible?

0 Have the.lightk-intensities been reduced consistent

with safety,and work needs?

C3 0 Are lenses:and reflectors .clean?

0 _0- Are the light fixtures and reflectors of tyfs that -

are consistent with high efficiency?

C3 0 Have you considered a possible increase in righting

effectiveness by'proper.spcing and arrangement

of the fixtures?

C3 [] Have you Considered change.of lamp type 61, improved'

efficiency?

;

.REFERENCES

; IE§ Lighting Handbook. -New York: Tlluminating Engineering
'. .,

-,
S9F ibty. : 1- . c

Manualiof.Eneily:Saving ih Existing Buildings an&Plarkts,

Baron, S.L., Ed. Englewood Cliffs, Ni: Prentice -Hall,
/ 1

Imo, 1978. Chapter 7,

Marks' Standard Handbook for MeClancal Engineers. 8th ed.

BaumeiSter, Theodore, Ed. New York: McGraw-Haill Book

Co., 1978. pp 1.-E-116 to 12-135. (This reference pre-

,

'sent tabulations of the-'coefficient of util,izat4m)

-
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TEST.

1. At a wavelength of nanometers, the

conversion of radiant power to luminous poWer may be

. expressed, as, lume,ps per watt. At other,
k

wavelenths,the luminous power is reduced by the'lumi-'
.

'nousefficiency of the . A footcandle

is equal to

)

A 30' x 15' room has four clean light fixtures, .

each containing fours new 160-W incandescent

The coefficient of utilization may be assumed to be 0.714

The expected illuminance in the room,,in footcandles,

is
o

a. '0.5

b. 60.6

c. 70.7

d.. 80.8

3. The types of light sources discussed in the text are the

, lamp, the lamp, the

lamp, and the

lamp. Of these; the least efficient for

producing luminous pdwer'is.the 'lamp, and

the most efficient is the
, .

:lamp.,

4. $nergy for lighting may be reduced by reddcin

levels, dtproving.lighting- , chap

`) type, changing lighting

using waste fro& lighting.

5 A device for measuring levels of iliuMinance is called

a . Modern, "portable; deli' es

use the effect.

,"

and

-

231.
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o

.3,

I

a

. 1 , '',T

6.; :p parking lot is lighted by 20 mercurjr.arc lamps'4it
:s.i:--'

. ratiftg of 1,000 W each. These lamps operate at an4Offi-
'::4V

ciency of 50 lm /W. How many sodium vap,Rx laMps, w

500-W ratings and efficiencies of 100 1111/14, would be

needed to replace the mercury arc lamps and give the

same light level?

a. S'

b. 10 /

c. 20',

d. 40

7. If the lights in the !example above a-re on for 1,000

hr/yr, how many kilowatt hours per year would be saved

fromby chapging from smercury to sodium lamps?
' a. 5 x 105

b. 106

c. x 106
a

d. None of'the above'

Its

V
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CONSERVATION AND USE

...

...
.. * . ...v., . - ... .... . ,, ., .-. .0...-........,...... .. ..........-................. ..............

'MODULE EC-06.,
CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES AND EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS

ELECTRIC MOTORS

0 II D CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCA. AND DEVELOPMENT



INTRODUCTION

This module discusses methods of conserving electrical

power in the use of electric motors. It also describes gen-

eral methods for managing the electrical power load in a

building iTholder to conserve energy.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic,understanding of algebra,

phySics, and trigonometry and should have completed

ModulAa_EC-Or through EC-05 of Energy_ Conservation.

OBJECTIVES

I

Upon completionof thismodule,-the_student_should_he.

able to: ,

1. H:lefine the term "power factor." Discuss the consequences

of lOw power factof. Discuss methods to improve power

factor.

2. DDefine the terms "actual power", "apparent power",

and ";reactive power.". .

3. Perform calculations related to power factor, actual

bower, apparent power,.and reactive power.

'4, Describe operational procedures that can bseused

to increase the electrical efficiency of electric motors.

5. Describe equipment improvements that can be made 1?),

the operator of an electric motor to increase its

efficiency.

234
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6. Describe maintenance and inspection procedures th$t

can be used to increase the efficiency of electric

motors.

7. Describe methods for managing the electrical power

load in a building ih, order to conserve energy.

8. PerfOrm an energy survey on the use.of electric

motors and management of electrical power in a

specific building.

9. Measure the power factor and the efficiency of an

electric motor.

"0.
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IJ

SUBJECT MATTER

AN INTRODUCTION TO CONSERVATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Since use of *electrical power a' major contributor to

the-total energy coAshmption of a%building, the cost of p?o-

viding this electiical power constitutes a majoi-. portion Of

the expense involved in operating a buhding. Thus, the re-,

duction of,electrical power consumption contributes to both

energy conservation and cost reduction.

A major portion of the discussion in this module concerns

energy, conservation practices that concern eleotric motors

since electric motors arm one of the ,largest users of
f

,electrical energy in,most facilitieS. For this reason, they

are an important concern in any program implemented to ckserve

electrical energy. Conservation practices described in this

module not only apply',to electric'motoi-s, they also apply to

other types of electrical equipment.

Electrical pdwer is,also consumed by'electric lights and

by equipment such:as the blowers and fans in heating, ventilat-

ing, and air conditioning systems, chillers in cooling systems,

and pumps in hot water or steam distribution. systems, However,

energy conservation practices relative to these components were

described in earliet modules and will not be included in'this

module.

In addition to electric motorst this module includes a

discussion on electric load management. Thereare many prac-

tices for reducing energy consumption that include scheduling

and load management. Animportant area to consider il.the

improvement of power ¶actor, which is described in the next

section.

236.
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POWER CONSUMPTION F

The concept of power factor in an a.c. electrical

distribution system must be considered because the current,

and voltage in the a.c. system are not always,inphase. 'Both"

voltage and current vary'as sine waves. Figure 1 shows

voltage-and current when they are inphaSe. In Figure 1,

the peaks of the sine waves for the two quantities occur at.

the. same time, and the positions where the sine waves pass

through zero occur at the same time. The value of power

at any time is the product of current and voltage at that

time. Thus, the power appears as it is shown in the bottom

part o.1 Figure 1. The power. never dips below zero to a

negative value. ,
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F31ure 1. Relation of Power Components in an A.C. System
with Current andiVoltage Inphase.

4 However; in practical systems in large instaflations,.

the current and voltage will Almost never be exactly-in-
.

phase. This- situation is shown in Figure 2, The peaks of

the .sine waved, as well as the zeroes, 'occur at different

times for the two quantities. Thd difference is indicated

by the angular difference cp. (Remember that the total

angular 'cycle Of a sine wave is 3600.), Again, the value of

power at any time is the product-of current and voltage at

that time. The current and. oltage are sometimes opposite

in sign; thus', the\power flow is sometimes neg'ative, as

indicated' in the lower part of Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Relation of Power Components in an A.C. System
with Current and Voltage not Inphase.

The negative component of power must be subtracted from the

positive component in order to give the actual power used.

The positive component can be reLarded as power extracted

froM the distribution system, and the negative component can

be regarded as power returned from the load to the distri-

bution system.

The phase of the current usually will be behind the

voltage.inphase, as is indicated in Figure 2. (In rare

cases, the phase of the current may be ahead of the voltage.)

The inphase difference of the current and voltage is the

result of adding current-consuming loads (such as electric

motors) to thy/system.
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At this point, several terq.relevant to 'ewer consum

tion should be defined: actual power,' apparent power,

.reactive power, and power factor.

ACTUAL POWER

Actual power is the power consumed by the load. It is a

measure of the energy consumption per unit time, measured

by the watt-hour meter and expressed in kilowatt-hours.
4

If the current and voltage are inphase (Figure 1), the

actual power essentially is given by theproduct off voltage

and current. If the current and voltage are now inphase A

(Figure 2), then the actual power is the positive component

minus the negatiVe component of poWer. The actual power

must be measured by the watt-hour meter.

-APITARENT rOW

Apparent power is obtained by multiplying the current

and voltage. Thus:, apparent power isme4sured in units of

-kilovolt-amperei(KVA).. In,a single-phase system, apparent

power is given py Equation 1:

KVA = EI/1040 . gquation 1

where:

KVA = Apparent -powb.r rating.

E Voltage, expressed in volts.

I = Current, expressed in amperes,
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In a three-phase system, apparent power'is given by

Equation 2:

KVA = 1.73 hI/1000 Equation 2

REACTIVE POWER

In an alternating current. system, the electrical- current

may be considered as being composed of two components, one

inphase with the voltage, and one lagging behind it (or in

rare cases, leading it) by 90°. This situation is illustra-

t.ed in Figure 3.

POWER
COMPONENT

)0.

0 REACTIVE
COMPONENT

xr

Figure 3. Relation of
Power Component and Reactive.

Component of Current
in A.C. Circuit.

the inphase current is ;

.called the power componen

The out-of-phase component

is called the reactive com-

onent (denoted.by I
r
).

:

The.angle 0 between the
--b

total current and the-power,

component, is the same angle

that expresses the phase

difference between the

voltage, and the currenty'

The reactive power is defined

as "the product of the voltage E and the reactive current Ir.'

The reactive power in a single4Thase.system is given by

Equation 3:y

VAR = E.I
r

Equation 3

wher'e:

VAR = Volt-amperes reactive.

'Page 8 /EC-06,
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E = Voltage.

I
r
='Reactive component.

In a three-phase system, the reactive powet is4iven by

Equation 4:

C

O

VAR = 1.73 EI
r

lir
The reactive power, VAR, Is expressed in terms of volt-

amperes. The total energy consumption-is exptesi'ed in terms

of VARH, volt- ampere reactive-hours (or KVARH,

ampere reactive-hours).

Equation 4 -,

b
POWER. FACTOR'

Powei factOr,',often expressed -as PF, is given by the

ratio'of appartrit power to actual power (Equation 5):

PF 'Actual powertapparentNyer

1r

Equation 'S

Power factor may also be expr ssed as follows (Equation 6) :

tr.
PP = ,cos

.

Equation 6

where:

0 = Angle between the power Component of current and

the total currentin the vector diagram of Figure 3.
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Itis also the angle bywhich the current and

voltage are out-of-phase (Figure 2).

The definition of power factor may be given by either

Equation 5 or Equation 6; both definitions are equivalent.

EXAMPLE A: CALCULATION OF POWER FACTOR AND ACIliAl POWER.

Ziven: In a building, the current lags the voltage-by

30°, and the apparent power usage is 10,0,00 KVA.

Find: The power factor And the actual power.

The phase angle is 30 °. According to Equation

6, the power factor is:

PF = cos 3.0' = 0.866.

.

According to Equation 5:

Actual power = PF x apparent power

=1.0,000 x 0.866

= 8,660 kW.

EFFECTS OF- LOW POWER

Low power factor is undesirable. '.The capacity of

electric power lines, generators, t formers, and other

components is,ulually limited'by heating effects. The

heating, in
I
tUrn, is caused by current flow. Thus, there.

is a maximum current flof4 which:can_heyermitted_ithout

overheating occuring. Because the, power factor is equal to

the power in kilowatts divided by the apparent pol4er in KVA,
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a low power factOr means that the KVA must increase in

order to maintain'the same poWer. This means that more

current must flow, and there will bb more problems with

heating.

Alternatively, if the current is kept within proper

limits to avoid overheating, the KVA will be limited. Then

the actual power will be kept below the rated circuit value

if the power fastof is low.

The effect on the electric utility that generates the

. power is the following: the low power factor overloads

generating and distribution networks with excess KVA.

Thus, electric utility companies monitor the power factor

of large users of electricity. They require that the power

factor be kept above some value (perhaps in the range of

0:9 to 0.95). If the power factor is not maintained above .

the required level, the utility imposes an extra monetary

charge on the user. (Note: ,this applies only to large ,

users.) The power.factor usually is not monitored for small

trs-e-r-s;-s-uch-ashomes -and -smallcommercdad-imildings. In

summary, the effects of low powen factor on theiaser can be

the following:

.Power overheating for a-fiXed actual power

Operation of equipment below rated power. levels

Extra charges by the electric utility

t MEASUREMENT OF POWER

There is no simple meter that measures power factor

directly. The usual method is to measure two sides of the

power triangle shown in Figure 4.
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REACTIVE
POWER
KVAR

The triangle shows the

relationship among Atual'

power, apparent power, and

reactive power, with the

phase angle (I) also indicated.

(This isa right triangle;

and if the measurements of

two sides of a right tri-

Figure 4. Power Triangle. angle are given., trigonom,

etry may be used to derive

the measurement of the third side.) Thus, measurementa.of two

of the three quantities.in the power triangle will allow

determination of the third quantity.

---1.

EXAMPLE B: CALCULATION OF ACTUAL POWER, TOWER FACTOR,
AND PHASE ANGLE (1) BETWEEN CURRENT AND VOLTAGE.

4 >

Given:

Find:

In.,a building, reactive power is 3 KVAR and

apparent power is 9.8°KVA.

The actual power, the power factor, and the

phase'angle (I) between current and voltage.
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Example B. Continued.
s -

-. Ilet
I.R0.

Solution: According to trA riometry, in a- right triangle

with sidesla, b, and c with c the hypotenuse) ,

a 2 + b2 = c2. In this case, a, b, and c will

be identifie'd as actual power, reactive power,

and apparent power, respectively. Thus, actual

power is given by:

ACtual power = 1/(Applprent power)'2° (Reactive
ppwer)2

= 1/9.82 - 32 = 9:33 kilowatts.

,

The power factor is: .

PF = actual power/apparent power

g.33
.8

= 0.952".

The phase angle is:

= arc cos 0.952

= 17.8 °.

These q4antities are measured by.the following methods.

1. Apparent, power is determined by measurement of- the

voltage and current separately, using a.c. voltmeters

and.ammeters. After these measurements are made,,

Appaient power is calbUlated.from Equation 1 for a

single -phase system and from Equation 2 for a three-
.

_ p ase-sxstom.. In a three-phase system, the current

uSed:in Equation 2 should be the average of'the

4
currents measured in each of 'three phaset.

1 .
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2. Actual power is measured with a wattmeter The watt-
. _

meter may take a number of forms, but th- most common

form uses two coils of wire. One.coil, which is

constructed of courA wire, is fixea an is connected
.

in series with the electrical Load. The second coil.

constructed of fine wire, can rotate unde' the action

of torque appliezd to it and is connected cross the

source of supply voltage. cThe current flawing in the

fine wire` -coil induces a torque that yeses the coil

and, thus,, deflects a needle attached to it., Because

of its. inertia, the coil does not follow the rapid

oscillations of the a.c. voltage. Rather, it assumes

a deflected position that depends on the average

(actual) power. The motion of the coil is opposeeby

. a spring that returns the meter 'to zer874 when the

*, electricity is .off. thldescription of the wattmeter

given above is applicable to a single-phaie systemL2

Polyphase wattmeters are also available. These contain

two wattmeter mechani)ms attached to a,common shaft.

It is ptssible to measure the power in a three-phase.
,

.system with a single instrument constructed in thi§

fashiop. 4

3. ReactiNe power-generally is not- measured directly by__

individual users, so the instrumentation used will not

be'discussed in detail. Instrumentation involving

phase shifting transformers may be used by eldctric

utility companies to measure the reactive power for

-large users. Such instrumentation may be referred to

as a-KVARmeter.

Page 14/EC.L06 247
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CORRECTION OF LOW POWER FACTOR

Several methods.for correcting.low power. factor

include the use of capacitor banks, switched capacitors,'

-and synchronous motors.

ft

Capacitor Banks

Because capacitor banks tend to cause the current to

lead the voltage, they may be added to a power distribution

system to help correct a low power factor that results

from a lagging current. A capacitor bank of the proper

size can increase power factor. A value of power factor

above'0:95 usually is onsidered acceptable. Capacitor

banks may be installed n either the.primary 'or secondary--

side of the transformer ser'ing a building. However, the

%primary side usually is preferred.

Switched Capacitors
I

'Switched capacitors may be desirable in,buildings with

large, intermittent loads (such as large motors that do

not operate continuously). The capacitors are connected to

the motors and are'in use only when the motors are turned

on. Switched capacitors are needed (instead of fixed

capacitors) when the capacitors Ore so largythat they

_cause an undesirable leading current if the'motors are

turned off.

24.8
t.
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Synchronous Motors j
The use ofisynchronous motors in place of induction

motors can also have a desirable effect on power factor.

Since synchronous motors cause the current to lead the

voltage (just as "Capacitors do'), they have the same effect

as capacitors for increasing power factor. Replacing

induction Motors lAth synchronous motors is beneficial ih

many instances. .

EN.ERGYSURVEY FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS AND ELECTRIC POWER USAGE

,

A survey (audit) Of energy, use for electric motors anc1

other applications of electric power is an importaint first

step forAenergy conservation related to electrical power

consumption in.a specific building. This survey is similar

to the surveys.presented in earlief modules ,for heating,

coolings illumination, and so forth. A suggested format

for an energy survey and a checklist of pfactices relative

to.eiectric motors andelectric power usage are giiren in

.Tables 1 and 2. The checklist highlights some of the ways

that energy can be-saved an electridal powei usage. Later,

.the ,student will prepare.anenergY'siirveY' for electrical

power usage, in a specific

Pige 16/EC-06
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TABLE 1. 1116RGY _SURVEY - ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND ELECTRIC POWER USAGE,

Building Survey

Total Square Feet

Types of Usage (I or square feet)
. ,

Office

Warehouse

Manufacturing

Retail

Lobbies and Enclosed Mall

Other

Other

Electric Power ,Input

Total Rated ?<pier Kw

Total Rated Current Amperes

Equipment List

Item'

1

3

4

3'..

6

S

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

'17

IS

19

:0,

Equipment
Description Number

Rated'
Output
(Hp or Kw)

.

Rated
Input

LILO_

1

Operating
Schedule

)

...

t
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TABLE 2. CHECKLIST - ELECTRIC MOTORS AND
TLECTRIC POWER USAGE.

Yes - No

O 0 Are manual or automatic controls installed
to disconnect loads when they are not required?

O C3
Are manual or automatic controls installed to
reduce peak loads?

O 0 Has the power factor been determined for the I

building?
___,_______

\

1

C3
Has low power factor been corrected with
capacitors or other means?

Have oversized motors been replaced?

C3
Have low voltage systems (120-V) been replaced
with higher voltagt systems wherever possible?

C3 C3
Have Operations been scheduled in order to
reduce peak load?

C3 C3
Have motors 'been located in order to
efficient heat removal?

C3 C3
Have worn and inefficient motors been.
replaced?

Is there a regular program for maintenance

O 0 of 'electric motors and other electrical
eq4ipment?

Page 18/EC-06
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CONSERVATION IMPROVEMENTS - ELECTRIC MOTORS

This section specificallydeals with energy conservation

methods and improvements in operation` procedures involving

electric motors. There are three general approaches that

may be undertaken to improve the electrical efficiency of

electric motors. The first and second approaches will be

dealt within this module.

The first approach involves improving the operation of.

the--mw -tars. -Ile second approach involves equipment improve-
.,

ments made,by the operator of the electric motor in order

to increase the efficiency of the motors. The third approach

involves efficiency improvements that can be made by the

motor equipment manufacturer, such as design factors. How-

ever, motor design is a well developed technology; therefore

possible improvements in this area are beyond the scope of

-5this. module. The operator of the motor spould consult the

manufacturer's specifications to ensure that an efficient

1
\ motor is being pu rchased.

I,

IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATION

Methods for improving operation procedures for -

electric motors inclUde the foilowing:

Regblar inspection and maintenance

Control of peak demand by rescheduling

Selection of continuous production processes----/

These are all procedural methods7--They involve'no

changes in equipment,. but they may involve changes in the

procedures for using existing equipment. All three methods

can lead tot decreases in the cost of electrical power.

252 EC-06/Page 19



Regular Inspection and Maintenance

kegular inspection of the condition of electric motors

and maintenance of the motors will ensure that the motors

are operating at high efficiency. These procedures will

also help.reduce breakdowns, repair costs, and downtime.

The inspection and maintenance prOcedures.should involve

many. parts of the motors,, such as the brushes, bearings,

rotors, and windings.

Brushes-should be checked for proper fit and

ment. The brush-spring pressure should be checked. Brushes

that are worn or have chipped or damaged faces should be

Yegaced.

Many types of bearings are used on motors; including

ball bearings, roller bearings, and sleeve bearings.' The

housing for the bearings should be checked for leakage of

oil or grease and contact surfaces of bearings should be

examined. Bearingszthat show any sign of damage show d be

replaced. Periodically, old oil or grease in the hea ings

should -be purged and replaced with fresh oil or grease.

Rotors-should be checked-for ltose,or broken parts, as

well as for any evidence of'overheating. The rotors should'

also be exampled for any marks that im-dicate contact with

o t h e 2 structures-7

The motor windifgs should be examined for cracks or

other damage in the insulation. The resistance of the

'insulation can be 'measured with a voltmeter.having a

resistance at least 100 ohms per volt.

The surfaces and passages in the motor should be

cleaned thoroughly if they show signs of accumulation of

dust, dirt, or other-foreign matter.

Page 20/EC-06
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Control of Peak Demand By Rescheduling

The'power companies must be able to satisfy the peak

demand fq electrical power; thus, the increased demand

for electrical power requires them to spend more money for

the generation of electricity- For.one thing, they must

construct enough generating plants and equipment to satisfy

this peak demand. The cost of constructing a plant'is high;

yet when the demand for electrical power is lower, the plant

or equipment may sit idle . i-s-'-p-eak -demand--that

influevoes the electric power companies' construction costs.

In order to apportion the cost of additional equipment

and transmission' lines, power, companies monitor the electrical

usage of commercial and industrial'customers. Then, they

include e ctra demand charges in,the:electric bill sent to

c stomers. When electric consumption (measured over a" short

interval) exceeds i'pre-established peak, a new and higher .

cdemand charge is applied to the electric bill. Sometimes,

the demand charge is high, amounting to as much as 30% of the

electric bill fdr a large user.

Thus, it makes sense to control peak demand and smooth

out fluctuations that can lead tohigh peak values of

electrical consumption. If electrical power consumption is

spreaa more uniformly throughout the-day, it can reduce the

peak values. This saves the customer money by reducing the

demand charges. The entire community is also affected since

this reduces the need to build new plants and equipment for

more' generating capacity,'

Companies that use several large electric motors should

analyze their schedule of operation, avoiding periods when

all the motors operate at the same time. The schedules for

motor operation should be staggered in order to spread the

consumptionorate more uniformly throughout the work day.

EC-06/Page 21
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Selection of Continuous Production Processes

There are different_ways 'in which-a production process

may be established. It may be continuous, with parts moving

sequentially and continuously from one operation to another.

Or, it may be the batch-type of proceis with the first

operation being perfgrmed,on an entire batch of parts, then ..

the next operation performed on the entire batch, and on doWh

the line.

___S-electioh of a _c_ontinuous_proces_s_can_h_elp smooth out

fluctuations yin the use of electric motors and in the

consumption of electric power. This reduces peak demand and,

the extra demand charges from the electric utility.

It may not always be feasible to select a continuous

production process, however_ Iffsome other process is

already established, it may not be economical to dismantle

it for this reason alone.. But, when a new process is imple-
.

mented, this factor should be considered.

Improvement of Equipmeirt--:_

The previous sec ion of the module described procedural

methods that save ney and electrical energy in the use of

electric motors., -th ds discusted involved changes in

operating procedures but d d not involve changes in the

equip ent itself. The next section describes methods that

can S employed by the 'operator /of an electkc motor to

incr ase its'efficienq. These methods usually involve
, P

some change or replacement of equipment; therefore, they may

req ire some initial cost. Again, the most attractive time
"`

for these changes to be made may be at a time when changes

are also being made for other reasons. These changes may

in4lude: 4-

Page _22/iC-06
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Changing oversized motors

Installing higher voltage systems

Replac.ing worn or inefficient motors

Improving heat remoyal'
.

Changing Oversized Motors

Motors are often too large for the service they perform.

Thisreduces the efficiency of motor operation an#:also has

a harmful effect on power factoll Figure 5 shows motors'

efficiency and the power TactoiVersus load fOr a typit-al

induction motor. The load is eepressed as a percentage of

the full-rated loadslf the motor. At high loadings (greater

than 75%) electric motors can be qu,ite.efficient, with

'efficiencies in the range of 80% to 90 %.' But at low values

of.loading, efficiency can drop to a very low value. Simi-

larly, the power factor for a motor is very low at low

loadirg values.

1Lou

80 ..--"'"'--'--------

. .

so

40

-,...

20

0
0 20 40 loo

LOAD 4 II OF FULL LOAD

Figure 5. Power Factor and Efficiency-VS.- Load for
Typical IndUction Motor.
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;rhos, electric motor'should always be matched in size

to the job they perform 'for two reasons: Aja oversized motor

wastes electric energy because of low efficiency and it harms

the power factor. Oversized motors should be changedand "

replaced witOproperly,sized motors preferably, motors that

are loaded to 75% or more of their rated value.

Similarly, motors ,should not be undersi d (too small

for their load). since this results in the 4 of excessive

current and oirgthe_ating_
Ideally, the proper time for motor sizing is when new

,equipment is being ordeiN, The manufacturer's rating's for

the motors should be compared to the demands of the service,

and a motor that will be loaded between 75% and 1000 of its

full rating should be chosen.

Installing Highe Voltage Systems

Although the highest pra.ctial, voltage that is available

'should be used, it is not always economically feasible to

change existing' systems to convert, to higher voltage.. ,

However, when new equipment is being installed or when major

remodeling is being done, higher voltage systems should be

chosen. This,is particularly true if the total electric

servic.eis relatively large (greater than 500 KVA). For

instance, 480-V or 240-V-systems should be chosen instead

of 120-V systems.

Page 24/EC-06
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Replacing Worn or Inefficient MotOrs

Old, worn motors waste energy -when they operate aklow_

efficiency. As-suggested earlier, a program of regdlat

inspection will identify those compo ents that are ineffi-

cient due to age, wear,.damage, and s orth. Motors that, .

prove to be inefficient should be replac d.

Improving Heat Removal

Motors should be installed so that they have adequate

space and air circulation resin order to provide good

removal of heat. If 'motors are crowded or surrounded with

other equipment, heat removal may not be effective., leading

to overheating and loss of efficiency.

Heat removal can be improved just by repositioning

motors and other equipdent so that air ivllowed to

circulate around each motor.

ELECTRICAL POWER MANAGEMENT

Preceding sections have discussed methods to save both,

electrical energy and money reiative'to the use of electric

motors. The f011owing paragraphs contain a more comprehensive

discussion of the management of electrical power.consumptibn

in a building. Methods for saving money and.energy in this

area include:

De-energiiing equipAct-
.

Reducing peak loads

( Improving poWer. factor

258
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DE-ENERGIZING EQUIPMENT

Turning electrical equipment off when it is not in use

is the most simple, obvious way to reduce the total electri+

cal energy consumption in a building. The equipment can be

turned off with manual switches, but the most efficient

method is to use an automatic turn-off apparatus, such as

automatic timers. These timer's turn equipment off when

is not needed, according to a preset shedule.
4..

An even more efficient method to control the turn-off

of electrical equipment is the use of a computer-based

system for total building control, including heating, cooling

lighting, and electric motors. This offers the greatest

Many pieces of electrical equipment such as elevatori,

transformers, water coolers,"buSiness machines, electric

cooking equipment, and electric heating equipment are

being energized 24 hours a day, 7 days a weeks, even though

they may be in use only about SO hours per week. ThiS

equipment can be de-energized to conserve electrical

,consumption.

Electric motors, in particular, can offer attractive

savings. Largemotors account for a major portion of the

electric load in many buildings.' First,the schedUle.of

usage for electric motors Should be analyzed. to determine the

times they are actually needed; then, they should be de-
1

energize,d at times when they arenot needed.

REDUCING PEAK LOADS

A

The effect=of high peak loads has already been-describei.

High peak loads result In extra demand charges from electric
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utility companies, and they for utilities to.seek new

ways of adding generatin y, Thus, an eff-r-t to

reduce peaks'in elec'tri mand is important". The process

of reducirig peak loads is,called load` limiting, load

leveling, or load shedding.

Figure 6 sire, Kp a hypothetical pattern of demand in a

typical office building during the course of one work day,

MIDNIGHT 4AM SAM NOON 4PM &PM

Figure 6. Hypothetical Tattern-of
_Dail9'Electr" al ,Demand,

. ,

II, The figure shows three high peaks Cinhcated by,hatchingL
,o-

r that TepresedtTelatively.short periods of time during the
,:io.-

-

day when electricll demand is greatest. A reduction of

demand at thesef-three times would be very cost effective.

MIDNIGHT
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The process of load shedding to reduce peak demand

involves turning off selected pieces of equipment when the

load rises above a predetermined value., Some pieces of

equipment can be turned off for short periods of time with-

out greatly disrupting their function. An example might be

electiic water heaters. A short period'of off-time ddring

periods of high electrical demand can easily be tolerated by

water- heaters. Another example might be the.A4r.condttioning

system. This, too, could be turned off brteflg:Without

greatly_affeotingbuilding temperature. Ag an',-example, the

air conditioner could be switched off when anelevator
4

motor is running. --

Some load limiting can be accomplished with manual,

switching, but this is probably not,as effective as automatic

switching. If schedulei for operating large pieces of equip-,

ment can be determined in advance, automatic shut-oEf,of

other pieces of equipment Can be performed with automatic

Probably the begt-and most versatile method of load-

leveling involves a central control-system with a computer.

The -control system.. an continuously monitor the electrical

demand.. It can foTecast, when demand-is rising toward a

peak, and start switching tff ldadibefore a predetermined

level is exceeded., The loads may be turned offaccording

to assigned priorities., A "rolling" basis may be. used for

'turning off ,loads so that the same load does riot-always

get turned off first:

timers.

c

IMPROV,ING POWER FACTOR

The effects of low power factor have already been .

described, including possible extra charges by the'electric '

O
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power companies and a decrease- in the useful capacity of the

electrical distribution system. For these rea§ons a complete
_

program.for management of the electrical power usage must

include-correction of possible,low power factor.

The electric utility company,should be ,consulted to

determine the -value of the power factor and the amount of

extra charges, if any; that are being assessed because of low

power factor: After this information is received, a decision

can bemade about the advantages of improving the power factor.

Me''thods'or improving power factor have already been described:

,These include installation of capacitor banks,,use of switched,

capacitors, and use of synchronous motors in place of induc-

tion motors. 4'
It may not be feasible to replace existing induction'

motors;yet, when new motors are to be purchased, the power

factor shoUld be considered a major factor in selecting the

motors. A choice can also be made between capacitor banks

located'at the main electrical service or switched capacitors

associated with specific pieces of equipment. If low power

factor is associated with a few specific Pieces of equipment,

switched capacitors associated with those pieces of equipment

would be economical. If there are a number of different loads

producing low power factor, and these loads are reasonably

constant, then,installation of capacitor banks for the entire

electrical] service can be cost-effective.

2604
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EXERCISES

1. Define the term "power factor." Describe the consequences

of low power factor. Discuss,methods to improve'power

factor.,

2. Define-the terms "actual polypi'," "apparent power," and

,"reactive power." .

3 In aTfactory, three-phase electrical power is supplied

at a voltage of 220 volts. The current load is 1600

amperes. The phase of the current lags the voltage.

What is the apparent power? What is'the powfactor?

Wharis the actual power? What is the reactive power?

4 Describe operational procedures that can be used to

increase,the electriCal efficiency of eledtric.mptors.

S 'Describe equipment.improvedents that can be made by the .44

operator of an'electric motor to increase its efficiency,

'6. Describe maintenance and inspection procedures that 'can
4

/ . be used to increase the efficiency of.electric motors.

7. Describe methods for managing the electrical, power load

in a bdilding in order to'conserve energy.
1

LABORATORY PROCEDURES,

1.0 The.stUderet will prepare, an energy survey for electrical.

-power usage and electric motor usage'in a particular

building.' The studen't must have access_tosome buildi

-A building that uses large amounts of keCtrical power

such as a factory or largeJoffice building is priferred

Page 30/EC-06
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It is also desirable to Select a facility in which a

number of electric motors are in use. There may be

several electric motor's.--:firOffice buildings for

example,in,HVAC systems and in elevatorS. Perform

an energy survey for the use of electric motors and

management of electrical power. Use the form and

checklist in Data Tables 1 and 2. °Do,not be Concerned

if it is difficult to find all the information. Building

maintenance personnel may be helpful in locating some

of the items. .2'

Nex!, the student,will measure the power factor and

efficiency of a motor. In addition, the student will

contact .the power company-to determine building power

factor.

a, Measurement of power factor of a motor.

In order to measure the power factor, the equipment

needed is an a.c. voltmeter, an a,c. ammeter: and

a wattmeter. For a single-phase motor, one single-

phase wattmeter is needed. For a three-phase motor,

a poly-phase wattmeter or two single-phase watt-

meters will be needed.

The apparent power is.determinea from meas rements

of the voltage and ctrent. The voltmeter is

connected in parallel withthe motor and the ammeter

in series with it, as indicated in Figure 7, The

motor should be under load. Measure the voltage V

(in volts) and the current I (in amperes), The

apparent power is then glen by

Apparent power (volt-amperes) = I x

for a single-phase system.' Fora three - phase. system,

'measure the current'in each phase of'the system.

. 264 EC-06/Page 31
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I
AMMETER

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

VOLTMETER

Figure 7. Arrangement for Measurement
of Apparent Power.

This will give three values: I1i 12, and 13.

Determine the average current, I ave.

I ave = (II + 12 13)/3
. ,

ThenAhe apparent power is given by

Apparent power (volt-amperes) .= 1.73 I ave x V

Then, connect the wattmeter, as indicated in Figure

8. The top portion shows the connection for a

single - phase system. The bottom part of the figure

shows the connection for two single-phase wattmeters

in a three -phase system.` This bottom part also

represents the connection for the individual elements

in a'poly-phase wattmeter.

With the motor under the same load as for:the

measurement of apparent power,'measure the actual

power given by the wattmeter reading (in watts).

Then, determine the power factor from the following

.equation:

Page 32/EC-06
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SUPPLY

Co

a. Single Phase

*LOAD

LOA

b: Three Phase

Figure 8. Wattmeter Connection.

Power factor
apparent power
actual power

li

.

b. Measurement of efficiency of a motor.

The efficiency of the motor is the ratio of the

dutput power of the motor to the input electrical

power. Preferably, the output power is measured

with a dynamometer, a device for measuring the

pot7J\developed by a motor. In one form, the

dynamometer uses conducting disks that rotate in

a magnetic field. Essentially, it is an electric

generator that 'is driven'by the motor...

Connect the motor so that it drives the dynamometer',

:and use the dynamometer reading to determine the

outpUt power of the 'motor (in watts).

*
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If a dynamometer is not available, the output power
.- ,

may be,measured by usinathe motor to lift a weight

and measuring the rate at which the weight.is raised.

Set up a system of ropes and pulleys that will

the motor.to raise a known weight W. It may take

some experimentation to set up p lleys that will

raise the weight and use a stop tch to determine

the time t that it takes for the veight to be raised

a known distance D. For W (in poUnds), D (in feet),

and t (in seconds), the output power of the motor is

given by

Output. power (watts) = 1.656 x W D/t

Then, use the wattmeter (as described before) to

measure the'input electrical power (in watts).

This measurement should be made under the same

conditions of motor loading as the measurement

of outpUt power. Then the efficiency is given by

Efficiency = Output power/input.power

c. Building power factor.

Contact the electrical utility company fhat',supplies

electricity to the building for which the energy'

survey was made. Find out what the, building power

factor is and what extra charges, if any, are made

for low power factor. Then; using these findings

as a basis, make a recommendation about whether-,

the building power factOrshoulebe improved,
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE I. ENERGY SURVEY' ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND ELECTRIC POW USAGE.

BUilding Survey

Total Square Feet

Types of Usage (% or square feet)

Office

Warehouse

Manufacturing

Retail

Lobbies and Enclosed Mall

Other

Other

Electric POwer Input

Total Rated Power

'fatal Rated Current

Equipment List

Item

1
4

2

3

4

5

6

3

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

13

19

20.

Equipment
.Description

4

.

Number

il

Ik Kw

Amperes

Rated
Output
(HO or- Kw)

0

Rated
Input
(Kw)

Operating
Schedule

r

268
., .
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DATA TABLE 2. CHECKLIST ELECTRIC MOTORS AND
ELECTRIC POWER USAGE.

Yes No

Are(manual or,automatic controls installed
to ajAconnect loads when they are not required?

0 Are manual or automatic controls installed to
reduce peak loads?

Ci C3 Has
the power factor been determined for the

.building? 5):

4

F-3 C3
Has low power factor been corrected with
capacitors or other means?

0 C3. Have oversized motors been replaced?

C3
Have low voltage systems (120-V) been replaced
with higher voltage" systems wherever possible?

Have operations been scheduled in ordeE to0 0 reduce peak load?

C3 .C3
Have motors been located in order to allow
efficient heat removal?

C3 C3
Hate worn and inefficient motors been
replaced?

Is, there a regular program for maintenance

0 of electric motors and other electrical
equipment?_

110
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r
1.06wer factor is dethed as the ratio of the

power to the power. [t. is also equal to

the of the angle between

the a. c. voltive and

2. The power is measured in kiloWatts, the

power in KVAR, and the power,

in

3 If the angle disclissed in the text is 12°, what is

the power factor?

a. 0.978

b. 0,908

c. 0.866

d. 0.208

4. Methods for improvement of operation procedures for

eltctric motors include regular and

,control of

by rescheduling, and selection of

production processes.

Methods for improvement.of motor efficiency include

'changing motors, installation of higher
. .

systemS, replacement of

or motor's, and improvement of

removal.

Methods for electrical po er management in a building

incise , equipment, reducing.
nd improving

27
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INTRODUCTION

.t
This module introduces

eneA

rgy conservation techniques

relevant"to the design and construction of buildings.

It describes methods applicable to new buildings such as

choice of site, size of furAce, type of construction, and

type-of materials. It also describes.modification of

existing buildings by adding insulation,, weatherstripping,

caulking, and storm windows.

4 °

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic understanding of

algebra and physics and should have completed the course

Energy Production Systems and,Modules EC-01 through EC-06.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module the student should'be

able to:

1. Define the terms "X" and "R" as they are related to ther-

mal transmission.

2. Perform calculations related to thermal transmission

in buildings.

3. List design considerations to reduce energy loss

in new buildings.

4. List methods for energy conservation in existing buildings

by retrofit.,

5. List techniques which may be used to determine energy

loss from buildings.

273
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6. Describe the following methods- for energy conservation

k

existing buildings:

a. Methods for control of window loss.

b. Methods for control

and ceilings.

f heat. loss througii walls

c. Methods for control-of infiltration.

7. For various locations within the United States, determine

values for R values for insulation.

8: Conduct an energy survey for the construction of a

building.

9. Measure the R value for insulation.

1

o I

4

J

V
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SUBJECT MATTER
9

EriERGY CONSERVATION,IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

° This nodule introduces energy conservation techniques

relevant tothe design and construction of buildings. _yrevi-

ocus modules in this course have emphasized techniques and
t

practices by which energy maybe saved in heating, cooling,

and so Torth. This module is somewhat different int-that it

4
emphasizes materials, such as the 'effects of insulation,

.

caulking, weatherstripping, dnd the addition of storm windows.

For example, the R values which are used to characterize
,

insulation are' defined, and recommended values for R values

are presentee',"

The greatest flexibility and choice of methods' is avail-

able.:at the time that a new building is being constructed.

The full range af energycOnserving features is avairable,

including choice of site, building orientation, type'of con-.

struction,,choice Cf'materials, and size of the furnace.

, Some of .these'options are net available for existing

bundirigs. Still, the potential for energy:savingmodifica-.

tions is.very great. One may add 45sulation, storm windows,

weatherstiipping, sheltered" entryways, and awnings--- as well
.

as othef.energy-savin devicds.
,..

. _-Ldter'in theNdule,.the principles of heat exchange
,ktzr,

4: beeeit'a building and 'its surroundings will be described. .

. -
.

The°Allocific.methods:fotimproving energy loss will be dis-

cussed,both fornerilltaldings and for ekisfing buildings.

in'addili.on, Methods for diagnosing any energy loss in build: '.

ings:w411, bearesented. Theeesult is a full evaluation of 4

.' the opporilinities:forayrgy cOnserva.tion.in building ..
.

e

stiuctidn and use. .,
. t

,

/.
. .-

I

.?
11.

"

I
a.

44
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4 4

;
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HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN A BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS.

The interchange of heat between a building,and its

surroundings is :governeceby the thermal txansmission of the

building's materials: Thermal transmission coefficients,.

express the :rate of heat flow through a structural material.

Thermal transmission coefficient are usually represented

thesymbol U, and the' heat, transmission of a structural

element is described by the U value for the element. The:

units for U are not often explicitly stated'in discussions

of insulation. The unitswillusually,be BtU per square

)'foot per h ur per degree Fahrenheit. Unless otherwise .

stated, U values may be assumed to be in these units. In

winter, t) direction of heat flow is from the inside f

the building the' outside. High heat loss adds to

heating load: In the summer, heat fLaw'is frog'

° side to. the inside, adding to the cooling ad. Muc of the.
4 4

summer beat gain occursthrough h win.ws Thus, the.

disdussion of heat flow throng( other structural-elempntss

(wails and roof) 'wirl emphasize eat 1,aps in the winter.
.

The heat lossfrom a buildin s given by Equation 1:

UroofAroof UfloorAfloor'l- UWindolAwindow
,+ 0-.018W)GT

) Equation 1

where: ... .
,

.
-

A
1/4

esUf . Uf. = U values thewalls
vail' roof' loor' window

.. -

.
,roofo 'floor, and wi wi,. . ..

espectively.
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a

c

S

N.

o

Awall' A
roof'

A
floor'

- and A
window,

= Areas of,thewalls,.,

roof, floor, and Arin-
,

a)v,
dOws, respectively,., -

in ft2.,'
_ . a

W = Rate of infiltration of outside air into the build-
-....,,

,ing, in ft3/11. ; A

,

AT = Temperature rferencebetweentheinside and out-

side,

This equation then gives, the heat 1Ss from the building,

in units of Btu/hour.

The term involving heat loss ,through the froof isjmpor-

tant mainly fOr, construction thathas a 'crawl space.under the

building or for buildings that are built upon piers with an

open space. beneath. Fot etaidings with full basements, this

term ii,usually not important. therefore; the term involving
A

"'loss through the floor will npt be discussed' in this mo.d4le
_

: U values express the thermaltransmissiOn through in en-

tire. structural element, such as a wall . _They include all

the component,elements of the wall. Thus,'folla frame wall

consisting of wood siding, sheathing, insulation., possible

air spaces; studs, and wallboard, the U'value represents the

heatitransmission through the, structure consisting of all the

components.
ft

Table! 1 presents some 0 valuds re ntativevof typical

types oFconstruction for walls, ceiln (o'r roofs), and win

dows. (They'are specifically for Tiame construction and ma-
.

sonry construction,) These values must be.considered as

as

....._

,..
approximatk because they depend on the exact materials, thick

,... ,tresses, ;and so forth. However, they fepres'ent typical ranges

that may be encountered. Values are presented for varying
%c.

- of insulation in the walls and ceilint. From
, .

thicknesses.
,-- a.... ,.

. *6 % AY . . .os
..

. .. : xs $ ). . . o ,

1..1 .

A

.
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S.

4,

0

Table r, it is obvious that the addition of insulation has'a

significAnt effect in' lowering heat transmission. a ,

.

TABLE 1., THERMAL TRANSMriSION COEFFICIENTS --: Ur VALUES
(Btu/4/h/°F)..

WALLS .

Insulation Thickness Frame Walls 'Masonry Whlls
(Inches)

0

1

2

3

8

(Wallboard, Studs, Siding)

0.24
0.13
0.095
0.072a

(Cinder fildck, Brick Facing)

0.16 R

0,:f0q

0.064

CEILING/ROOF

Insulation Thickness
(Inches)

.

Frame Construction
(Plaster, Plyboard, Shingles)

P

Flat Masonry
(Concrete Stab, Built-Up
Roofing)

0 0.60 0.22
2 .0.12 0.092
4 0.071 0.059
6, .:10.050 0.04.3.

8 1).037 0.034

WINDOWS

Window Type,

Single GLass
Thermopane .

Stort Window
Triple Glass

U Value

.
0.65

0.36

a.

I.

4 \
Equationl may be used to estimate the total keat lots

from q particular building.: It may also be used to estimate.

the major sources of heat loss', with a view toward,re&Uting

these 1osses)

.# - eageVEC-07
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. Infi ltration is caused from air leakage through cracks,

around doors and windows and from flow through walls, flo6rs,

and so forth. No building is completely airtight. The exact

rate of infiltration depends on the type of construction and

the conditienof the building. And, because it also depends

strongly on the wind velocity at any given time; infiltration

1.s.difficult to characterii'e "exactly-. Often, in iltratien is

expressed in terms of air. Changes per unit time. Thus, if a

building has two air changes per hour, the infiltration rMe
.

will be enough to replace the air volumecompletely twice, each

hour.

ftfiltration represents a source of heat loss that may

tereducid by 14eatherstripping, caulking, and other methods.

A well-sealed building with good w atherstripping may have aniej

infiltration rate ofapproXimately ne-IM f air change per PON.

hour.

It is n6t desirable to reduce infiltration too much.

Adequate air exchange is needed to provide fresh ai r for the

building Vt-cup-a-rrtT:ItcaI laws or codes Often specify a min-

imum amountof ventilation for many buildings. A building

that is-closed up too tightly may net have adequate yentila-

tion. This causes a buildup of odors and air contaminants
.

and leads to problems with ext?ssive condensation of water
4

vapor.

4
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EXAMPLE A: CALCULATION OF HEAT LOSS.

Given: Atone story home with the following wall area:

20' x 60' x 8'. There are 20 windows, each

3' x 5'. The home has \two inches of insulation

in the walls, four inchs of insulation in the

ceiling and, has thermopane windows. Assume that

there..is enough infiltration so that the inside

air.is exchanged once per hour. The thermostat

is set at 65°F.

Find:' - The amount of heat loss from the home when the

outside air temperature is -5 °.F.

Solution: The wall area is (20 '+ 20 + 60 + 60) x 8\= 1,280

square feet (including the windolls). The windoW

area is 20 x.3 x 5 = 300 square feet which

leaves 980 square feet for the walls (excluding

the windows).. From Table 1, .the. U' value is 0.095

Btd/it2/h/°F. The temperature difference is 70°F.

Thus, the heat loss through the walls is:

. 0.095 x 980 x'70 = 6,517 Btu/h.

The ceiling/roof area is 20 x 60 = 1,200 square

feet. The U4.value, from Table 1, il'1.071. The

heat loss through the roof is:

0.071 x 1,200 x 0 5,964 Btufh.
4.

For the 300 square feet of window area, the U

value from Table 1. is 0.65, and the heat loss is:,

0.6.5 x 300 x 70.= 13,650 Btu/h".

-,
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. Example A. Continued.
owl ONIIII-11011L1

The volume of the house is 20' x 60 x 8 4 9,600

cubic feet. This is the volume of-air changed

.by infiltration each hour. Thus, the heat loss

due'to infiltration is:

0.018 x 9,60= '173 Btu/h. (rounded froM 172.80)

The total hc-at loss ts:

6,517 + 5,964 + 13,650 + 173 = 26,304 Btu/h.

Notice that the.largesi-contiibution to the heat

loss comes through .the windows...

ao*

The R'value is-another factor that is often encountered.

The( letterR is 'an abbreviaticin for re'sistahce. The.R'value

meas e of the resistance of materials to heat flow.

For a, rticular structure, .the'R value .is related to the U

value fey the following Equation:

'Au Lluatipn 2

Thus? the R value is represented by the units_of square

feet.per tours per degrees Fahrenheit per Btu% In practice,

though, the ,units of R are alMost neyer.specif±t. 0

From Eqbation 2, it can be seen that materials with_low

thermal transmission have-high R values. Thus, for insulation,

materials with high R values are lesinable. The manufacturers

Insulatiori specify the R value of the insulating material.,

For. example, a siAc-inch.thick.fibergliss blarritet might be

specified , n-18". The.R'values provide a con#evient economic-
-

.
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measure. If two type of insulation have the sam priceper

unit area, the one with the higher R value 10.11 be the better

buy.

A convenient additional feature of Rvalues is that they

re additive. Therefore; ifa.insulation.is added to astruc-

turg: the total R value wil be the .sum 'of the R values of .the.

origirial structure and the added insulation. The R value of

'a wall may be Obtaped by simply adding the R'values of each

component. One prcaution is necessary, however. An air

space in a structure piovides some resistance to heatconduc-

tion, and, therefore, has a.R value greater than zero. Thus,

if one adds insulation ipt an air space in a wall, one'must

first subtract the R value o the air space and then add the

R value of the new insulation. If one s'impl'y adds newbian-.

kets of insulation on top of existing insulation in an attic,

then the R.value of the new insulation may simply be added.to

the old value.

Table 2 presents.some R values for common insulating

materials and structural materials. Th?se are approximate

values, since they depend on the type of material used.

Moreover, .the value.for the air layer is dependent on exact

conditions. these values represent a rough est.mate $

4
of the thermal resistance for some common materials.

The values in Table 2 are expressed per inch of thickness.

Thus, the R value for eadA material listed in Table 2 must be

Multiplied by is thicknesl.kin inches) to give the correct

R value.

41

.
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TABLE 2. TABULATION OFR VALUES.

.

Material - -- R Value/1" Thickness

Jnsulatin Materials .

loas t
3.1

0.

Fiberglass batts or blankets
Mineral wool batts r blankets 3.1

Urethane board .
6.0

PolyStyrene board . 4.5

Ureaformaldehyde fo.am 4.8

Cellulose loose fill 3.6
,

Mineral wood loose fill 1--- 3.1 . .

Fiberglas.lodse fi11 2.2

Vermiculite loose fill 2.1 .

Structural Materials
.

.

Plywood : 1,.20

Plasterbtard 1.10 ''

Common brick 0.20

Facing brick .

0,11

Condrete brbck (three oval core)- 0.18

Plaster (sand aggregate) 0.20

Wood siding. 1.30
,

Vertical air pocket
.. 0.68

'Cement mortar _
0.20

. .

p
IXAMPLE B: CALCULATION OF R VALUE AND U VA1E.

Given: From Tal4e 2, the estimates' of the R values of

'the'f611);wing: C

A wall consisting of four inchets of facing brick,

Find:

L

0.5 inches of cement mortar, eight inches of

concrete 'blocki_ a one-inch air spa41ce, and one

inch of.plasterboard.

The sum.of the constituent R values and the Ulfalue.

(4.

a
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Example. B. 'Continued.'

Solution: First, sum the constituent R values taken from

Table#1:

Facing 4 x 0.11 = 0.44
Cement mortar \, 0.5 x 0.20 = 0.10

block 8 x 018 = 1.44 4

Air pace 1 x 0.48 =

Plasterboard 4 1 x 1.10 = 1.10

3.7-6°
,

The tdtal R value is,3.76; therefore, the U value

is:

1/3.76,= 0.266:
t..."

The first increment of insulation is the most effective

in reducing heat loss. Additional incrments:of,iniulation

progressively have less effect. At some point t.it is no

longer cost-effecti.Ape to continue adding more insulation;

therefore buying more insulation is unwarranted sin,ce it .does.

not produce a proportional reduction in heat loss.

fl Figure 1 dllustrates how heit loss decrease's with in-,

creasing R value. If one increases the insulation from R-5

to R710, the heat loss will decrease from 0.2 to 0.1:Btu/hi

-fi-2-/1/4).F.. If, t e R value is increased ,by five more (to R-15)

-the adde sulation will cost as much. But the'heat toss .

will decrease to 0.067,' a smaller change inl,,the at loss.

This example shows that, at a certain point, it ,is no.Uonger--

cost-effective to continue adding more insulation, But .the

ques'tion gust 4214 much insulation,.or,how high an .R

should cs)ne have?

Page 12/EC-07
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0.10

0

0.05
='

R VALUE

Figur' 1. HeLos4 Vs. R Value:

Recommendations for R values for different parts of the,

United States were' formulated in 1977 by the U. S. Department

of Energy. Table 3 presents the rorommended R values for

roofs (or ceilings),exterior walls,'and floors (for floors

exposed to heat loss) . The 'recommeneations are relevant to

the six zones of the country.that are shown in Figure 2.

, TABLE 3. RECOMMENDED R VALUES FOR ROOFS, WALLS, AND FLOORS.

Zone , Roof /Ceilings,, Exterior Wall Floor

1 .

2

3

4

5

6

.

.

38
33
30
'26

..- 26
19

. .

_

:

N.- 19
19 .

19
,1 19

15
11

.

'

a_

-

_._

22
22
19
13
11
11

I ../7

L.+
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One can find, the- proper zone from. the in, Figure 2, and

then use Table 3 to determine xdcommended R values for roofs,

wal]s, and floors for that zone. Adding insulation to.attainA,
the recommended'R values,should produce an efficiently insu.-

fated building.

a

Figure 2. ,Zones 1,6 in the United States for Which
Recommended R Values are Defined in Table 3.-!

.I

EXAMPLE C: ADDITION OF FIBERGLASS INSULATION.
A

Given: A home in Maine with a roof, that hai an R value of:#
'Findi The thickness of a layer of'fibevglass batts. that

should be added.

0 II
%.

l

1



Example C. Continued:
-00Na

Solution: 'Figure 2 shows tha't.Maine in.Zone 1. for the

-recommendations on insulation. Table 3 will
ar

show that the recommended R value'for the roof

din

. .

this zone is 38. Since the existing R value

is only seven, it should be increased by 31

Table 2 will show that the fiberglass batts

have an R value o 5.1 per inch. Thus, 10

inches of fiberglass batts should be adde4rto
4

increase the insulation of the-roof.-

9

EXAMPLE D: ADDITION OF POLYSTYRENE. INSULATION.

Giveri: A building in northern Florida with walls of bare

cinder block having a U value of 0,22.

Find: . How much thickness of,polystyrene board should

4 be added as insulation in order to,meet--reco

mended R values.

Solution: From Table 3, the recommended R value is 13 for

walls. The R value of the cinder block walls is

1/0:.22.0 4.55.. This should be increased-by 8.45

to bring the R value up to 13. From/Table 2,

polystyrene board has an R value of 4.5 per inch

of thickness. .Two inches of polyStyrene board

will increase the R value by 9, bringing it up

tD 13.55, above the'recommende4 value.

The main source of heat gain - and an increased heating

load'- in the.summer is solar radiation entering the building

through windows. .Heat gain by'conductIon is relatively less:
r
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Only rarely -,'.'if ever would it, be cost-ef ectivg to add

inulation%to the walls or cling just foethe purpose Of

'reducing heat gain in the summer. Bbt-insulation'added to
. -

reduce,_ heat loss in iheiy-intoewill be-someqhat beneficial ,,,,,,_/

in reducing heatlainiin'ihe summer. ,

_
, 6

.Sola radiation- accounts for most.of the heat gain in
.

areas having high levels'of 'solar radiation. The-geographical

distribation of totalciaily solar energy inthelinited States
. J

in the summer has already been digcus,sed,in Module EP -03,

.`="Generation of Steam, Hot Water; aid Hot Air, Using Solar
0

COlIectors." -,The student may refer.Jt6 Figure 5 'of that modul

- ,- for a The total, solar radiation is greatest in the .

.,
southwe ern United Stat'es, and it is less along the north-

:' . .

eastern coast.

',For a particular geograph'cal location,,the heat lain
-

,..' depends on the direction th .the wind
%.isfacing.

The

heat gain is greatest when windows fac ,east and west, next to

.the greatest when windows face south, and"leas when windows ''

face north. 1(he l. in fOr sOuth-:facing=w-ina.ows As not the best

°in- summer because th- s is hi4h above theT.horizOn at noon,
,e

and a south-facing windo is luminAted at an oblique angle.

An east- or wet-*facing windoy'Will:Teceive the sunlight

straight-on in the morning or_afternoon, arid, thus':will pro-

vide more heat gain. The situation is different in winter .

-when the,suf is lower. Then, a south'-fading windolJ will .re-3.

'ceive the sun's, rays nearly straight-on near nodriand will.

provide the greatastt,heat gain. .

An idea.(;!'thellagnitude (4 potential he t gain gave* .

in Table4, which gives.the amount,of' olar adiatio for . .- k ,

Several values of latitude that stikes one quare foot of :

window area 21- For compatisln a ci near each. '.1

value of latit'ud'e is listed: The values pre-se ted arc' rho .-. .

. .
. ,.

./.
. \ .-.

?
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number of Btus that wi/1 reach each sqUare foot of window

area on a clean day,.with no shading.' ,Thus, a west-17ting

window, in Philalphia, Pennsylvania, with an area Of 3' x 5'

will receive IS X 1,226 = 1,839 Btu of solar energy on June 21.

This, of course, ygytetents a very large potential heat gain.

,p5t all of this amount will, actually be, converted into

.heat inside the building. The exact amount depends ontle

type of)wisidow, the absorption of the window_ats, possible

shading; possible cloudiness, and the%tetperature difference

breen the inside and outside. Thus, the exact solar heat

gain through a specific window depends on many factors, and

calculation of the--olar heat gain becomes complicated. Still;

the,numbers, in Table 4-indicate thatpotentially; solar heat

ga,in'Ilrough 'windows can be a vori large source of added heat

I load in the summer.
0

TABLE efs. POTENTIAL SOLAR RADIATION ON JUNE 21.
(Btu /ft2 /d)

.

=

, .

. .

City Near That

.

Direction Window Faces

Latitude Latitude North . East, South West
4

- 01

32N Savannah, GA 532 1169 ',450 1169

40°N Philadelphia, PA 506 1226 630- 1227
.

-A8°N Minot, ND
,

514
v

1284 872
0

1284

The.discussion will now describe an energy survey for

.

buildings; then it will move to a discussidln of ,nergy con-

servationservation practiCes relevant to building design and use,,'

both for new buildings and existing b1).dings.

29
O
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ENERGY SURVEY FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

An audit of the building materials and construction can

be an, important first step forenergy conservation in building

use. A suggested energy survey for building structures and

materials is. given below. This survey can highlight some.

the possible4.ways to save energy in a specific building.

Later, the student will prepare an energy survey for building

structure and materials in a specific building.

TABLE S. ENERGY SURVEY BUILDING STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS.

Ceiling/Roof

Arear of ceiling or roof:
Structural materials:.

Insulation: Type
Thickness

Exterior Walls

Area of walls':
Structural Materials:,

Insulation: Type
Thickness

'Floor

Area of floor:
Structural.materials:

'Insulation: Type
Thickness

'Exposure of floor
(full basement, crawl space
pier construction, setc.):

Page 18/EC-07
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square feet

square feet
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Table 5. Continued.

Windows

Number of windows:
Exposure (How many face
north, east, south, west):

Area of windows:
Type of windows (single

glazing, thermopane, etc.):
Weatherstripping and caulking
.preseni?:

-Condition of weatherstripping
sand' caulking ?:.

Heating and Cooling Plant

Size of furnace:
Fuel used:
Size of air conditioning-
system:.

Special Features

Vestibules% enclosed,entryways,
shade trees, awnings, solar
collectors, etc.:

square feet

Btu/hour

Btu /.hour
(or tons)

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR
REDUCTION OF ENERGY LOSS FOR NEW BUILDINGS

The potential for energy savings is greatest when a new

building is being constructed. 'In an existing 'building, many

factors,:such as siting,-materials of construction, and so

forth, have already been chosen, and they are not subject to

change. But during the design of a new building, all the

choices are available. New buildings can be designed/ for

energy conservation with little or no increase in the cost

of construction.

Some of the design considerations that may be incorpor-

ated into new construction are discussed on the following

pages.

°

291
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CHOICE OF SITE AND ORIENTATION OF BUILDING

The choice of the site and'orientation ofa building can

be effective in reducing energy loss. In some cAses, theme

location cad bp chosen to be sheltered from wind in the winte)

The wind- sheltering can be provided by contours in ;'he land. or

by tree?.

The building can also be oriented to receive the maximum

of solar energy that is available in that location in winter.
4

Large walls with many windows should face toward the south,

so as to take advantage of this source of energy.

CHOICE OF ;IATERIAS
Alp

Table 2 shows that thermal transmission of different

structural materials varies. The building designer should

choose materials that minimize heat loss from the building.

-The choice mustbe consistent with other requirements, such

as the relative cost of the different materials,.

ADEQUATE INSULATION

The, building design should include adequate insulation'to

provide the R values recommended the Department of Energy.

These values were defined in Table 3 for ceilings, walls, and

floors la.severa1 areas 6f the,United States..

INCOPOF A VAPOR BARRIER . .
hen a building becomes tightly.sealedto reduce infiltTa-

,
t of air, a problem may,arise

,
with condensation of moisture.

-1
i, .

. Water ,:, or.Will condense on cold surfaces,, -Condensation in
.

a wall- sealed and:insulated building can cause moisture dainage
. ,-
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to building components, such as studs, wallboard, joists, and

so forth. can also wet the insulation and reduce its ef-

fectiveness for,..thermal reisistance.

Installation of Vapor barriers can prevent this problem.

Vapor barriers should be inclsucted on the warm side of the

insulation. Vapor barriers are often plastic sheets that
.

are stapled to the inside of the,wall studs next to the

insulation. Vapor barriers are mostlimportant in cold cli

ikates and in conditions where there is a'large amount of
,

'moisture release in the building.

VENTILATION

1 A

Adequate ventilation must be included in the. building

design. Lack of ventilation- can leadto moitture condensa-

tion, with the same problems as discussed above. Inadequate

ventilation will also result in a buildup of odors and air

contaminants. The amount of ventilation required for commer-

1
a cial and industrial buildings is often prescribed by local

Jaws and codes. For homes, a Tough value of one square foot

\
recommended.

EARTH-SHELTERED DESIGN

ofwebt area for each../150-300 square feet of attic area -is

A type of building .design -that is gradually being intro-

duced in the northern United States is.the earth- sheltered

design. This,type of construction. generally involves-banking

earth around the northern, eastern,*and western edges of the

building and perhaps over the top. The southern exposure

is left open wAthseveral.wkndows that collect energy. An .

alternate methOd is toembed.the building in theside of a

.south-facing hill or ciliff.

293
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Earth-sheltered design is a radical departure from con-
,

vention delign. --It does offer great savings in heating and
,

cooling e ergy. F91- exampT, one 2,800- square foot earth-
.

shel .ed home in/Minnesota is estimated to have an annual

heat ing cost of $47, far below the cost for conventionally

designed homes in that area.

The design of such buildings can be acceptable to the

building's occupants and can avoid a feeling of being buried

underdi4ound.) Eartb-;heltered design is applicable for many .

building typegiincluding homes, industrial plants, office

buildings, and so forth. This design is perhaps best adapted

to one- anfi two.story htlildings, and is probably limited in

its applicability for high-rise buildingL

CHOICf OF .WINDOWS

In many cases, windows are considered a desirable part

of architectural design. Most buildings are designed to in-

clude windows, although some are not. Windows contribute to

-heat ex.cange'between the, building and the outside. Glass is

"a'poor insulator; therefore heat penetrates through windows

more easily than it-does through the Surrounding wall. Some-

times it is recommended that the area of a building devoted

to windows be reduced in size. In fact, some sources recommend

that a building have no more than 10% of its wall area to in-

clude Windows.

Windows can be desirable for admitting daylight and for

boosting occupant morale. ,At thi same time, south-facing

windows-receive sunlight during the winter and reduce the

heating load. In summary, window design can provide reduced

heat foss, allow' entrance of sunlight, and offer many other

desirable features.

Rage 22/EC-07 -
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,Windows that reduce heat loss in the winter should be

used .in new buildings. The U values for various types of

window construction a? given in Table I. A single thick-

ness of glass generally is undesirable because of the, high

degree of heat loss incurred. Adding a second sealed layer

of glassglass (or a storm window) traps a layer of air and gre atly

reduces heat transmission. The design of new buildings should

include at least two layers of Vass with an air space.betiveen.

Triple glazing is recommended for colder climates where there

are more than 6000 heating degree-days. This desieli involves'
three layers of glass with sealed air spaces between them.

The building design should provide for as many winaws as

possible to receive. sunlight in the winter. (t,

-The so-called "greenhouse Wect" is worth mentioning.

Short wavelength radiation is rpadily transmitted. through

glasS. Thus, the visible and near infrared portion of the

solar spectrum, which contains most of the solar energy, *ill

penetrate the window and enter the buildingl, Glass does not

transmit the longer wavelength infrared radiation that is

characteristic of the thermal radiation from objects'neaT.

'room temperature. Because of the greenhouse effect, sunlight

'is very effective in warming spaces enclosed by glass.

However, excessive heat gain from sunlight- in the summer

may be a probleni under some ,conditions. There are a numbe=r Of

types 'of tinted, heat-absorbing glas', or coated reflective-

type glass thalican reduce heat gain in the summer. Use of
(...

such glasses can reduce the cooling load as much as 30%,. The

choice of such-heat-rejecting glass shpuld,be considered for

use in windows.unoir conditi9ns where reduction of summer heat

- gain is desired. ,

r
P
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PROPER SIZING OF HEATING SYSTEM'

In the,-past, it was common practite to install _larger

heating systems than was necessary. Then,- energy was rela-
.

tively inexpensive. Oversized heating systems are 'now consid-

er,ed inefficient because they waste energy. They cycle on and

off, and spend a large fraction of the time reheating. the

plenum. A smaller furnace that operates for longer periods

at a time can provide a larger fraction of its heat as useful

input to the building.' An earlier module, Module EC-02,

described these considerations.

A properly sizedjleating systet should operate continu-

ously on a day that is deemed the coldest in the climate where

the building is located. The heating system should be just

large enough to maintain a constant indoor temperature (while

operating continuously) during the coldest weather that occurs

at that location.

'From weather records, the buildfng.designer should de-
,

termine the coldest weather to be expected and estimate the

building heat loss during fiat time. The furnace chosen

should be one that will just balance, that particular heat loss.

A variation of the abovIktechnique involves the use of

a modular heating system. This method incorporates the use

of several furnaces of different Sizes._ The total capacity

of all the furnaces is adequate for the coldest weather.

During warmer periods (such as autumn and spring)someof the

'modules (furnaces) will not, be used,--The goal is to have the

heating system, whatever fraction is being used, operate at

a high duty cycle at all times,

A single large furnace might operate almost continuously

in winter, but it would frequently cycle on and off in warmer

weather. USeof a modular system avoids this situation since

Page 24/EC-07
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some of the heating modules would shut off when the weather

.warmed,Up: /The remaining operating modules tould then'operate

more efficiently.

RECOVERY OF WASTE HEAT.

Heat that is usually wasted can be recovered in part and

used ta,substktute for part of the heating load. One example

is the heat contained iri the flue gaSes that escape up the

smokestack. Although flue gases cannot be allowed to enter

the building because they cont4in combustion product and,

possibly, carbon Monoxide, thy can be passed through heat .

exchangers'ancYpart Of their heat energy

Other places, where waste heat can be- recovered inclUde

the'7hotgases from refrigerating system exhausts, hot water

drains; engine exhausts, and lighting fixtures.

Design of an energy efficient building should include

the recover, ofd waste heat energy fromfas many'sources as

4ossible.,

FLUE DAMPERS

, The furnace flue must be open when the furnace is on in

order to arlow combustion prpducts to escape. But when'the."k-

furnlce Is heated air m#y escape up',the flue. This,rep-
..

-re4sents a foss of'the,energy that was previousiy used to heat

the air. .

This type loss can 1)'-avoided by the installation of a

fluff damper, which is left open when the furnace is on and

closed when the furnace is off. Commercial flue'dampers

that are motorized and automated are available.

The potential danger of using flue dampers (as stated

previously) could occur if'they were to remain closed during
\I

OW
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the time that th4 furnace is 'on. In this case, combustion
. . .

_,

products, including carbon
.

monoxikle-;- could enter'thr,bui.lding.
.

- /
Thus, flue 'dampers mu he designed to bel,fatil-...safe.AeiBecause

of the potential da ger, construction and ,instdlifition of

4.

,a flue damper i8 not recommended for an amate* inttaller.

Rather, proven equipment should be installed by trained per

sonnel.

AUTOMATED CONTROL OF HEATING AND COOLING

Centralized automated control of heating and cooling

functions has been described in Module EC -02. Such automated

functions Yrider'the control of a computer, can pro ide

derable sayings in energy. The, installation of aut mated

computerized controls in large buildings is strongly 'recomT

mended.

In smaller buildings or in'private homes the cost of a

computerized systemsmay not be justified.' In this -ca4,,, use

of fuel saver thermoitats can-provide soMe.degree of automated

control. 'The thermostats can be programmedto turn down the

heat automatically when the building is empty ox when oCcu-
.

. pants are sleeping-. Sompmodelsof fuel saving thermOst ts)

can be programmed for multiple setback /startup cycles .wring

the day, and at the same time can be programmed_for differ.ent

cycles On differerit-days of the week. The 1..1e .of filze'l saving

thermostats with multiple sitpoints can lead to savings'of,

15-25 tef heating energy; depending on the climat
-V

.

COLOR OF ROOF

\.
6

A dark roof absorbs heat ergy, -whereat a light roof

, 1011 reflect it. Thus, a light roof is desirablen situations

Whefe the cooling load in summer is greater than thelleating-

se-

4
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load' in winter. 1 in, cases where the winter heating load. is .

greater, and where there is considerablesunshine.in the

winter, i dark roof will absorb,solar energy and will help;

.1-educe heating requirements.

THERMAL STORAGE
,

°TherMai,storage systems are becoming mo,re popular. These,

'systems involv.ellarge, well-insbiated storage' volumes. The

I `material in the volume :sometimes rocks or bricks heats,

then stores, the-thermal energy. .The energy is then .extracted
0--

.

and used to heatthe building at a later date. Thermal
.

storage;-,2,
...,

ksystems can alsb be used.for cooling. The energy is trans-,
. , ,

ferred between the storage. volume and the blinding by.a fluid,
. . * '

-. .

usually either water or
,
air. A thermal storage system can;

,2,

.v aid in the following applications: .

.

Leyelitngaf_load in_electric space.heating
or cooling. ,

Conservation 'of waste heat

Resizinof heating equipment

AvoWance 67f peak load in hot water heating

Utilizatiiin--0-f

In. some cases, very large thermalstuag ::can

operate bver, a Six-month cycle; storing heat in the summer,

'thereby cooling the building, and releasing-it in the winter
. .

fox' heating. The enery'conservation opportunities offered

by thermal storage should be-corisideredlduxing the design of-

a new building.

>

ti
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.UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY

Solar energy and its pbtentia'l for reducing pnergy con-
.

sumption should he evaluated for any new building. Solar

energy can be used for the following:

Hof water heating,

Space heating

Cooling with absorption cooling systems

Phdtovoltaic electric generation

The technology and applications, for generati.Qn of -steam,

hot water, and' hot air, using solar' collectors havebeem

dOcribed in'detail in Module ,EP-03. -The photofpltaic genera-

tiontion of electricity: with solar energy was resented in Module

EP-07.

HEAT' PUMPS

Essentially; heat pumps are air cionditioners that work

in reverse. They are electrically operated, and they extract

heat from the outside air and-deliver it inside. Heat pumps

can operate with an, efficiency greater than 11)0'3. III other

wotd*,,'a heat pump can deliver more than' one Btu of heat

egy for each Btu of 'electrical energy used. This is true

because the heat pump does not generate the energy itself,

but extracts it from the air: This fact makes heat pumps
2

highly desirable.

Heat pumps Iperhte at highest' efficiency when the oul\-

side air temperature is not too low perhaps above 20'1F.

At,very low temperatures perhaps` below -10°F they become

ineffective. These factorstend tO'restrict the widespread
.

. .

vy climates, p-
. ,

use of heatpumps in the northern United States. However; e

they'can be used effectiel in milder climates or as sup

plemental heating sources in cold climates.

1 ,

. .

. ,

. 1
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REDUCTION OF ENERGY LOSS RETROFIT IN EXISTING BUILDINGS

. .
There are fewer eneTgsaving possibilities in an 'existing W

buildfng than.in one that isb-e-ilm'Onstructed. Several im-

portant pptions ar.e not available, such as choice of-site and

choice of construction materials. Other energy-saving measures

involve replacement of existing components which may be more

difficult to justify economically. 'Nevertheless, there are

effective energy'saving measures that can be ac*ted to retro-

fit an existing building, some of which are described in the

following paragraphs.

CAULKING AND WEATHERSTRiPPING

Heat loss occurs by, infiltration of cold air through

cracks 2nd other spaces, especially around doors and windows.

Sealing these openings by caulking and weatherstripping is an

important method for reducing heat loss by infiltration. If

the building does not have cau140.ng Or weatherstripping , they

should be applied and installed. If.thd caulking is old, it

should be reapplied. If' the weatherstripping is cracked or

otherwise daMaged, it should be replaced. Specific techniques

fo applying caulking and installing stripping are'described

in the section entitled "Infiltration."

ADDING STORM DOORS

St6rm doors help reduce heat loss due to infiltration.

The addition'of storm dooi1s to buildings that do not have them

is highly desirable in colaxlimates:

8
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ADDING A VESTIBULE

A Nestibule can reduce the "influX-"Of cold Air when the

door is opened.' Ayestibule is more costly to add than storm

doors, but it,cen'be an effective method foi- reducing heat

loss in cold, windy' climates.

I

ADDING A WINDBREAK'

`0 Adding a windbreak outside tlfe building can also reduce

the ammint of cold air that enters a building when the door

is open. Windbreaks are particuleffective when there J.

are pre ailing winds which tend to blow in a certain direction

.during the winter, such as in parts of the northern United

States. If the prevailing winds.blow toward the door., a large

amount of c1ld air can enter when the door is opened.

Windbreaks can reduce this rush of cold Air. Windbreaks,

can be produced by trees, by bushes, or by fentes2p Evergreen

trees or bushis are more. effective than pliiirs--ihat lose-their

`,leaves in winter.

ADANG STORM WINDOWS OR4-ADDITIONAL-GLAZING

Adding storm windows to buildings that do not have them

--is An effective-means of reddoing heat loss. Even if storm

windows are present, adding an additional sheet of glass,

separted froT the existing glass by a'sealed air spade, ma

be desirable in cold climates. Morespecific recommen ibns-

'about reducing 'heat loss through windows are disc s-sed later

in the module.
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ADDING INSULATION

4

iiAdding insulation to bring the R values up to the recom-

mendations of the Department of.Energy is desirable. If the
. -

building has no insulation, it should' be added to the ceiling

and walls. If insulatidn is present, but withlowA R values

recommended,additidnal insulation should be added when

it is feasible. Specific methods for adding insulation are

described later in the module.

ADDING AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

Automatic computerized central controls for large build-,
irigs and fuel-saving thermostats for smaller buildings were

discussed in previous sections. These may also be added to

existing buildings. The cost effectiveness might be reduced

because they would replace exisring installed' components;

but, in most cases, 'they would still be economically juStified:

ADDING AWNINGS,AND OTHER SHADING DEVICES

`,

Awnings and other shading d vices reduce solar heat,gain .4

its added heat load.. Awnings are effective-because they
o

block the sunlight from entering the window when the sun is

high in the sky in the summer. When the sun is low in the

sky in-the-winter, sunligh-tentexs the'Lwindow below the awning.

Other shading devices include drapes, shades, and venetian

blinds thatare hung inside the window. Shade trees are also

desirable,-but they require several year to grow tall enough

to be effective.

ADDING FLUE DAMPERS

'Flue-dampers, which were described ea ier, may be added

to existing buildings.. Their cost effectiveness are as high

303
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in an existing building as in a new one because.they do not

replace existing. components.

RESIZING, THE HEATING ,SYSTEM

As. discussed previously, an oversized heating system isA
a source of_energy loss. Many buildings have heating systems,

that are larger than is necessary because they were incorrect-
ly si-zed. Even if the heatingsystem is:the correct size for

,

the building, the implementation of energy-saving'measureis
..

such as storm windows, additional insulation, and so forth,

may make the heating system oversized. ,The capacity of a

furnace may-be changed somewhat without having to replace the

entire'tUrnace. For instance, the orifices through which the

fuel 'niters the burner' ean be reduced in size.' This has the

effect of reducing the furnace capacity. Such resizing of

the furaacesbould be left to trained personnel, however..
,:-

A procedur l't5r determining whether a, heating' system is

aproperly sized s described in Module'EC-02.

MAINTAINING- HEATING SYSTEMS

IAnnual checkup and maintenance of the heating' system

should be performed by qualified personnel. This can reduce'
heating expenses. The maintenance andtesting should include

the followilg:
16.

Adjusting and cleaning burner

Adjusting fuel-to-air mixture (see Module EC-02)

Cleaning heating elements and surfaces "

Adjusting dampers

Changing oil burner nozzles

Measuring
4
stack temperature'(see Module EC-02)

M'easurimg stack gas composition (see Module EC-02) r
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DING SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT 4'

Solar panels may be added to existing buildings for hoot

water heating, space heting, or space cooling. See Module

EP-03Jor a discussion bf solar energy technology.'
\\,

SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES TOR ENERGY CONSERVATION

IN EXISTING BUILDINGS

This section discribes in more detail specific technique's

for the conservation of energy by.retrofiting existing build:

ings. The discussion emphasiies control of heat loss from

existing-buildings and des.cribes methods for control of the

following:

Window loss

Heat loss throughwalls and Ceilings

- Infiltration

These methods `'are emphasized because they Zan generally

be carried out by per'sonnel not having specialized training-.

Some of the methods discussed earlier (such as insIsiliztion

of flue dampers) should be performed only by personnel trained

for working with this particular type of equipment

4

WINDOW LOSS

Table 1 clearly'shows that heat loss thrOugh 'windows can

be reduced by the installation of additional glazing, separated'

' from the existing gds, by a sealed air space. Single glazing

is acceptable for winter use in only a few warm sections of. the

United States. Addition of storm windings is recommended if the

windows are single glazed. In cold climates, triple glazing

may be de'sirable.'
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There are several ways that additionalglazing can be

added':

Combination storm windows

Single-pane storm windows

Plastic Sheets

Draperies, blirids, and shades

Combination Storm Windows

combination storm windows normally are installed by a

contractor, and they are the most expensive of the alterna-

tives listed above. Combination storm windows are available

in designs which may be installed over conventional double-

hung or sliding windows. They are pernnantly installed,

and they can be opened for ventilation,. They may be used to

increase ig,ingle glazing to either double or triple glazing.

Single-Pane Storm Windows

'Si.iigle:pane storm windows are less expensiVe, 'but .they

have the.disadvantage of being difficult.to open. The panes

may be glass or rigid plastic, with'plastic being less expen-

sive. They can be pukchased in frames built to the user's
7 specifications and dimengions. The storm windows may be

Rounted bythe user'on the inside of the existing windows and

- held in place with screws --o-r, cliPs.

.

Plastic Sheets' 1
A

.

.
,

Plastic Sheets are the least expensive of the alterna-

tives, and the easiest' to install. Polyeylene sheets,(about
,

.°--, 0.0006" thick) are available.in sheets or rolls. The sheet

may be attached to the inside of the window and m y cover the

. i

entire casing. It is attached with masking tape The plastic

y
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sheets are effective in trapping a layer of insulating air

on the inside of the window. The main disadvantage of plastic

sheets is their appearance, which is not as pleasing as that

of glass or rigid plastic.

Draperies, Blinds, and Shades

Heat loss in winter can be reduced by draperies, blinds,

or shades that covet the window when the sun is not shining.

These work best if they trap a layer of air. They should be

closed at the top, and fit closely to the frame of the window.

Similarly,-drapes, blinds,- orshades-will reducelleat-gain---

through the windows,in the summer when the sun is shining on

the windows.

HEAT LOSS THROUGH WALLS AND CEILINGS
r

Control of heat foss through walls and ceilings is accom-

plished hy insulation.' Insulation should be added to bring

'the R value for the wall or ceiling up-to the value recommended
.

for the section of the country in which one lives. (See

Figure- 2 and Table 3,) the R"value of the existing .

structure must be determined. (The reference section of this

module lists books that contain detailed tabulations for many

different' types. of construction.) .Then, add insulation to

bring the R value'up to the recommended level. The R

per inch of thickness for common types Of insulation are
-

presented in Table 2. Common forms of insulation are listed

in Table 5, along with typical uses for each type.

InsulatiSI with Batts or Blankets
I

Batts or blankets may be laid on the floor of an unfin-.

ished attic, or laid on top of existing insulation. They may

I
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TABLE 6. TYPES OF INSULATION.
00'

Type Materials Where Used

*lome

Batts or Blankets

Rigid Board

Loose Fill

Foam

Fiberglass, rock wool

Polystyrene, urethane,
fiberglass

Fiberglass, rock wool,
cellulose, vermiculite

Urea formaldehyde

Unfinished attic floor or rafters;
underside of floors

Basement walls

Attic floors, (finished or unfinished),
finished walls

Finished walls

41

be stapled into place onthe rafters cif an attic or e under-

side of a floor. Battg and blankets are easy to instate -1, and

they may be installed by personnel with relatively

training.
A

Some batts and blankets have a. vapor barrier On one side.

Batts or blankets should b.e installe4 with the vapor barrier

on the inside, tqward the heat. If batts or blankets are

added on top of existing insulation, the new insulation should

not have a vapor barrier. If. there is no vapor barrier on

the batts.or blankets, and one is neededyplastic sheets can

be laid under .the insulation in'the'attic, or can be stapled
r.

to the inside of wall studs witil the insulation between the

studs. The amount of thicknes's that Will 'increase the R value

to the desiTied, value should' be

.

114

-Insulating with Rigid,Board

Rigid board 114)c be used for, applications such as insulat-

.ing baseMent walls. For relatively small thicknesses, extruded

polySiy.rene and urethane have a high insulating value.. 'They

for their own vapor barriers,,and do not need- additional vapor

barriers. These types of rigid board are available in widths

N
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of two to ,four feet and in thicknesses up to'four inches. It

is important to note that ,polysty'rAD'e. and urethane rigid board

should only be installed by a dontractof. And, they must be

covered with one-half inch thick.gypsum wal,lboard as a pre-

caution.Against fires.. These factors somewhfl restrict the,

use4of the rigid board types of ifisulation.

Insulating' with LoOse Fill

. Loose fill can be used foi insu1atiit attic floors or

for finished walls. Cellulose-based loose'filI must be

treated with fire retardants, For a n unfinished attic, loose

fill may be poured in between the joists. It is poured'to a

depth sufficient to give the desj.red R value. This type,of

installatip is relatively easy ar may be performed by per-

tmnel with little training..,

For finished attics or finished wall,with'no ins ulation,

loose fil.l.may be blOwn in. This is a more difficult jpb and

normally is done .hy.a contractor. Holes must -first be cut in

ails., then thednsulation is blown,in by pressurized_ air

through a flexible hose.. When he ,

spaces are filled; the, holes-°

re,reseleTand refinished. ,

nsulating'With Foam
.

Foam insulation is pumped through` flexible hoses. into

ilales_in_finished walls to fill up the empty space inside.

foam insulation has a higher R value, .per unit thickness than

loose fill ha4fs. it is also more expensive than lobse fill.
. 2

The installation of foam insulatiork is difficult and'should

be doneby a;contractor., Even then, sometimes.the.vquality of

the rnstallatibn ds inconsistent 7 which makes ivAlportant

to select a qualified contractor who will guarantee the result.

al
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Adding More Insulation"'

a -;5. I

,g

Walas thathave never beet insulated can be treated with

loose fill or foam what about walls that are already

filled with insulation-but'need more? In this case, loose

fill or foam cannot-be blown -or puipe into,te wall., This

type of project requires'Ae addition-of a separate layer to

the insideof the wall. Adding insulation involves, installing

2" x 4" studs along ehein,side :Of the walls and adding insula-

tion between the studs.'AFI8e-rglas bats or. blankets may,

stapled to the studs, for example. 'Then, wallboard or pane
9

ing is'added to finish the wall. 'This'approach is rel.ative y

expensive and requites the skills of a carpenter.

INFILTRATION .
Infiltration.ofooldair,into the building may be reduced,

by the following methods:

.Caulking

Weathersipping

'Installing°stbrm doors

Caulking

Caulking is important And should be applied to windows and

and doors. Previously applied caulking Should ,he inspected

period' Bally to make: sure tha.cr*acks are completely

If, the caulking is old, cracked, or =pieces are' missing in

places, then new caulking should bc applied.,

Caulking comes in'variouS forms. Oil-based caulking i5
the least expensive lindis also,the least durable. Latex-

bked caulking is more expensive but'more durable. Other types.

Of caulking are available -7 foi.eXamplelastomericcoMpounds-

such as silicones. These are the most expensive and. the most
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0

durable. .aUlking in the )

fOrm of oakum or cotton, caulk is

used,to fill wide cracks.

Catilking should be used wherever two different Materials

/meet. Examples are: around frames of windows or doors, -ate

corners in the building, it the,junction between the founda-,

tion and the main. part'of the building, and at,any breaks in

-.the Outside surface.

Caulking comes-in,tubes, and is applied with a caulking

gun. Both are readily available and may be applied by persons

)-with little training.,c However, some practice may be needed in

order to dwaw a 'good bead of caulk that adewately fills the
4 %-

picrack. Caulking should only be-applied when the outdoor tem-

peratdre is4above some minimum temperature (often 40°F), but

this depen4s:upon-the material.

E%

Wea
k t

ipping 0

-W ath stripping is used to seal the edges of windoys

and doofs. It should .be unbroken dndlorm a complete seal.

Weatherstripping should be replaced if it is damaged or missing

in places, or it should beaddedif there is no weather-strip-

p n
4 , , .

resent.

Weatherstripping comets in a variety of forms, such as

metal-backed felt, rolled vinyl with metal backing, unbacked

rolled' vinyl, 'spring metal, and Loos rubberwith arlhesiye

backing-___44e_Achoice aPpends_pn the4articular_coristruction

of the door or window that is to .be sealed. Weatherstripping

may be installed by persons with-a Minimum of'carpentry'rSkills

as long as instrucfions that appear-7;3n the packaging are fol-

lowed.

- 1

*5
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Installing Storm Doors
t A .,

--t,i;7 doors are designed to be installed
-

outside the
-

regular outside door. There are many type available, and
t ,

they can be designed to fit a specific door. In order to

assure proper-fit, the installer should posess adeql4ate
Na-.

carpentry skills. Storm doors are often installed by a

. contractor who supplies doors 4ith the proper dimensions.

ADVANCED TE'CHN'IQUES TO MEASURE EN
RV.

LOSS FROM BUILDINGS

The determination of energy aos from buildings is a

mature technology which tends to use long-established, un- '

sophisticated flethods, The usual approach is to determine

the R value of the Materials used 7n the buildipg construc-

tion, and then tg use the equation- presented in this module
\

as Equation 1. This method often underestimates heat losses

because there May ge localized areas of high loss that ar,e

not accounted for in Theestimate of the R value.

The determination of infiltration loss is not exact. It

is often qualitAive, depending on visual examination of caulk-

weatyerstriRpingand soforth. Methods of determNing

infiltration loss quantitatively'have not yet been'accepted.

:In repsonse to the needs for more sophisticated diagnos-
. .-

tic techniques, some advance methods for determi ing energy

s are being developed, j.ncluding the tollowi g:

A

:Infrared scanning

Blower dodTs

INFRARED SCANNING DEVLCES

Infrared scanning systems (alto called thermal imaging

systems), re/y,on the fact that warm materials emit infrared
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4
radiation. The warmer the material' is, the 'more infrared

.

radi tionis emitted. An infrared,scanning system uses-

infra d detectors' to produce a picture (image) of the en-%4

fraredoadiation produced by the building. The picture wil'

be bright in plaCes where the building is warm. These bright'
.

spots will'identify_places where heat is escaping. This

technique offers a pdwerful method:for locating, specific

heat eakS'that are difficult to find by conventional methods.
r .

A number f contractors many of whom tend to besmall inde-
.

pendent -c mpan4s offer infrared,scanning for a reasonable'

p fee. c--,:,...._ , ,

6 . . 7---

BLOWER DOORS

Another diagnostic technique is the blower door which

consists of a powerful' fSn mounted and sealed in a door frame.
. .

4

This.increases'the pressure inside the building: The blower

door is often used in" conjunction with'infrared scanning de-

vices, since they help. to identify illaces where warm air is,

escaping from the building. .

Thesetwo approaches to measuring energy loss from'bbiA-
.

ings have become popular as a result of the response to in-
,

creased energy prices. 'Further adv4noes in technology -that'

is designed'to monitor energy efficiency is expected in the

near future.

.4

r

6

we'

to
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EXERCIES
d. Defide the tetms-gT:ioi7i" as they relate to

thermal transmission. /

2.' A" wall has an R value Of 25 and an area of 600

square feet. What isjthe U value for the Wall?

If'the inside temperature is 65°F,and the outside

temperature is 5 °F,, what is the heat flow.through

the wak11, in Btu/hl

'3. List at least 10 design considerations that can be

implemented to reduce energy loss in new buildings.

4. List at least 10 methods for energy conservation in

existing buildings by retrofit.
, .

5. List twO advanced techniques that can be used-to

dttermine:energy\loss fiom buildings.

01'., Describe the following methods for conserving en

in existing buildings:.

a. Methods for control of window loss

b. Methods fbr.control of .heats loss

through, walls and ceilings'.

c. Methods for control of infiltration

What should the R.value of the ceiling insulation be,

in Albany; New York, and in Dallas, Texas; according

to the DepartMent of Energy's recommendations?

8. Estimate the heat'loss from a particular residence.

Using-Equation 1, assume a typical winter temperature

in'the surroufiding area. Use the valges for areas of

walls, windows', and so forth that is taken frO'm the

energy. survey. Use Table 1 to estimate'dp roximate, 8

-U_Nalues for the type of construction in selected.

residence.--Estimate'infiltration by assuming 0.5 air

changes per hour in tight, new construction that has

good-caulking, weatherstripping, and so on; one air
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change per hour in average construction; an'ortwo or

more air changeS per hour in-aider to trpction that

has loose 'fitting windows and doo , cracked or

damaged caulking and weather ,zipping, and sC.on.

What Contributes the lagest comtonent of heat loss?

What can be done to, -6Auce this heat.ldss?

LABS ATORY PROCEDURES'S"

The student will fir' prepare an energy survey for a

specific building. contrist to the energy surveys per-

'

,

formed in 4.1±.4.et -moduleS. of this course, it is suggested

that the ep,e-iiy survey be conducted on the student's own

reside e. 'This will give the student specific ideas about

reducing the energy consumption of that residence.

Perform the energy survey by using the fo/im-located in

the Date ,Table. Fill in the form as completely as possible.

Then evaluate the answers to locate'pOtential methods for

the reduction of energy'usage in this residence.

In order ,to determine insulation thickness, it may be

necessary to open a spacV.into a wall or eiling. A cover

may be removed from alight switch in a wall or a cover Plate

from a light fixture in a ,ceiling; then a flashlight may be

used to look into the space.

Next, the student will measure the R value of.insulation-

by using a piect of test apparatus. The .test apparatus can

be constructed by the class.asr.N4 whole or as_an advanced stu-

dent project. Construction of individual test apparatuses

'fir each student would be too time-consuming.

315
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The'teSt apparatus consists of a heater, a guard ring to

eliminate heat losses, and water-cooled metal plates, Two

Aeets.of the sample to be measured are placed between the

heater and the water-cooled plates. Aside. view of the

apparatus' is shown in Figure

GUARD RING

SAMPLE

///./A1 at WO SINT /
. SAMPLE

' CD l CD c CD O'

WATER-(POLED
17- METAL PLATES

GUARD RING

Figure 3. Side View o=f Test Apparatus.

The heater itself may be either circularor sqUare. It

has an asbestos board with electrical resistance wire wound

around it. .Aluminum plates (about one-eighth ih thick) are

plac4on the edge of the heater, wit4 electrical insulation

between the wires and the plates. A side view of the,heater

is shown in &Kure 4.

, INSULATION
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.The'guard 'ring is constructed in the same'manner as the

heater:, asbestos board with resistance-wire wound on it,

insulation, and -outer aluminum plates. The guard rink sur-
.

roundst,he heaterpn'all sides and minimize's heat loss to

the side. The metal plates of the heater and those ef the

guard ring are separated by astall gap containing insulation.

B_othr 'and guard ring are elec't'rically heated by
. ,

current passing through the resistance wire. The temperatures

of both the heater and guard ring are monitored with thermo-

couples. (The student might want to review a physics telt

that explains the use of.thermocouples as teMperature measur-

ingdevices.) Adjust the current thfough the heater and guard

ring so that the temperatures of the heater and guard ring are

equal. After each adjustment, wait some time for the tempera-

ture to stabilize.

The outer metal plates should have, channels drilled in

theM' for water flow through them. Water connections are

attached to the end of the channels. During use, the plates

are cooled by flowing water.. 4!

Note: The apparatus described above should .be construc-'

ted/and available ahead of time.)

For the Measurements of R value, obtain several (three

or four) types of commercial insulation. There should be two

pieces of each type, each large enough°to cover the combined

area of the heater and guard plate (sed"'Figure 3). -Attach

fine-wire thermocouples to the inside and outside edges of, .

the sample. If possible; the thermocoupies should be attached

to the paper or vapor barrier material which fi:?rms the side

of the sample.

Then, assemble the apparatus with one of thb sample

mdterials.between the heater and water-cooled plates, as shown
.5

.in Figure 3. Turn on the electric current in the heater and

317
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guard ring,_and turnon the water flow in the outer plates.

Adjust the currents to obtain equal temperatures in the hater

and guard ring.

When the temperatures have stabilized, measure the follow-

ing quantities:

a. heater Current (amperes)

b.' V = heatei(voltage (volts) %

0 c; t temperature of inner side o sample (°F)

from thertocouple reading on sample

d. temperature of outer fide of sample ( °F)

from thermocouple (reading'on sample

e. A = area of heater (square feet)

Then, determine the thermal transmittance U (Btu/h/ft2/

°F) from the following equatipn:

U . = 3412 IV/A (ti- t0)

°Then use Equation 2 to find the R value. Compare this

value to thp value quoted by the manufacturer.

Repeat the measurements and calculations for the other

samples of insulating tatterial.

77
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DATA TABLE,

DATA TABLE. ENERGY SURVEY BUILDING STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS.

Ceiling/Roof

Area of ceiling or roof:
Structural materials:

square feet

Insulation: Type
Thickness

Exterior Walls

Floor

Area of walls: squ'are feet
Structural materials:

Insul,Ation: Type
Thickness

Area of floor:
Structural materials:

Insulation: Type
Thickness

Exposure of floor
(full basement, crawl space
pier construction, etc.):

Windows

boo

Number of windows:
Exposure (How many face
north, east, south, west):

Area of windows:
Type of w=indows (single

glazing, thermopane, etc:):
Weatherstripping and caulking

present?:
Condition of weatherstripping
and caulking?:

11,

square feet

319
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Data Libre. ContinueL, na - MOE ow. =me war

Heating and Cooling Plant

Size of furnace: R4u/hOur
Fuel used:
.Size of air conditioning

system: Btu/hour
(or tons)

Special Features
64

Vestibules, encloselentryways,
shads trees, awnings, solar
colActors, etc.:
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TEST

1. The U values that ex1ress thermal transmission

through a material have units of ---

a. Btu/h

b. Btu/ft2
fr.

c. Btu/ft2/h/°F

d. Btu/ft2/°F

.2. The R value that expresses resistance to heat

flow is ddfined as

3. For insulation that'has an R value of 20, the U

value is --

a. 0.005

. b. 0.05

c. 0.5

d. 5.0 .

4. A wall with an area of 1000 square feet has an R

value of 20. The outside temperature is 50°F below

the inside temperature. What is the leat flow

through the wall, in Btu/h?

a. 250

b. 2500

c. 400

d. 1,000,000

5. Design considerations to reduce energy loss in.new

buildings includes inclus'ion of a -barrier,

sheltered design, proper ofthe

heAting system, recovery of # heat,

storage, and utilization of energy.

6. Methods for energy conservation in existing buildings
-

by retrofit include caulking arid , adding

and shading devices, the heating

System, and mai tenance.

V
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Ac c:p ing -to the Department of Energy's recommendations,

:4thein'sulation in the walls cif a home it Little Rock,

Arkansas, should have an R value of ---

a. 22

b. 19

c. 13

d. 11
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